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all kinds of humors that flesh is heir to. He
also treats Fits and Spasms of ail kinds snch as
all Nervous diseases leading to Insanity. Consultation free. Honrs from 9 a. m. to 12
I
m.,from p. m. to 9 p. m.
janlGsndtf

A

PUBLISHING CO.

Hearing

all of which was returned to tne mills. Walker wa3 ssuteacad
to jail for a term of two
years. He has been in jail since Jan 22, 1884,
the time of his arrest.
He has been nnable to
do any labor, and has physical troubles which"
have impaired his health.
Up to the time of
his arrest he had borne a good character. The

Council have called for additional testimony,
and ihe hearing will be resumed next Tuesday.

The leading 5 cent Cigar of Jiew England. Ask jour dealer for tills brand.
M. A. JEWELL & C0-, Successors to
ft. W. SLMONTOH & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.
ra&ylB

Hon. Hannibal Hamlin JLcnven for New
York.
Special to the Press.
Augusta, Feb. 12.—Hon. Hannibal Hamlin,
accompanied by his wife, passed through this

«ntf

LEGISLATIVE VOT3CE.
is hereby given that a public hearing
will bo given before the committee on Manufacture. in room No 3 6, Feb. 17th, at 2 o’clock p.
m-, on bill presented by I. S. Randall, oP Augusta,
requiting a’yeany inspection ol all stationary and
portable steam boilers and licensing persons having
W. H. BLACKWELL,
charge of the same.
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LATEST MARINE NEWS.

who were present at the
ner stone of the monument.

frozen in.
The Sound in this vicinity is still
closed with ice. Among the vessels frozen in
are tbe Florence N. Tower, Effie J. Simmons
and Helen from Rockland with lime.

A MOTHER’S TRIALS.
Strange Story
Haven, in

Told

by Mrs. Reeves of
Petition to tbe Chicago
Courts for the Custody of Her daughter.

New

Rollin

J.

Reeves.
A daughter, Mary X.
6 years old, is said to bo at 619
W6st Adams street, in this city, in the custody
of tho father, and concealed from the mother.
Since Angnst, 1884, Mrs. Reeves has lived
apart from her husband. Reeves is said to be
now

income of from
$30,000,
enjoy
84,000 to 85,000 a year, yet he has never dune
anything lor the support of his wife and child,
except for a short time, when he gave them an
allowance of from 80 to $10 a month, the alworth

and to

«trill

nro.

laying

of the cor-

the Press.)
Kiverside, Feb. 12.—The old Congregational church in this place was burned last night.
Loss $2,000; no insurance. Probably incendi-

(Special

an

lowance never exceeding the latter figure.
Mrs. Reeves says that Boon after the birth of
Mary, her husband told her that he coaid never take tho same interest in the chl>d that he
wonld have done if it had been a boy, and he
would never do anything for her or have a
On Ang. 25th last, Mrs.
nurse to care for her.
Reeves said her hnsband secretly took the
child away from her father’s house. She discovered where they had gone, and followed
them. She found them in Portland, ole., and
succeeded in getting peaceable possession of
the child, while the father happened to be
away from her. Reeves, however, caused her
to be arrested for stealing the child, and for
half a day she was shut up in the Portland
common jail. Then Judge Symouds, of the
Maine Snpreme Court, ordered her release and
she was seat back to her father’s house with
the child.
The scoodu abduction took place on the night
That evening, Mrs. Reeves,
of October 30th.
her mother, brother, child and several other
Beated
at tho supper table in her
were
persona
father’s house at New Haven, the doctor being
absent, when Reeves made a violent entry into the house, accompanied by one Dr. D. W.
Stewart of DtS Moines, Iowa, and font other
msn. They knocked Mrs. Reeves down, 6lruck
and severely injured her mother, and seized
Reeves took
and carried away the little girl.
the child, without wraps aud bare-headed,with
no other clothing than such as the wore in the
house, put her in au open carriage, aud drove
Sirs. Reeves says
with her nearly all ui“bt.
it was the intention of the abductors to drive
from N w Haver, across the State line into
New York, which they could have done before
morning, if they bad kept on the right road,
bnt in tbe dark and stormy night they missed
country, uutii at 4.30 o’clock the next morning
they reached the house of Archibald C. McArthur?, in Newton, Oonu., where they applied for shelter. Stewart told McArthur that

if he had been obliged to go three miles farther in the storm ar,d cold he would have died.
It was still cold and rainy, bur no extra clothing was procured for the girl. This was the
last that Mrs. Reeves saw of her daughter for
months
Reeves frequently wrote lo her, but
always wrote that he intended to keep Mary
concealed. He also wrote that if she attempted to get possession of the child through the
courts he would pi ce her wheresho could
□ever reach her.
About two weeks ago, Reeves wrote to his
wife, requesting an iuterview at Dea Moines,
Iowa, on Jan. 31st, on neutral ground, either
without witnesses or in the presence of friends.
Mrs. Reeves, with a lady friend, went to Has
Moines, to a hotel, and sent a message to
Reeves. He sent back word that he would
after the noon dinner hour
come to the hotel
Betweeu 12 and 1 o’clock Mrs.
that day.
Reeves and her friend, from the window of
their room, saw Reeves pass along the street,
go up into a lawyer’s office and go out again,
but ho never came near them. Mrs. Reeves
says that she has the affidavits of Archibald
McArthur, of Dr. P. C. Skiff, a prominent
physician of New Haven, of Leonard Hotchkiss, a banker of that city, and of numerous
She first learned
others confirming her story.
that her daughter was in Chioago at 6 o'clcck
of
7th.
Feb.
She says that she
on the evening
is a continual sufferer from nervous prostration because of the trouble, and that her
father and she have Bpent several thousand
dollars in employing detectives, travelling expenses, and in other ways in trying to trace
her daughter. She has a good home with her
father, who is a man ot means and responsibility, and willing to aid her in the support of
herself and daughter.

Blaine Hun Drowned.
(To the Associated Press.)
Baltimore, Feb. 12.—Capt. Blake, of the
brig Fidelia, at this port from Grenada, via
Navassa, reports the drowning at the first
A

named port, Dec. 26th, of John W. Rich,
seaman, of Or’and, Me.
A Cold

Oleomargarine in New Hampshire.

that New Hampshire is flooded with adulterated articles of food of almost every descripa systematic intion and it is expected that
of the matter will be begun soon.

vestigation

Oet

knap.

Camden, Feb. 12.—Last night was a very
cold one, and Pauobscot Bay was quite frozen
over this morning.
The island mail carriers
will be ice-bound for a few days.
Skinned by the President.
Washington, Feb. 12.—An amendment to
Representative Milliiten’s bill appropriating
$150,000 for a public building at Augusta, was

made, providing that the plaDS and specifiCRtious should warrant the completion of the
building within the specified sum. The bill as
amended was immediatelly sent to the Senate
ai d passed.
It received the signature of the
President today.
Dropped

Dead.

Bangor, Feb. 12.—Mrs. W. H. Trnndy,
Wimerport, dropped dead yesterday, at
neighbor’s house, where she had gone
pare ilia

body

to

of
a

pre-

of a child for burial.
ATHENS.

Tha spring term of the Somerset Academy
will commence Feb. 16tb, with Mr. A E. Austin as principal.
A Grand Army post was organized at Athens
last week
BATH,

At the Goss Marine Iron Works in Bath, 51
men are at work.
They are engaged upon the
engines for the steamer Haytien Republic, now
building at the New England Shipbuilding
Company’s yard. The engine is compound,
22 and 21x36. The machinists ate setting her
Sapt. C. E. Hyde was the designer.
up.
The
The engine has a horse
propeller ie 11 feet.
of
650.
The
little
power
high speed launch
engine 6x7, which is to run the circulating
pump for the Republic engines, is something
East week, on a
new, and is a Iittl6 wonder.
trial, 960 revolutions were made in a miuute.
Mr. Hyde is the designer, and the wonderful
speed is duo to the combination of several new
points. As to the business outlook, Sapt
Hyde says a great many firms are talking, but
do but little.
They rro corresponding with
several parties, and a few days ago sent plans
and specifications to two New York parties.
BELFAST.

One of the forthcoming Bocial events ia a reception to be given the governor in Belfast by
the XII Club of that city on Feb. 21th.
BRADFORD.

The

of Bradford can boast of something that but few towns in the State of Maine
can. There are in it eleven stores, four poet
offices, two mail routes and four secret organizations, and yet there are only about 1,100 inhabitants.
town

CHINA.

Joseph Ketchen, of South China, soldier in
the late rebellion, has just received a pension
of 81,600.
BLIOT.

Dr. Brigham, of Salmon Falls, and Dr.Willis of Eliot, have recently purchased together
a very valuable collection of rare and beautiful minerals, from a gentleman in Pennsylvania.
They are the result of twenty years collecting, and embrace Borne of the choicest
known specimens.
GARLAND,

Mrs. Julia B, Crane, widow of the late Capt.
Elijah Crane, died at her home in Garland on
Monday last, aged 73 years. She had been
sick for thirty-one years, during almost the entire period of which she wbs confined to her
bed. Mrs. Crane was the last surviving sister
in the Barker family, of Exeter, originally
consisting of seven brothers and three sisters.
HALLOWBLL.

A lodge of Knights of Pythias will probably
soon bo instituted at
Hallowell, twentv names
having been obtained to the application for a
A movement is also on foot for a
charter.

lodge

at

Augusta.
HCULTON.

Among the improvements io prospect for the
coming year at Houlton are the introduction
ol water works, the expense of which will
likely reach 835,000; the election of a brick
block of probably eight stores; an Episcopal
church; a large building for a roller rink; and
25 cr more dwolliag bouses.
There is also
t k of putting up a building to be used as a
machine shop. Representative Boutelle’s bill
for the construction of a new public building
has been reported with a favorable recommenrlofintt from

tlm PnmmittPR
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JCORTHPORT.

D. H. Gray of Northport, bas in his possession an ancient pitcher that has every appearance of being silver.
It is said to be one that
Gen. Goslin had and used when at Fort Point,
when the English had possession there. It
has been iu the possession of one John Walker
of Brooksville, Mr. Gray’s great grandfather.
Mr. Walker held it as a great treasure until
hia death. It is marked “M. Nardeu, Bell and
Anchor, Viotoria Dock, 1773.” The writing
on the pitcher is
evidently that of a woman’s
hand.
OAKLAND.

The citizens of Oakland have been somewhat agitated over the matter of Waterville’s
“Water Company,” wl^ch, it 6eems, was
quietly chartered four years ago. A very
heavy remonstrance has been placed in the
bauds of Oakland’s representative, A. P. BenThe matter has, however, been
jamin, Esq.
adjusted, and a new bill drawn that will be
to
both
towns.
satisfactory
ROCKPORT.

The Bhip now under way in the yard of
Carleton, Norwood & Co., will be the largest
ever liuiit iu this vicinity.
The length of her
keel is 263 feet, she will have four masts and
will be about 2,800 tons. jWork on her is proThe winter thus far has
gressing rapidly.
been very favorable for the workmen on the

an

An-

New York, Feb. 12.—The Tribune says:
hundred persons went to
Less than one
Chiekering Hall last night to hear the Rev.
Henrv Ward Beecher lecture upon the Moral
Uses of Wealth and Beauty” for the benefit of
the Ladies' Art Uuion. At 8.20 Mr. Beecher
stated that there would be do lecture, that the
that he
money would be refunded at ths door,
would charge nothing, and then he dismissed
the audience.

The friends of Capt. Horace H. Burbank of
Saso, formerly of the 31st Maine Regiment,
will support him for Department Commander
at the Grand Army Encampment at ThomasHe is now Judge Advoton, on the 18th inst.
cate of the department.
WARREN.

Rev. J, E. Pond closed his pastoral labors
with the Congregational church of Warren
last Sunday, his resignation having been accented.
YORK.

Mr. Ivory Simpson, a pensioner of tbe war
of 1812, and a man highly respected, is now seriously ill, and bat little hopes are entertained
of his recovery. Hia ‘JOth birthday will occur
on the 24th inst.
IN GENERAL.

Senator Frye has introduced in the Senate a
number of petitions from Maine honey producers protesting against the ratification ol
tbe American treaty, which admits honey free
of duty.
The Missouri Pacific railroad bridge at Staubert
of St. Louis, Mo., was burned
Wednesday night and the traffic was suspended yes
terday.
100 miles west

the

Proposed

i calendar of matters pending for legislation.
The resolve appropriating 810,000 for the
nse of tho Maine Central Institute at Pitts-

XLYIIItli Congress~-2d Session

|

(Special to the Press.)

field as an endowment fund was taken from
the House table and given a passage.

12.

THE LOBSTER LAW.

The charter reported in the Senate for the
People’s Trust Company names as incorporators Geo. W. W healer, Hiram Holt, Geo. M.
Currier, A. S. Butterfield, Hiram Bamsdell
and Elbridge
Smith of Farmington, and
Nathaniel B. Beal of Phillips, Capital stock,
850,000.
Tbe Beforrn School committee did not approve of the “family plan.”
The resolve in favor of the Maine Industrial
School for Girls at Hallowell appropriates
812,000 for 1885, of whioh, as stated in the
Pbkss yesterday, 83,000 is to go lor furnishing
the new building. $5,000 for finishing tho
bntlding and 84,000 for running the school.
The appropriation for 1886 is $6,000 on the condition that the new building is completed. The
resolve was made a special assignment for

The act to amend chapter 40 of the Revised
Statutes, relating to fish and fisheries, reads af
follows:
Section 1. Seotion 19 ef chapter 40 of the Re
vised Statutes is hereby amended, so that a*
amended it Bhall read as follows:
Seot. 19. There shall be a close time for lobster*
between the 15th day of August and the 1st day oi
October, daring which no lobster shall be fished for
taken, caught, killed, bought, sold, exposed fo*
sale or in possession, in cars, pounds or otherwise
under a penalty of fifty dollars lor the offence and
one dollar for every lobster so taken,
caught, killed
bought, sold, exposed for sale or in possession as
aforesaid.

Sect. 2. Section 20 of said chapter is hereby
so that as amended it shall rsad as fol-

amended,

lows:

Sect. 20. No person or corporation shall can oi
preserve any lobsters between the 15th day of .July
and the 1st day of the following April, under 1
penalty of five dollars for every lobster so canned oi
preserved and a further penalty of three hundred
dollars for each day on which snch unlawful can
ning or preserving is done.
uuv.>

!»•

u.vivivu

I'i

cum

amendea

vua^vci

10

uvi

Wednesday o!

ouj

so that as amended it shall read as follows:
Sect. 21. It is unlawful to fish for, catch, buy
sell, expose for sale or possess, between the 3 st day
of October and the 15th day of the following
August, any female lobster in spawn or with eggs
attached, or any young lobster less than 10%
inches In length, measuring from head to tail, extended, exclusive of claws or feelers, and such lobsters when caught shall be liberated alive at the
risk and cost of the party taking them, under a
penalty of one dollar for each lobster so caught,
bought, sold, exposed for sale or in possession nol
so liberated.
Provided, however, that from the
1st day of April to the 16th dav of July it shall be
lawful to fish for, catch, buy, sell, expose for sale oi
possess for canning and all other purposes any lobsters not less than 9 inches in length, measured at
aforesaid, but not inoluding female lobsters in
spawn or with eggs attached.
Sect. 4. Section 33 of said chapter is hereby
amended so that as amended said section shall read
as

in the Senate ts-morrow
of Piscataquis.

by Senator Lebroke

One of the bills reported in the Senate
allows savings banks to invest in water companies’ bonds in towns having over 4,500

Inhabitants.
The resolve appropriating $10,000 for the
National Encampment will come up tc-morrow
in the House, and Gen, Mattocks will speak in
its support. Over 3,000 veteraus of the G. A. E.
have petitioned for this appropriation. An
effort will be made to reduce tho appropriation
to $3,000.
(To the Associated Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 12.—The committee on agriculture have voted ought to paes on amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale of
oleomargarine in the State.
The committee oa temperance will report a
bill that a “dump’’ and other appliances for
liquor selling found in a shop shall be regarded
as an evidence of the sale of
liquors; that the

penalties
but left

liquor selling shall be increased,
discretionary with the court. No

tor

action will bo taken on the proposed amendthat United States licenses shall be taken
as evidence of the sale of liquor.
The oommitteo on legal affairs voted ought
to pass on the bill prohibiting towns from

ment

electing collectors of taxes as selectmen until
they have closed their accounts.

which authorizes the establishment of a steam
feiry between Ferry Village, in Cape ElizaThe
beth, and Portland, across Fore river.
Frederick

went

bf-tanknJ

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE CAPE ELIZABETH FERRY.

are

mill Kn

Tka House refused to concur with the Senate
in haying a joint committee to consider the
qaostiou of salaries of ail county officers.

Bion Bradbury of Portland, appeared before
the committee on interior waters this afternoon and suggested a few changes in the act
to incorporate the People’s Ferry Company,

incorporators

bill, which

frrli tlin TTnnou

follows:

of the

week.
railroad

next

Tbe Megantic

Sect. 33. Tho Governor, with the advice and
consent of Council, ghali appoint ©n© or two persona
as they think best, to be commissioners of fisheries
and
game? who shall have a general supervision ol
the fisheries regulated by the following sections and
of the game laws. Said commissioners shall examine dams and all other obstructions existing in
all rivers and streams and determine tho necessity
of fish-ways am* the location, form and capacity
thereof, visit those sections where fisheries regulated by this chapter are carried on, and introduce
and disseminate valuable species of fish into waters
where they do not exist. The Governor, with the
aivioo and consent of Council, shall also appoint
one other commissioner, who Bhall have
general
supervision of the sea and shore fisheries and shall
fish regulated by this chapter. Said commissioners
shall hold office for three years unless sooner removed. They shall examine into the workings of
tfie fish and game laws, see that violations thereof
are duly prosecuted and perform all other duties
prescribed by law. They shall report annually, on
or before the 31st
day of December, to the Governor, who shall cause 3,000 copies to be printed.

names

is not to exceed 810,000.
The bill introduced in the House to cede to
the United States jurisdiction over certain
land in Augusta, refers to such lot of land as
may be selected as a site for the new public

The committee on commerce voted to report
bill reducing fees for inspection of steamers
under three tons burden.

a

H.

Tho committee on jadiciary gave an extended hearing on the petition to amend the charter
of tho Artesian Water Company of Rockland.

Harford, Charles A. Tilton, Tristram G.
Hutchins, David A. Kincaid, Aurelius V.
Cole, Andrew W. Smart, Rotkens M. Cole,
Caleb Dyer, William Spear, Nathan R. Dyer,
M. Saunders Small and Albert W. Spear. The
capital stock is not to be less than $10,000 nor
more than $60,000. The act provides that the

Jndge Hill spoke for tho petitioners, and Hun.
A. P. Gould for the remonstrants.

MAINE LEGISLATURE.
(Specially reported for the Press.)

company shall run a double end ferry boat or
boats, to be propelled by steam, and such other boats as may be suitable and convenient for
the night time or when Fore river is obstructed by ice. The toll to be established is accord-

SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 10.
The majority report on the Meeantic railroad was accepted and the bill and amendment
ing to the following rates: Foot passengers not
read once and assigned for to-morrow.
exceeding four cents for each person. ThirtyPending its second reading Mr. Simonton cf
five tickets for foot passengers shall be sold i Knox
offered an amendment to the soldier dtupon demand for one dollar; for one vehicle
peuuem Dili oy striking cut the words "in
drawn by one horse with driver, ten cents, one
consequence of injury sustained in said sercoach with two horses and driver fifteen cents;
vice,” and inserting instead. "has received 3n
lor each additional horse or person lour cents;
honorable discharge frond said service and
tor each cart or sled with two oxen and driver
who,” so that section 8, chap. 24 of K. 8., of
fifteen cents; for each additional yoke of oxen
1883 shall read: "ifo soldier, who served
by
fire cents. All other neat cattlo and beasts of
enlistment in the army or navy of the United
burden three cents; sheep, swine and smaller
States in the war of 18G1 and baa received an
animals two cents each, and for each hundred
honorable discharge from said service,and who
weight of freight or less, four cents, and for all has or may become dependent
upon any town
made
between
cine
o’clock p. m. and i shall be considered a
trips
pauper, or be subject to
eleven and one-half o’clock at night double
| disfranchisement fcr that cause; but the time
face may be charged.
daring which said soldier is so dependent shall
The said corporation shall at all times keep
not be included in the period of residence
|
at the ferry, after it is established, a boat or !
necessary to ohange his settlement.”
boats in good repair, suitable and convenient
Tho resolve appropriating $200 for the Pottfor the accommodation of travelers, their
land school for the deaf camo up on its
passage
horses, carriages, carts, teams and cattle. Due
to be engrossed.
and ready attendance on patrons Bhalt bo
Mr. Marble moved to indefinitely
postpone,
given on all occasions, and for every neglect of which was lost by a vote of 24 to 2. The r6*
such attendance the corporation shall forfeit ! Solve was then
given a passage.
and pay $5, and for every neglect in keeping
Pending tho passage to be engrossed of the
boat or boats, unless prevented by unavoidable
act to amend sec. 8, chap. 24 of R. S. o' 1883,
circumstances or accident, $50,—each penalty :
relating to paupers, it was tabled. The same
to be recovered by action of debt in any court
aotio.u was taken on act to amend chap. 40 of
of competent jurisdiction, to the use of any
the R. S., relating to fish and fisheries.
person who shall sue therefor, aud shall be
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES,
further liable to pay iu an action on the case,
An act to amend sec. 100, chap. 47, R. S.,
j
such special damages as any person may sus| relating to banka and banking; au act to incorporate the People’s Trust Company; an act
tain by its unreasonable neglect.
The time
for the Drotection of trout and land-Iockeu salfor lunning the boats unless prevented by acj mon in Misery and Secation or Soration rivers;
cident or unavoidable casualty, shall be from j resolve in favor of State Reform
School; re6 o’clock a. m. to 11.30 o’clock p. m., |aud from I solve iu favor of Maine Industrial School for
Girls.
6 o’clock a. m. to 9 p. m. two round trips shall I
Mr. Weacott from the committee ou public
be made hourly, aud from 9 o’clock p. m. until l buildings reported a recommendation
to build
a firo proof vault in
ll.tO o’clock in the night time one round trip
the Slate House at au
estimated
cost
of
Also reported ad§2,000.
shall be made hourly.
Unless the ferry is esversely ou enlargement of tho State House.
tablished and put In operation within two
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED,
years from the approval of the act, then the
Aii act to amend sec. 13, chap. 116 of the Revised
act become void.
The committee have deStatutes relating to witness fees in probate court;
an act to amend sec. 127, chap. 11 of the Revised
cided to make a favorable report on this act.
Statutes, relating to schools for iho deaf; an act to
A LETTER FROM GENERAL GRANT.
confirm and make valid the organization of the
Monson
and to authorize the extension,
Speaker Hamlin received the following let- of the Railroad,
same; an act to authorize the town of Drester today from General Grant:
i deu to rebuild the lower bridge, so-called, on
Eastern river; an act authorizing the Haynes &
NEw York City, Feb, 10, 1883.
Dewitt ice Co. to build piers and wharves; an act to
Hon. Charles Hamlin:
amend sec. 2, chap. 203 of the privato and special
Dear Sir,—Your letter of the 7 th instant is belaws of 1883, entitled au act to incorporate the
fore me. The action taken by the House of IteprePortland Trust Co.; an act additional to an act to
sentativeajn the Maine Legislature, I have seen in
authorize Lewis ueadbetter, Jr., and Elisha C.
the papers! and for your part in presenting the resC oper to build a bridge over tide waters in the
olutions favoring my restoration to the retired list
town of North Havon; au aet for tho protection of
of the army I wish now to thank you.
trout or any other fish iu Deep brook in Saco; an
Very truly yours,
to
amend charter of the Kennebec Log Driving
U. S. Grant.

j

Company.

COMMITTEE HEARINGS.

;

The judiciary committee gave a hearing on
the petition of the sheriff of
Cumbsrlaud
ponnlc xsr'nn oulrc for

a

nhanirn nf

ftia lair

nr%

no

PASSED TO BE ENACTED.
An act to change the name of Charles Dudley; au
act to provide for notice of special legislation for
the protection of fish.

FINALLY PASSED.
Resolved in favor of O. M. Conlin; resolve in
favor of the temporary home for women and children; resolve in favor of the joint standing committee on Reform School; resolve in favor of C. H. Por.
ter, agent of the Passamaquoddv Indians; resolve
in favor of the joint standing committee of State
: Agricultural College and Mechanic Aits.

give him the fees for posting the notices
where liquors have been libelled. Judge
Enoch Knight of Portland appeared for the

to

remonstrant.
An extended hearing took place on the bill
toameud the charter of the Artesian Water
Company of Rockland.
The committee on legal affairs will report
adversely on bill an act to prevent the throwing of coal tar, gas water, waste matter, &c.,

■

into Saco river.
They will report favorably
on .bill to change the time of holding the

j

September

HOUSE.
Senate order providing for a joint committee
to consider the question of salaries of all the
oonnty officers was briefly discussed.
On motion of Mr. Goodnow of Calais, it was
indefinitely postponed by a vote of 89 to 48.
PETITIONS AND REMONBTRANCEB
PRESENTED.

term of the 8. J. Court in Somer
Remonstrance against
giving tho Lewisset connty, changing the time from the third |
ton and Auburn Horse Railroad
Company
to the first Tneeday in September; on bill inpowerof operating their road by electricity.
For
|
of
the
Maine
adjustment
Eastern
fair
railroad
and repealtariffs,
corporating
l
Against further legislation relating to
ing the charter of the town of KingBbury
throwing sawdust and refuse into the KenneThey will also report bill relating to the elec
bee river.
tion of selectmen, which makes a collector o:
BILLS INTRODUCED,
An act to prevent double taxing.
taxes ineligible lor the office of selectman un i
ah act to appropriate $350 to remove a ceitil be has settled his acoonnts in fall with th(
tain ledge and build a bridge in the town of
town.
Frenchville.
The fiBh and game committee gave a heat i
.-A-*1 act to cede to the United States the juing to parties who desire te have the law rt j risdiction of certain land in Augusta,
*ncorPorate the Bingham and
pealed prohibiting the shooting of seals in Cat j Moose River Telephone
and Telegraph Com*
co Bay on the ground that the seals which in
pany.
feet those waters ars destructive to the fiahioi ;
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES,
Favorable reports were made on an act auinterests. The petitioners were represented b:
thorizing the extension of the Bangor and
Mr. Hamilton of Cumberland, while the re
Katahdiu lion Works
Railway; an act providmonstrants were represented by J ndge God
ing for the taxation of life insurance com*
dard of Portland, who defended the seals am l
pames; reBolve in favor of Hamlin plantation;
aud act 10 repeal sections 0, 7 and
claimed that they Berved to furnish eujoymen t
8, chap. 30
of K. S.,
relating to bounty on bears and
to pleasure seekers and ought to be protected
wolves; an act to prevent the taking of fish
Mr. Foss of Saco advocated a special law fo r
from the tributaries of Wilson’s
pond in Au*
tourn for six years; an act to
their protection.
incorporate the
Fills
River
Improvement Company.
The committee have decided to report a bil
Adverse reports w?yfl' made on the act to
for the prevention of throwing into Royal rive
regulate the practice
eterinary -medicine
dye stuffs and black ash occasioned by thi > ana ? urgery; order relating to rendering State
aid
for
the
purpose of educating the blind of
manufacture of wood pulp.
our State at the South
Boston Institute for the
The committe feel confident of making thei
Blind.
final report within ten days at the farthest.
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED,
Mr. Hale, by request of several citizens c f
An act to establish a standard
weight for a baran act to authorize the town of
Portland, introduced a bill to prevent doubl 3 rel of potatoes;
to remove the bodies of deceased
persons
Brownyille
from the old
taxing on real aud personal property incun
burying ground to the new burying
ground in said town, and to convey the interest of
bered by debts, and exempting a man fror
said town in said
burying gioucd lot.
paying a poll tax after he becomes 70 years o [
An act for the protection of iish in Canaan
pond
and
ponds immediately connected therewith in the
age.
of Rope. Camuen and
an
act
1
J°w“»
Lincolnville;
A charter is asked for the Bingham an 1
for the protection ot iish in Pickerel or Warren
Moose River Telephone and Telegraph Con
pond, Holland or Philpot pond and Chadburn brook
in Limerick, and Berry or Sand
pond in Limington;
pany. The incorporators named are Ira B
an act to amend an act to
incorporate the Harrison

SKssEPRICE THREE CENTS.

Mutual Fire Insurance Company; an act to incorporate the Ellsworth Water Company; resolve in
favor of the Maine Central Institute.

capital stock

j

HORRIBLE SCENE.

Eighteen of the Inmates

great danger.

LATER.

The lire originated in the wing of the old
building of the insane department of the
Blackley 3lmshonse, which fronts towards the
Schuylkill river, and directly east of the main
building of the almshouse. This wiDg is 115
feet front and 60 feet deep, and is connected
on the south with the main building of the old
structures of the iDsane department, which
runs 1,000 feet to a Bimilar wing to the one in
which the disaster occurred.
In this north
bnilding, where the fire broke out, there were
60 separate cells for violent patients, 20 on
each floor. In addition to these there was a
largo room on each of the three doors, in
which cots for 12 men wore placed, all of which
were occupied when the fire broke out.
On the north side of the corridor on the
second floor was a dry room heated by steam.
This room, which was about 10 feet square,
was directly alongside the middle stairway
leading to the floors above and bslow. Here
the flames originated, but from what cause is
not known. At the time there were insane
patieDts in each of the 20 cells on each of the
three floors- ten in a large room on the first
floor and 12 in each of the large rooms on the
second and third floors. From all the conflictmg accounts to us oDtainea it appears pretty
certain tbat the first alarm was given by an
insane patient on the first floor of the main
building. This man, Joseph Nodine, occupied
a room
adjoining the stairway and drying
room with abont 20 other quiet patients, and
about 8 o’clock he saw smoke coming from a
door which opened into the cell wing and
Shouted fire.
Following are the names of occupants of the
nineteen cells in Ward M near where the fire
first started, all of whom are supposed to hare
besn suffocated or burned to death with the
exception of three who were rescued by firemen:
Fran^ D. Dechaoon, James McCoy,
Sohu Lynden, Isaac O’Neil,
Chas, Scoit
(colorel) John Dwyer, James Burk, (this
man killed three of tbe inmates of
the institution daring the 22 years he was confined thero
and for 20 years his hands were chained to his
body,) Thomas Busk, Michael Wroth, Bobert
Cunningham, Chas. Nolenberger, Thomas
Jones, John Herriages (Herringes is a man
who was discovered in 1870 in a shanty at 4th
and Sanbard streets where he had been confined in chains by his parents for20;ears) John
Koehler, Thos. Smith, Edward Murphy, Chas.
O’Brien and Phillip Newbnrger.
The bodies
of Decahcon, Wroth, Jones, Burke, Koehler,

laws.
Mr. Vest felt warranted in declaring that there
had been a stupendous speculation in public lands
on the part of men who hoped to come in and
pose
as innocent “purchasers” in the
passage of a bill
like that now before the Senate.
Mr. Palmer said no doubt speculators and lumbermen had invested in these
lands, but those were
not the men that he (Mr. Palmer) was
seeking to
relieve. The men he wanted to help were poor
farmers who had put their sweat and toil in to their
lands.
Mr. Vest said he could not vote for a bill that
would include in its measures of relief men who
had banded together and massed their capital to
buy public lands upon speculation. Titles of speculators acquired in contravention of law ought to
be confirmed.
Ponding debate on an amendment offered by Mr.
Morgan a joint resolution was submitted by Mr.
Van Wyck for reference to the committee on public lands providing that it shall be unlawful for
any railroad company claiming interest in any grant
of land from the United States to sell or offer to
soil, er mortgage, or pledge any of such lands while
tbc bill for forfeiture of the same is pending in
either House of Congress or before the patent in
conformity with law shall have issued for the same;
and any person or persons
selling or offering to sell
or mortgage, or pledge such lauds shall be
guilty of
a misdemeanor and on conviction shall be lined in a
sum not exceeding $1000 or
imprisonment not moro
than one year.
The resolution was referred as suggested
by
be
J Mr.
timoer culture

Herringes, Scott,

Van Wyck.

Joseph Shreder,

The House then proceeded to consideration of business under the special rules.
At the expiration of the hour, all-owed under the
special rule, Nathan F. Dixon of Rhode Island appeared at the bar of the House and took the oath of
office aB representative to succeed Jonathan Chace,

ytsmaya

on

of

SESSION.

Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania said that no man
could say truthfully that this provision did not
greatly ^increase the expenditure of the public
money.
Mr. Dingley of Maine thought it’ made little difference whether the repealing portions of the shipping act were in force or not because the postmaster general was authorised to contract with
owners of American
steamships to carry the mail
! with the only limitation that he shall not exceed
ihe sea and island postage. The revenue from thii
postage was $2,174,000 while .the pending proviBion limited the expenditure to
$600,000. He hat]
j no doubt
that the provision was clearly in order
Pending decision the mmmit.tAA hi-uha
t.hf
ilouse took a recess until 10 o’clock to-morrow

The Senate committee on Indian affairs'
which recently investigated the leasing ct
lauds by Indians to cattlemen, will recommend that sub-committees be appointed to
Visit Indian Territory and Montana during the
summer to investigate the policy of the InIt will also rediana In leasing their lauds.
port that the officials in the interior department, except certain Indian agents and traders, have not been guilty of improper conduct
in oonnection with the leases of Indiau lands
Two agents, Messrs. Townshend and Pollock
it will say interested themselves in the leases
while government officials contrary to law.
The Kevemie Service on Ihe New JKuglnml

Tobaeco.
ant

bil
tin

requisite size and of the necessary fineness o
texture to be suitable for wrappers and of whicl
more than 100 leaves are
required to weigh t
pound and leaf tobacco the growth of difl'eren
countries tliall be when enclosed together in a bah
or other
package if not stemmed 75 cents pei
pound and if stemmed $1 per pound, aud so mucl

Coast.

package

of such tobacco as may not bi
for wrappers shall pay a duty of 35 cent!

suitable
per pound.
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GENERAL NEWS.
for

the

murder

cf

his

was

wife

in

huni ;

April

island on Long Island and stove a
large whole ii
her bow. She proceeded to Newport where she i

■

>

waiting for repairs.
Elijah Parker, who murdered

now

Lewis Fox in D«
yember aud Itust Johnson who murdered John C
Wall in August were
in
Little
hanged
Rock, Ark.

■

yesterday.
Captains Dick

and Harbatille of Toronto, govern
ment inspeotors of
steamboats, have offered thei r
services to the English government in the
Egyptia
campaign. They propose to raise a brigade of fron
800 to 1000 men.
The boiler in McDaniel and
Wright’s floor mill a t
iranklin, lud., exploded yesterday morning, killin :
James Hogle, the
engineer aud wrecking the builc
ings. 1 he employees had a narrow escape,
The New York Press club
gave its winter r<
ception last night and there was an entertainmen t
of some kiud on
every floor of the building. Tb a
rooms were crowded and
carriages stretched fc c
blocks away from the entrance.

Ono hundred years ago the first bale of cotto a
exported to Great Britlan from New Orlean s
and yesterday the centennial
anniversary of th s
event was oelehrated there.
was

luuues,

pathy.

forenoon.

L. N. Beach of Hollidaysburg, Pa.,

ujr

tut?

Alumni Dinner.
Washington, Feb. 12.—The fourth annual
dinner of the Bowdoin Association was attended by some thirty of the resident graduates.
Commodore Bridge of the famous class of ’25
which had Hawthorne.and Longfellow in its
number, presided. Gan. Ellis Spear was masLetters of regret were read
ter of ceremonies.
from Hon. Hugh McCulloch, Rev Dr. Joseph
Packard of the Fairfax Theological Seminary,
Rev. W. T. Southgate of Annapolis and Hon.
Israel Kimball of the Internal Revenue Bureau, and verbal messages of regret were reported from Hons. W. R. Rice aud T. B. Reed
L. Deane
of the House of Representatives.
was
called upon to Bpeak about Professor
Packard, late acting president of the college,
Senator Frye
who died daring the past year.
made one of his mest eloquent, touching and
effective speeches upon the resolutions or sym-

There were not more than two dozen members
present when the House met at 8 o’clock and proceeded in committee of the whole to the further
consideration of the post office appropriation bill.
Mr. Holman of Indiana raised a point of order
against the paragraph allowing additional compensation for transportation of ocean mails in American steamships.

Dr.

uurueu

Bawdoin

m

1884:.
While the steamer Providence was on the wa
from New York to Fall River, Mass., Wednesda;
night, Bhe struck something this side of Captain

uuu

WASHINGTON.

Rending further action the sommitte rose and at
5.50 o’clock theJTouse took a recess until 8 o’clock.

yesterday

uiioierou

and their cries were heartrending.
Some of
them cursed and swore, others laughed hidestill
others
yelled with pain in
ously while
such awful cries as would have appalled the
hardest heart. The firemen, myself and a patient named Rafferty, crawled on onr hands
and knees to snch of the men as we could
reach, and dragged out 14, eight of them alive,
four suffooated to death, and two so badly
burned that they died before we coaid get
We could not see
them oat of the buslding.
any of the men in the cells, but could hear
their horrible cries above the roaring of the
flames.
While Schroeder was goingithrough this terrible experience the flames were extending to
the main bnildiDg of the department. The
wing in which the victims were burned alive
were wrapped in flamos which were shooting
many feet into the air and illuminating the
city for many squares.
The Fireman’s Story.
At half past eight o’clock the alarm had
been struck and in half an hour a general
alarm sounded. When the firemen arrived the
fire was enveloping about one-third of the
and was burning fiercely.
main building
Truck F. arrived on the stene soon after the
first alarm and its ladder was quickly run np
to the third floor to the windows of the cells iu
which the maniacs were fastened, and with
axes and hooks the firemen attacked the iron
gratings of the cells and succeeded in taking
out seven men, four suffocated to death and
three still alive.
All of the inmates of the insane department
were rescued safely, except those in the third
story of the wing in which the fire originated,
the loss of life being 18.
At 1 o'clock this morning, the buildings of
the insane doparsment were in flames, with no
prospects of saving any of them, although the
firemen then had the fire wsll in hand, and all
the other departments of the buildings were
safe.
&The G3Q inmates who were turned out were
be provided for in the out
as soon as could
wards. Nine bodies have been recovered.

District of Columbia in the case of Hallett Kilbourne against J. G. Thompson.
Referred to the
committee of the whole.
A motion that at the close of today’s proceedings
the House shall take a recess until 10 o’clock tomorrow was agreed to.
The House then at 1.50 p. m. went into committee of the whole on the post office bill.
After some debate new legislation concerning
railroad mail compensation was stricken from the
bill.
Pending debate on an amendment by Mr. Horr oS
Michigan, that gentleman took occasion to say that
the President, who had been elected for the next
four yea rs had not called upon him for advice as to
his administration or as to the composition of his
cabinet, but if he were called upon he would be
able to say to Mr. Cleveland there was one man in
the Democratic party (referring to Mr. Morey of
Mississippi), who understood this post office business and had shown that fact in the debate.
He
(Mr.. Horr), was glad to ,find one Democrat who
not only understood it but who was willing to stand
up and say so to the House.
Mr. Bayne of Pennsylvania, arraigned the Democrats for their deliberate attempts to force an extra
session by proposing new legislation on the appropriation bill when the Senate had already given notice that it would strike it out. Why was it doBe?
He could not see any other purpose than that the
Democratic members of the House should be here
when the President took his seat in order that they
might make an application for un,office and thus obviate the necessity of a pilgrimage from
their
home3.
After further debate Mr. Horr’a amendment
which was that the appropriation for inland mail
transportation be fixed at $14,010,000, and that
$1,765,000 be appropriated for the railway post office car-service was adopted.
An amendment by Mr. Nicholls of Georgia, appropriating $266,764 for necessary and special facilities on trunk lines was adopted. ®
On motion of Mr. Horr of Michigan, the appropriation for the Star Route service was increased by
$200,000 and the appropriation for railway post office clerks by $200,600.
Mr. Townshend gave notice that on these three
amendments he would demand a yea and nay vote
in the House.
Mr. Townshend offered an amendment providing
that upon all publications of the second class when
sent by publishers thereof or from the office of publication to bonafide subscribers or from news agencies to actual subscribers shall after July 1, 1885,
be entitled to transmission through the mails at
one cent per pound or fractions thereof.
Agreed to.
Mr. Long of Massachusetts, offered an amendment providing that any article or item in any
newspaper or other publications may be marked for
observation without increase -of postage.
Agreed

of any

an

Story.
attendant of the gronnd

floor who was in the room directly opposite
the one from which Nodine had given the
alarm says: “As soon as I beard Nodine cry,
I rushed to the foot of the stairway and after a
short attempt to check the fire at once set to
work to get out the patients. First I unlocked
the door of the room in which Nodine and hi3
companions were and they ran ont at once. By
this time the flames were gathering in fary
and dense volumes of Bmoke were ascendiog
into the npper stories. 1 succeeded in unlocking the doors of all tbe cells on the first floor,
although with difficulty and Bucceed in some
cases in getting all the inmates ont. I had not
time to look after them further than to run
them into ths yard for the flames were getting
so fierce it was almost impossible to breathe in
the now fiercely burning building.
The unfortunate occupants of the cells were
being smothered to death by the smoke, and

non-concurred in.

C., Feb. 12-The ways
means
committee, today, decided to report a
that
the
providing
duty on leaf tobacco of

ana

Attendant Shroe<ler’»

house;.
In the opening prayer this morning the chaplain
of the House invoked divine protection upon him
who has been elected President and boseeched .God
to direct him in ways of wisdom.
A resolution providing that on and after Monday
next the House will meet at eleven o’clock was
adopted.
The Senate amendments to the consular and diplomatic appropriation bill were non-concurred in.
On motion of Mr. Hancock of Texas, the Senate
amendments to tfe© pension appropriation bill were

on

Newbnrger

hud beea taken from the ruins
removed to the dead house by midnight.
While I was getting the men out below, attendant William Strain was doing tbe same
for the inmates on the second floor.
I met
Hanna, the night watchman, who was also
and
to
the
went np
third story bat
helping,
were driven back by the flames, which had
forced their way through the stairway and
wore creeping along to tbe cells of the doomed
inmates. We then ran aronnd to the other
stairway near the new bnildings on the west
and by tbat (.time some firemen had arrived
and all the inmates had been gotten ont of the
second story, so that there remained abont
twenty-eight on the third floor,—twenty in
cells and eight in a large common room on the
west end.

adjourned.

D.

Lynden,

Nolenberger

The bill to repeal the preemption and timber
culture laws was then on motion of Mr. Allison
temporarily laid aside and the army appropriation
bill taken up. The bill was read by sections and
tho Senate committees amendments were adopted
and the bill was read the third time and passed.
The Chair laid before the Senate the unfinished
business, being the bill for repeal of the preemption
and timber culture laws.
Amendments to the bill being completed it was
read the third time and passed -yeas 26, nays 20,
Mr. Edmunds voting with the Democrats against
the bill, and Mr. Brown with the Republicans
for it.
The Chair then laid before the Senate the bill to
forfeit the Texas Pacific land grant.
Mr. Biair attempted to bring up the anti foreign
contract labor bill, but on learning that this would
displace the forfeiture bill Mr. Van Wyck declined to yield.
On motiod of Mr. Harrison the Senate at 5.30
went into executive session and five minutes later

Duty

Perish.

Philadelphia, Feb. 12.—Fire broke oat in
the insane department of the coant; almshouse in West Philadelphia about 9 o’clock
to-night. The dames spread rapidly, and.before the 900 inmates could be released 19 were
burned to death. The others were left to roam
about the grounds at will, and many of them
were picked np by the police throughout the
city. The buildings are (at 11 o’clock) still
burning and the other departments are in

Washington, Feb. 12.
chair laid before the Senate the House concurrent resolution providing for a j ;int committee
of three members of the Houbo and Senate to notify Messrs. Cleveland and Hendricks of their election. Referred to the committee on
privileges and
elections.
The Senate passed the original joint resolution
authorizing the President to return to the government of Great Britain the steamer Alert with the
thankB of the United States.
The resolutions offered yesterday by Messrs. Id.
galls and Hoar relating to the electoral vote were
referred without comment to the committee on
privileges and elections.
A resolution was adopted
authorizing the president of the Senate to appoint a committee to make
the nece&sary arrangements for the inaugur aiion of
the President-elect on the 4th of March.
By unanimous consent the bill to i'orfeit the Texts Pacific
land grant was restored to its place
«
c'ng the special orders.
Alii Wilson took the floor and spoke at some
length upon the bill to quit the titles of the Des
Moiues river settlers.
The chair announced the committee this morning authorized to bo appointed to make arrangements for inauguration as follows: Messrs. Sherman, Hawley, and Ransom.
At one o’clock the Des Moines river titles bill was
displaced by the bill roDealiuar the nremntion and

Washington,

The

Mudir of Dongola Asserts
the
City Has Not

Been

MASSACHUSETTS.
Importunt

move.

Fall River, Feb. 12.—An important move
is contemplated by the Quiunichan mill cor
poratiou, which includes the transfer of the
entire plant except the mill holding to Mexi.
co.
It is proposed to erect a mill there, equip
it with the machinery in the present will, adc
a few printing machines and
enter npon the
complete mannfacturo of certain classes oi
The Quiqui.
in
that
printed goods
country.
chan mill was established in 1826, runs 16,391
spindles and 492 looms and has a pay roll o
about $9000 weekly. They will employ Mex

ican help.

Taken.

Details of the Engagement in
Den. Earle was Killed.

which

London, Feb. 12.—Sir Samuel Baker writes
that he believes Khartoum had already fallen
when the battles of Abu Klea and Gakdul
were fought.
He says that the treachery
which caused the fail of the city originated
among traders, who, being absolutely ruined
by England’s policy of abandonment, wisely
sought the Mihdi’s protection. Sir Samuel
urges that the new expedition consist of 12,000
men and that all converge at Berber which
would make abase that could be supplied
from Snakim. Continuing he says: “If the
present imbecile government delays any longer, the splendid army in Soudan will be paralized by hot weather. England should let
the Italians occupy Kassala relieving the present gallant garrison at that piaco and retaining the country from Massowah to the Atbara
river.” He asks how long England will stand
the present terrible misgoverument.
The Standard’s correspondent describes the
battle in which General Earle was killed on
Tuesday.
The enemy was in a strongly fortified position
Berti. The British force consisted of the
Black Watch and Sonth Stafford regimeuts, a
squadron of Hussars, two guns of tho Egyptian artillery an Egyptian camel corps and a section of
the field hospital corps. Tho troops at once sot to
work to form a Zaraba. In the meantime tho enemy tired several shots from the high hills.
Our
pickets advanced and drove back the Arabs who
had descended the hills to make an attack. Night
ensued and the guards were posted. Everything
passed quietly during the night.
Tuesday morniug the troops formed and advanced to the enemy’s position, marching in two parallel columns. Two companies of the South Stafford
and two gnns occupied the ground directly in front of the enemy to attract their attention.
At eight o’clock ours guns opened the attack anil
for some time u desultory tiro was maintained. In
the meantime the main bodv of onr tronns was advanciug steadily over the almost impracticable
ground pushing the enemy before them and seizing
each successive ridge by a short determined rush.
The forward movement was continued untii the advanced troops reached the right rear of the enemy
which rested on the river. This completed the
movement whereby the rebels were surrounded.
The enemy’s position was a very strong one. it
was on a rocky broken ground and was
strengthened by loop holed walls from which they maintained
a heavy, well directed tire. After the Brilise forces
had succeeded in completely surrounding the enemy’s position, Gen. Earle commanded the Black
Watch regiment to carry the enemy’s works at the
point of the bayonet. The regiment responded gallantly to this command. The pipers struck up
with inspiring cheers, the men moved forward with
a steadiness and valor which the enemy was unable
to withstand aud which called forth expressions of
admiration from the lip3 of General Earle. From
loopholes in the enemy’s works rifle polls shot out
continually, but the Black Watch kept bravely advancing. The men of Staifordshise were not to be
resisted and they finally drove the enemy from the
hill. This brought the battle of El Kibekan to a
close. From first to last it was gallantly contested.
Gen. Earle was killed while leading the charge.
Four other officers were killed and lour wounded.
Nine of the men were killed and forty-two wounded, The enemy’8 loss was considerable.
The rebels consisted of Arabs of Monaasir and
Dcbatal tribes. With them were numbers of Dervishes from Berber. It is impossible to
judge of
the number of the enemy owing to their extended
position and the rocky nature of the ground. The
corpses of the rebels who were slain lie in heaps
upon the ridges from which they were driven by
the British onarge. 1 he leader of the foe w ho was
from Berber, together with several Emirs, was
among the killed. The number of fugitives who
escaped from the field was very small.
Half a battalion of the Black Watch regiment will remain in
occupation of the enemy’s position. The wounded
have been brought iDto camp and every thing possible, under the circumstances, has been done for
near

regiment

their comfort.
The main body of the forces advanced Wednesday
miles up the river. The guos spiked by Colonel Stewart when ho was forced to abandon the
steamer Abbas were found buried at Berti.

some

ENGLAND IN TUBIHOIL.
Bitter Partisau Wrangle Over the Propel
Policy to be Pursued in the HoudanBxcitemcnt in military Circle*.
London, Feb. 12.—The news of General
Gordon’s death, of the massacre of all persons
in Khartoum who were suspected of any
friendship for the English or their cause, and
of General Earle’s fate, come3 to London as
the crowning horror ^of the nightmare under
which the British have been writhing for a
week past.
In military circles the activity and excitement are immense. The impending levy oi
volunteers brings home to frightened London
the fact of the vastness of the enterprise of replacing with a heavy garrison ]the guards who
are hastily preparing to embark for Suakim,
and overshadows for tliG moment the Khartonm shock.
Even in this hour of enthusiasm, sensible
military criticstare gloomy over the new policy. The partisan wrangle over the proper
policy to be pursued in the Soudan is becomJohn Morley, Mr.
ing incredibly bitter.
Courtney, Mr- Labonchors and Mr. Storey bitterly denounce Mr. Trevelyan and Mr. Chamberlain for their apostacy to bloodguiltiness.
ana tueir organa, Troth aud the Echo, attack
the Birmingham caucus as betraying the Radical feeling. Despite the obvious justice of
their reasoning that England has no- business
to make a war of conquest in the country
which she was pledged to abandon, there is no
doubt that fom-fifths of tho English people are
bliirtly insis eat on smashing the Mahdi Pr.t
whatever cost.
The Tory bishop of Liverpool, one of the
last of Beacontield’a creations, has caused a
sensation through his address declaring that
God was pnnishing the nation for its errors by
filling the minds of its raiers with folly.
It is typical of the existing state of feeling
that M-. Gladstone is severely attacked for
having attended the Criterion' entertainment
last evening after he mast have heard of General Gordon’s death.
A feeling of contemptuous anger is also very
general over the fact that the Queen is busy
with plans for a lachrymose anniversary celebration of the Duke of Albany’s death, and
for a visit to Darmstadt to lavish on German
princes attentions and familiarities which are
never permitted to her own subjects.

Newspaper Correspondent missing.
Feb. 12.—Capt. W. H. Gordon, ol
the Welsh Fusileers, correspondent of
the
Manchester Guardian, has been missing since
Jan. lGth.
Upon that date he wns seen 20
A

Korti,

miles sooth of Korti on his way alone to Gakdul Wells; sinco when nothing has been heard
or seen of him by any person connected with
the expedition.
No more I- igliting Expected nt Present.
Cairo, Feb. 12—The Khedive to-day received a telegram from Gen. Lord Wolesley in
which he says be believes there will be no
more fighting along tho Nile
until
Gen.
Brackenbury reaches Berber with the late
Gen. Earle’s force.
Mir Samuel linker on the Situation.
London, Feb. 12.—Sir Samuel Baker writes
that he believes Khartonm had already fallen
when tho battles of Abn Idea aud Gakdul
were fought.
He says that the treachery
which caused the fall of the city originated
among traders, who, being absolutely ruined
bv England’s policy of abandonment, wisely
sought the Mahai’a protection. Sir Samuel
urges that the new expedition consist of 12,000 men, and that all converge at Berber,
which would make a base that coaid be supplied from Suakin. Continuing, he says: “II
the present imbecile government delays any
longer the splendid army in the Sondan will
be paralyzed by the hot weather. England
should let the Italians occupy Ksssala, relieving the present gallant garrison at that
place and retaining the country from Massowah to tho Atbara River.’’ He asks now how
long England will stand the present terrible
misgovern ment.
Important if True.
London, Fab. 12.—Lord Wolseley telegraph:
again today from Korti to the government th3
no reliable particulars about the fate of Gen
Gordon have yet been received.
Ho assuree
mu
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been published have" beeu based on rumor?
Lord Wolseley informs the government tba'
tbe Mudir of Dangola and all the nativ.;
thereaboute persist in tbeir belief that Khat
toum has not yet fallen.
Col. Sir Charlei
W iison, however, Lord Wolseley says, is post
tive that there can be little or no doubt on thii
point. Lord Wolseley himself, hopes to ro
eeive in a few days, specific and reliable infer
mation, from trustworthy spies whom he ha
despatched up the Nile for the purpose of as
certaining the exact facts. These majasugeri
aro expected to soon reach Korti on their re
turn.
_

The chief of the bureau of the revenue marine service has made a report of assistance
rendered by
revenue vessels on the New
England coast duriDg the winter cruising of
1884-5. The revenae steamer Woodbury assisted six vessels in distress, the steamer Dallas nineteen, the steamer Gallatin four, and
the steamer Dexter five. In a majority of the
cases the vessels assisted had been caught in
the floating ice and were towed to places ol
safety by the revenae steamers.
Tbo Army Appropriation Bill.
The army appropriation bill, as reported bj
the Senate by the committee on appropriations
appropriates 823,049,000, being $2,161,000 lesi
than the estimates; $505,000 less than the ap;
propriations made for the current year, anc
$470,000 less than the amount of the Houst
bill. The only increase made by the Senate is
$5,000 for the library of the surgeon general’'
office. The reductions amount to $475,000.
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SENATE.

resigned.
Mr. Tucker of Virginia, from the committee
judiciary, reported a bill providing for payment

KHARTOUM.

The Insane

agriculture.
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13, 1885.

; building.
The House has directed its Clerk on and
; after Tuesday next, uuder the direction of the
committee on business, to prepare a printed

j

What the Committee on Temperance Will Report.

FEBRUARY

PAS8ED TO BE ENACTED.
An act extending the power of school district No.
11 in the town of
Bridgton; an act amending chap.
2, sections 40 and 41 R. S., lelativo to record of
qualification of justices of the peace; an act to incorporate trustees of the 1-10-20 Maine Regiment
Association; an act to establish the standard weight
of a. bushel of
beans; an act to incorporate the
Ossipee Yalley Telegraph and Telephone Company;
an act to amend the charter of the
city of Augusta
relating to the common council; resolve in relation
S.
Grant
r®a^or^n2
to
his
rank of general
Ulysses
#
or the army on the retired
list; resolve in favor of
the joint standing committee on

|

New Cape

Augusta, Feb,

MORNING,

j Bsndall, J. Manchester Haynes, S. J. Wal| ton, AIoezo F, Adams, Isaac Newton, George
! Savage and John Webster. Tbe amount of

Elizabeth Ferry.

hnilrlinna

and public grounds, and will probably pass tbe
Tbe bill appropriates
House at an eariy day.
330,000 for the site and building, which is to
be nsed for a custom bouse and post offioe.

SACO.

Concord, N. H., Feb. 12.—Hon. Irving A.
tVa'Son, M. D., Secretary of the State Beard
0f Health, has sent a sample of the alleged
oleomargarine in the posstssioa of a Concord
trader to Dr. Augell, a chemist of .Derry, for
official ex--mination. An informal investigation lias already satisfied Dr. Watson that it is
oleomargarine. It is stated that two tons have
The officials say
been received in Concord.

lo

a

ship.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Henry Ward Beecher Fails
dicnce.

to

ary.

n

Chicago, III., Feb. 12.—In her petition for a
writ of habeas corpns, Mrs. Annie Elizabeth
Reeves tells the story of her unhappy life. She
was married in 1867, at the house of her father
Dr. Edwin J. Toof, in New Haven, Coud., to
Reeves,

FTomlin

The other four
survivors are James W. Bradbury of this city,
Alpbeus Field of Michigan, R. M. T. Hunter
of Virginia, and Jefferson Davis of
Mississippi.
Mr. Hamlin will be the guest, while in Wash-

Maine Vernels Ice Bound.

City Island, Feb. 12.—The continued cold
of last night completely closed up ihis harbor
and all vessels in Hart’s Island roads
are

A

\Tr

A Church Burned.

I

©

r,lW.

ceed to Washington, to be present at the ceremonies and the celebration of the completion
of the Washington monument.
Mr. Hamlin
isoaeof the fivs survivors of the U, 8. Sen-

ington, of Gardner G. Hubbard and Senator
Hale.

METEOROLOGICAL BEPOliT.

Plaoe of

city today, en route for New York city, where
he will attend the 80th anniversary of DaYid
Dudley Field’s birthday, which occurs tomor-

ate

Washington, Feb. 13.
The indications for New England to-day are
generally fair weather, south to west winds,
and slightly co'der.

©

I
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Pardon Ashed For.

Special to the Press.
Augusta, Peb. 12.—The Executive Council
gave a hearing today, on the petition for a pardon for Elliott S. Walker of Harrison. 8. C.
Andrews of Portland appeared for the petitioner. Walker was convioted at the January
tarm in 1884, of the Supreme Court of Cumberland county, for the larceny of wool from
the Pondicherry mills, of the value of $100,

Epilepsy and

AUGUSTA.

Act to Amend the Law Relating
to Taking of Lobsters.

MAINE.
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OR. E. iS. REED.
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician located
at No. 692 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Dr. Reed treats old Chronic and Complicated diseases, also he treats Female Debility, Blood Poison,
Kidney Complaints, Liver Complaints, all Throat
Troubles, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, all
Lnng Complaints, Heart Diseases, Cancers and Tu-
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KILLED IN A SEWER.
Sail

Catastrophe in Chicago-Vive IHci
Suffocated.
Chicago, Feb. 12.—Several days ago, tb 1
main sewer in Kinzie street became
clogged
and today a gang of eleven men were sent t
clear it.
Nine of them went into the sowo
with a scraper, dragging it from manhole t
manhole, while the other two remained abovi
ground to draw the mnd and dirt through th
manholes.
Between Halstead and Unioi
streets, an unusually long timo was consumed
and finally the foreman,
bending down at thi
month of the manhole, heard
aery for aid,an(
going down found the men near the opening
eome of themi gasping for
breath, and other
lying dead. There was a very strong smell o
gas. A rope was passed down to him, as tb
survivors were unable to climb
up the ladder
After two had beeu assisted
up, the foreinai
found himself failing from the effects of tb
gas, and was obliged to go to the surface. An
other man then went down and rescued three
and a third assisted the remaining five.
Fon
were dead when
brought up, and another diet
soon after.
The names of the dead are Mi
chael Laeki, Joseph Gill, James Grady, Dau
iel Curtis and Matthew Mason.
It is no
known whether^ the gas in the sewer was ai
accumulation of the ordinary eewer gas or il
laminating gas from a leaking pipe, or wha
is known as fire damp.
At New Glasgow, N. S., yesterday, a coroner’
jury iu the case of the Vale colliery disaster ea
ouerated the managers of the mine from all blame
The wounded are doing finely and it is expectod al
will recover#

A Critical Period in the Illinni* Contest.
Chicago, Feb. 12.—The Daily News Albion,
111., special says; This afternoon fifteen men
went out to tbe residence of State Senator
BrowD, rep who is very 111, and carried him
Into Grayville, a distance of six or seven miles
on a Btretcher.
He will remain in Grayville
tonight end tomorrow morning will leavo for
in
a
Sprint,field
special car. He is very weak
but his friends think h3 will stand the trip
He is paired with Senator Bridges till tomorrow aud upon his presence in or absence from
tbe Capitol tbe election of a C. 3. Senator may
depend. Without him tbe Republicans are
one tu the minority on joint ballot.
Tbe Chicago Blockade.
Feb. 12.—The present snow
blockade has developed a serions coal famine.
Chicago consumes about 6000 tons of coal a
day, and there is not enough in all tbe yards to
last a week. Dealers who have contracted for
Illinois and Indiana coal at $3.50 per ton are
obliged to fill orders with Erie coal at $5.50.
Coal is being peddled oat in baskets to families. Armcnr Si Co's packing bouse and other
houses at the stock yards shut down yesterday
for want of fael.
The milkmen have no milk
and are unable to furnish their regular cusPerishable
tomers.;
goods are in very short
supply, and there can be no relief until the
blockade is lifted. There are 2500 carloads of
ccal under tbo snow between here and the
mines.

Chicago, 111.,

Chicago, Feb. 12.—Some of the delayed
stock trains reached tbo yards during the day
and it is believed that now about all of them
iu regard to which there were fears have come
in or their loads have been pat into safe quarters.
Freight traffic in aud oat has been resumed to tbe extent of transporting necessities
at least. There are bat two or three minor
roads and a few small branch linos yet in the
drifts. At 11 o’clock tonight the thermometer
indicated 9 degrees below zerojand it was clear,
with a sharp, catting breeze from the west.
Wintry Weather at the Mouth.
New Orleans,
Feb. 12.—Specials report
snow storms at Montgomery, Talladega and
Tuscaloosa, Ala. At Colnmbus, Dock Hill
*»UT«
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iest anew storms ever known in those sections,
suow having (alien
to the depth of nine
inches. Snow at Vicksburg last night delays
railroad trains and the fog on the river checks
the movements of boats.
Snows also fell at
Shreveport, La.

975,000 I.ou* in Princeton, Mo.
Princeton, Mo., Feb. 12 —A fire starting toin
the store of the White Grocery Comday
pany

destroyed

the entire

west side of the

public sqaare, including six brick and five
frame buildings.
Loss 875,000:
insurance

837,500.

_

THE OLD WORLD.
A Finder In Pari* Society.
Paris, Feb. 12.—MUs Eva Mackay was married to-day to Don Ferdinand Jniien Colonna,
Prince of Galatro.
After the celebrations of
the religions rite to-day Mrs. Mackay, mother
of the bride gave a grand bridal reception
which in every respeot most rank with the
most magnificent festivals of French history.
Tho reception was especially distinguished by
the qaality of guests among whom were in-

cluded about every person of distinction and
worth in French society.
The
French Suffer Heavy l.oaocs, bat
Drive Back tbc Enemy.
A dispatch from Tonqcin states that the
French column which is advancing toward
Langson under the command of General
Briers Da L’Isle has had three days’ hard
figb ting in the defiles of the mountains. The
French losses are heavy, bnt the troops are
making steady progress, despite the obstinate
resistanoe of the Chinese.
Excitement in New Zealand.
London, Feb. 12.—A telegram from Wellington, New Zealand, says intense excitement
prevails iu New Zealand owing to the statement just published that Germany has annexed the Island of Samoa.
This action waa
taken by the German squadron in face of the
protests by the English and American consuls.
The situation is serious. Report of this action
by Germany is not wholly credited here and is
published under reserve.

Selling Senator Anthony’s Library.
The sale by auction of the library and
autograph collection of the late United States
Senator Henry B. Anthony of Rhode Island
was begun Monday la New York.
Tho collection is rich in early Spanish, Dutch and
French Americana, illustrated books and art
catalogues. Prices were low. The gem of
the sale was Juan Ramirez’s “Ordinances of
Ferdinand and Isabella,” published at Seville, in black letter, in 1503. The copy formerly belonged to Lord Yarmouth. The
volume was started at $50, and was bought
for $125. A Spanish mauuscript, never published, 000 folio pages, containing the life of
John BaDiist Zanna. a .Tennit. ininsinnart.
written by Father Michael Venegas about
the year 1700, was sold for $47. Sixteenthcentury work on the Cortes of Madrid, with
six different title pages, each with the arms
of Spain on it, was sold for $18. Las Casas’s
“Historia de Indias,” Seville, 1552, from the
collection of the Emperor Maximilian, wa*
sold for $15. A very rare brochure
by
Father Claude d’Abbeville, sixteen pages,
Lyons. 1613, was sold for $20. Autographs
of

Washington, Jefferson, Fulton, and signof the Declaration of Independence were
sold; a four-page letter from Washington to
Bishop While of Pennsylvania, 1793, was
sold for $51; a lot of Robert Fulton letters,
$25; one by Alexander Hamilton to William
Tilgbam, 1796, for $1.50; a circular letter
signed by Jefferson, 90 cents; a cote of
band for $3,000 by James Wilson, signer of
the Declaration of Independence, for 50
ers

cents. A rare old leather-covered German
Bible was sold for $12. It was brought to
this country in the seventeenth century. It
is a relic of the best-known American Fam-

ilies.

(Jordon’s Career.
(N. Y. Post.)
The story of Gordon’s romantic career and
unhappy fate will long hold a leading place
among the records of English prowess by land
end sea. He was a genuine survival of anothage, and not the age of chivalry either, but
of the ago of Naseoy
and Marston Moor.
Burnaby was as restless and fond of adventure
as Gordon, if not more so, bat his
impulses
came from high health and
overflowing anier

spirits. Gordon roamed the world sword
in hand, as one of Cromwell’s “rasset-coated

mal

captains" might have done, seeking out the
Lord’s work and doing it, and considering himself, under whatever sky, whether in peace or
war, “the humble instrument of a wonderworking Providence.” There probably has
not been in England for two hundred
years! a
more genuine Pnritan.
With his Bible he
never felt alone,and amidst the thickest rain of
bullets, he never felt in danger, so sure was he

of the Divine protection.
There was mixed
in with this religious zeal, too, a strong dash of
the professional longing for great things to do
with little means, which has been bred in the
British army by a century of conquest among
barbarous races against great odds. Hig professional interest,like that of, one might almost
say, a majority of British soldiers in our day,
very unlike that of Continental officers, lay
not so much in grand stategy as In the art of
making great successes out of small and desperate ventures,and imposing the English will
on inferior races as a kind of
missionary influence,
And the British Empire, spread ks it is
over
a
vast area of semi-civilization, and
now,
covering so many tribes and nations, which
move uneasily in the strong cage of British
power, keeps alive, among all meu in uni‘u““i
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even

a

whose temper was so religious as Gordon’s
was not exempt.
He was a fanatic, and he
was undoubtedly
superstitious, but he was also
a soldier of the stuff out of which
Clive and
Wellington, and Havelock, and Lawrence,and
Nicholson were made.
He probably never
roso from his prayers without
feeling impelled
to cry:
blow
the clarion, fill the fife;
“Blow,
To all the sensual world proclaim,
One crowded hour of glorious life.
Is worth au age without a name.

man

A Long Search for a Will.
John Stevens, who bu just returned to Mon
treat to claim hit father’d estate, desetves the
money he inherits. For some unknown reathe parent, Bartholomew Stevens, disapin the days of the Colorado gold fever
with his infant daughter. His wife and one
sou dying, this property, several thousand dol-

son

peared

lars, went into chancery. After working a
while in Montreal, on a small salary,
getting
no hope from the courts John
Stevens, the
son, began a roving life. After 10
years, he
got a clew to his father’s western home and v'i
ited the Wasatch mountains in Utah
all in
vain. From there he wont back to
Ottawa
and to Brattleboro, Vt, where he
worked as a
trackman. Iu 1882 he got another clew »w a

^ity> aud borrow i-.g
money went there only to get sent to
Tucson,
Ariz., setting out with only §6 in his pocket.
Here he learned that the
papers found there
had beeu sont back to 8alt Lake
City. Arriving October, 1883, there he found them after a
patient search. Stevens had not yet reached
the end of his troubles and had to
stay in the
West until he could earn enough
money to
take him back to Canada. In the midst of
hia
labors he was taken sick and for a
long time
hia recovery seemed impossible. Once back
lu
Montreal he had no difficulty in getting
po§session of hia property, aod uow, comparatively a rich inau, he is at Brattleboro, Vt.( after
hia bride.
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We do not rend auonynioua letters and eommuni
cations. The name and address of the writer aro in
all cases

indispensable,

tion but

as a

not necessarily for publicaguarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

“Never heard of him in my life, until his
name was preseuled here for a cabinet position,” said our next President, of the
noted Ex-Gov. Jarvis of North Carolina.
It

now seems

that Dr. R. Heber Newton

the

coinpaiatively innocent victim of
indiscriminate and garbled newspaper reporting. New York journalism is spelled
with a big J, but the tail end of Us sensations is spelled wilh a very small s.
was

The New York Sun’s Washington des-

patch

it is

sajs

settled

now

beyond

doubt

that ihe treasury portfolio was offered to
Mr. Randal) and by him declined, and (hat
Mr. Dau Manning is the comiug man for
the place. This stoiy is good until ano'her
is told.
A

despatch

W. C. Vilas

to the Boston Post says Col.
has been tendered the naval

seere'aryship by President Cleveland, and
has accepted. Col. Vilas was president of
the Democratic National convention, and it
was he who said, speaking
of Cleveland,
“We love him for the enemies he has
made.” If this despatch is authentic he
now has other reason for loving him.
The Calais Times, which last week characterized Mr. Robert B. Burns, candidate
for collector of customs, as a “Thug of India” and an “Italian assassin,” this week
remarks that

“plain words, timely spoken,

often allay factional feeling, prevent
chronic dissension and secure harmony in a
party organization.” Tho inference is that
the way to suppress an obstreperous Democratic office seeker is to call him a “Thug of
India.”
Portland Democrats should cut
this out for future reference.
will

The bill presented to the railroad committee of the legislature, on Wednesday, in
relation to the Portlaud and Ogdensburg
railroad, by Mr. Putnam, is a new draft of
the hid published sometime ago and does
not differ in scope or intent from that
bill. The purpose of the bill as then stated
is simply to enable the second mortgage
bondholders to foreclose their mortgages and
re-organize the company. On account of
the road lying in two States the general
law was not sufficient, and special legislation to meet the case was necessary. There
is no reason to expect opposition to the
bill from any quarter.
Mr. Cleveland in lib letter to the Amherst
Cleveland and Hendricks club says
“frequent change of administration is at necessary as constant recurrence to the popular will.”
Whereupon the New York Sun remarks
that Democrats wonld favor a liberal interpretation of this plan and that now, just
as the Democratic party is coming into
power, a ohange about once in twentyfour years would be “frequent but not too
frequent.” Unless appearances are very deceptive, somewhere in the neighborhood of
1888 the majority of the people will be
thinking that a change once in about four
years will not be too frequent but just frequent enough.
One Piggott, a member of the Connecticut house of representatives, has thrown
that body into confusion by declaring that
me lummiura were maue

up

unaer ice ai-

rection of an attorney for a railroad corporation. The House, naturally enough, is very
indignant, and demands that the rash Piggott shall apologize in writing. A written
apology is insisted upon, says the Hartford
Courant, for fear that if he attempts au oral
apology he may add to his original offence.
The clear inference is that the House intends
to write the apology for Piggott, else there
would be as good opportunity to repeat his
original offence iu a writteu as in an oral

apology.
Fearing

that an extra session is inevitable

the Democrats are now trying to throw tbe
odium of it on to the Republic ms. The

Republicans, they piteously say, are delaying business. This is pleading the baby act.
The Democrats are in full control of the
House. They have eighty majority; they
have the Speaker, and a majority of all the
committees of any importance; and they
have Sam Randall, one of the most experienced and astute parliamentarians in the
country. To claim that with all these advantages they are at the mercy of the Republicans is a confession of incompetency
and weakness which they ought to be
ashamed to make. They had better accept
the odium of an extra session.
The Electoral Count.
It made no practical difference on Wednesday whether Mr. Edmunds’s declaration of
the electoral vote was an official declaration,
or a mere personal statement.
The result
of the election was long ago settled and
there was no disposition on the part of any
senator of representative to dispute it.
There may come a time, however, when the
view the President of the Senate takes as to
his power over the electoral count may be of
most serious import.
The disputed election of 1876 revealed the
defects in the present system of counting
the electoral vote and showed the necessity
of some clear and definite law upon tho sub-

ject.
have

Nevertheless, though nearly ten years
elapsed since then, no law on the sub-

ject has been passed and the situation D
precisely the same as it was in 1876. SeuaHoar’s hill has passed the Senate, but the
House has refused to consider it. Luckily
all the elections since 1876 have been decided by a sufficiently large majority to put
them beyonnd the possibility of dispute. We
caonot, however, hope for such good forVWUVJ
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the result ot which will be disputed,
and then, unless some clear and definite law
to count the electoral vote is In existence,
there will be trouble. Differences of opinion which can easily be compromised now
will prove irreconcilable when the yielding
of a point by one party may give victory to
The little breeze in the Senits
ate on Wednesday will prove of great service if it arouses Congress to the importance
of settling this matter at the earliest possible

come

adversary.

moment._
Concerning Quacks,
An Augusta correspondent reflecting very
likely the views of some of the opponents of
the bill for the registration of physicians remarks that “there are any amount of poor
doctors, quacks and fools in this State, but

if people want to employ them they ought to
have a chance.” Perhaps they should if
they wanted to but the fact is the people
do not want
to.
They do employ
them, to be sure, but because they do not
understand their true character. Suppose
some of these quacks and fools that infest
the Stale should tell the truth about themselves, suppose they should admit that they
had no special knowledge of the structure of
the human body or of the ruucltous of its various organs and that their alleged medicines
wore nothing but concoctions of roots and
herbs picked up indiscriminately without
regard to the medical properties of tho ingredients singly or taken together, how many
people would employ them? It may be that
some would, for the fools are not all dead
yet, but the number would be so small that
the quacks would have to seek some other employjment to gain a livelihood. How one purpose of the medical registration bill, and its
friends claim the only one, is to prevent
men of such limited knowledge advertising
themselves as physicians; to compel them to
sail under their true colors. This purpose,
we believe, is a good one, and one proper to
be accomplished by legislation. Wo now
forbid by law men unfamiliar with the nature

of drugs

to

compound them, why

should

not forbid men

we

nature of

the

drugs

to

unfamiliar with

prescribe them.

If this be the on y purpose of the bill it
should be passed. But if is urged by its
opponents that this is not its only purpose.
Another purpose, they say, is to crush out
all physicians who do not
practice medicine
according to the rules of a certain school.
This purpose, if it
exists, is not one which
the Slate has any right to further. The
State has a right to say that men ignorant
of the anatomy of the human
body and unacquainted with the nature of medicines,
shall not swindle peopl out of their
money
and their health by
pretending to knowledge which they do not have, but it
has no right to go further and undertake to
say which of the various schools of medicine
is correct iu theory or method of
practice.
If this he one of its purposes the bill should
not become a law until it Is eliminated.
Men properly educated ought not to be ex-

cluded from the practice of medicine in
this Stale because they believe
in the

allopathic theory or homoeopathic theory or
electic theory, but ignorant men ought not
to be allowed to practice, no matter to which
of the schools (hey profess to
belong—not
even if they have
a diploma
from the

Lewiston eclectic medical college.
Current Comment.
SUCCESSFUL FAITH CUBE.

A

(Burlington Hawkeye.)
A woman in Ohio gave $1000 to a faithdoctor, who at once disappeared. She
was cured—of her faith.

cure

don’t believe in funning
(N. Y. Tribune.)

we
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ANOTHER ONE ON BURCHARD.

(North American.)
Burclrard prayed for CleVeland last Sunday. If he had never done any more for
him ttiau that, the country would have been

eternally grateful.

GETS THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT.

TILDEN

(Philadelphia Press.)
There is doubt in some quarters as to
whether the incoming Administration will
be directed at the White House or from
Greystqne. The spectre ef cipher statesmanship is already dancing aleng the Democratic herizen.
NO

APPLY.

MUGWUMPS NEED

(Washington Post.)
No Cabinet of variegated principles can
loDg hold together. It must consist of “live
Democrats”—that is, of men who are earnest, honest and experienced in the service
of the Democratic cause; of men who have
no political interest in common with those
of the Republican patty.
THEY DON’T LIKE THE STREETS.
(One of the Members,)
If the city of Augusta derives any benefit
from having the Legislature meet in that
city, it has been suggested by some of the
members that the city government do one of
three things; either keep the sidewalks in a
passable condition, or furnish teams to carry
members to and from their boarding places
to the State House, or provide each member
with a pair of rubber boots.
HE IS

his martial relations to them.

ANYTHING BUT A DODGER.

(Lewiston Journal.)
The Portland Argus accuses Congressmen
Reed of dodging a vote on the River and
Harbor bill because he decliued to sit up at
the recent all-night session.
The Argus editor evidently hasn’t read it own Congressional reports, else it would have recalled the
fact that the friends of the Galveston and
Mississippi river jobs would have been onlv
too happy had Representative Reed not led
the attack on those objectionable features of
the bill in question, on which
dodging was
conspicuously no part of Mr. Reed’s forte.
The Democratic side of the House has
learned by many painful experiences that
Mr. Reed, whenever called for, can be warranted to be attached to a very decided and
clear-cut and openly expressed opinion. Mr.
Reed is too heavy a weight to dodge. Since
the present Democratic majority in the
House has spent a whole session in dodging,
there ought not to be a difference of opinion
among well-informed people on what side of
the Hoose t) look for dodgers.

besieged Khartoum,

the

tion.

outpost

and

All Kind, of

on

Over one-half of Jay Gould’s mail consists
of letters from beggars and cranks, says the
New York World. Most of the letters have
some invention or scheme absurd and im-

practicable,
to invest.

in which

they

The letters

write Mr. Gould

are

quietly dropped

in the waste paper basket, and at least serve
to swell the profits of the janitor. The
begletters would serve as a text for a seron the degradation of human nature.
Their chief characteristic is pure and

simple

“cheek.” They are
written? most of them,
as if the writers had no doubt that Gould
would seDd an answer aud a check by returning mail. Some of the letters run in
this way:
Mr. Gould: My espouses amount to $1,200 per
year; $80,000 iuvested so as to yield 4 per cent. in.
terest would enable me to live comfortably all my
life. I see by the newspapers that your annual inoome in
$5,000,000. You would not miss the
$30,000. Please seud me a check for the amount
and oblige.

The letters

written in every style of
orthography and penmanship; but they do
not all come from ignorant persons.
Many
of them show that the writers have had the
advantages of education, which leads to the
conclusion that our public school system
often serves to incapaitate a man for honest
and self

respecting employment.

by

cranks who desire to exhibit “perpetual
motion” models, or tramps dressed in im-

ported clothing, all strangers

are

purchase of the estates
bequeathed to the King of

tho nrioef

Ind

Qnnttvaw

idna

tVi«t

Of

ail persons in the world, this educated
father of the church wauted Mr. Gould to
take his $2,000 and make $20,000 lor him.
His idea seemed to be that this would be
but a matter of a few days to Mr. Gould.
The possibility of loss never entered his
mind, until the great capitalist remarked
that there were days when men took $20,000
into Wall street and $2,000 out of it instead
of the reverse. The clergyman opened his
eyes at this remark, and silently went away.

El Mahdi.
The

The

1 bale Lockwood 4-4 Brown
“
“
1 “
9-8

And

Suits,

There is something appropriate in the fact
that a picture called “The Buffalo Hunt” is
hanging iu Mr. Cleveland’s suite o( apartments in the Victoria Hotel, says the Tribune.
For the President-elect is himself the
game the Democrats bagged when they went
on a Buffalo hunt last year.
The Queen of Belgium is described as
stolidly insolent, without a grace or charm
to season the defect. Horses are her passion
and as she grows older she becomes more in
sympathy with them and less with the
human race. All the faculties of her mind
are

daiiv concentrated fm hnnrs

nn

the

—

FOR SALE BY

500 Men’s all Wool Saits only
£0(1 Mati’s

False Prophet of the Soudan.

of El Mahdi reads like a romance of ancient times.
In some points it
bears a striking resemblance to that of the
great founder of the Moslem faith. That a
pelly sheik, a fanantic priest, should be able
to instigate a war of most formidable propoitions, to gather and maintain armies
which put to flight the Egyptian forces with
scarcely an effort, and fought Jor hours with
desperate courage against the flower of the
British army, opposing spears and scimetars
to the most perfected repeating rifles and
Gatling guns, would have been impossible
had not the Prophet’s schemes been aided
by the most intense religious fanaticism.
As with all other leaders of his kind, the
early life of El Mahdi is involved in obscurity, and it is probable that a veil of
mystery has been purposely thrown about it.
The most absurd stories have been told
abeut his birth and education, one being
that he was an American negro, educated by
Catholics. The probable truth is that El
Mahdi’s real name is Mohammed Achrned;
that he is the son of a petty Arab

at

sheik,
brought up to be fakir,
or mendicant priest.
It is said that when
island
of age he retired to an
named
Aba, in the Wnile Nile, and long fivea there
in a life of asceticism and religious meditatlou. Such an epoch is always placed by
tradition in the life of all founders of religious movements, Confucius, Guatama
and Mohammed are all credited with just
such a period of retirement.
was

When El Mahdi had prepared himself in
this way for the role of prophet, he began to

1 A. AA oml IK

$8.00
CAAlr

AO.

Ol¥

and sell

on

commission all

O O

.

Agents for Banks,

Railroad Companies.nol9eod3m

J. B. Brown d Sons,
BANKERS,
218

Middle

Street.

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

principal cities of Europe.

OF NEW YORK.

JANUARY,

on

GRAND

4s
Maine Central. .7s & Cs
P. & O. R. E.6s
&

ARETA8
NO.

194

SHURTLEFF,
MIDDLE
Portland.

January 1.1884.

SALE

the First day of

OFFER.

2,847.365.00
405,798.64
1,141,726.91

488 & 490

049

Mutual Insurance
INSURE

soon

TTnparalleled

in the eure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most difficult complicated cases
within the last four years is the best evidence

STATEMENT, JAN’Y. 1st, 1885.

ASSETS.
Estate, Unincumbered.
jnunus.....

nn

SOI oar

Uncollected Premiums.

Cash in Office and
Rents Accrued

©41

...

Virginia State Bonds.
Tennessee State Bonds
West Virginia Deferred Certificates..,

..

1 ’aoo’oo
lrn’Konon

....'.4,630.17
$1,478,58(124

LIABILITIES.

Ladies’ suffer no longer, call and investigate, no questions asked but your
every ailment, ache or pain Is faithfully
described.
Consultation
fob

and

Examination

Free from 9 a. m. to 8 ». m.

11_
FRAUD!

dtf
refill

m’m'w
ins 09

2o

surplus.vlsiltit,
-Jw,

THE GREATSAUCE
OF THE WORLD.

INCOME,

EIXIPJElN’DITTJTITCR
From Fire Prem’s.$1,014,170.11 For Fire Lessee
.S679 009 17
Interest.
30,017.30
Commission.
162.162!66
Kent9.
Salaries etc
28,376.40
124,672.28
Taxes.
24,898.83
All other payments.
26,406.75

janldtf

DOW,

$1,017,048.58

|

42 Exchange Street, Portland.

Imparts the most delicious taste and zest to
EXTRACT
Of a LETTER from
a M EDI CA L GENSOUPS,
TLEMAN at Madras, to Ills brother
r.mvipc
UBAVlts,
at

“TeULiu&PKR-

Agents,

feb(l_

eod3w

Premiums marked off from Jan
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.
Loeses paid duri112 ,amei|eriod

as

Coughs, Colds, .Asthma, Bronchitis,
Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all Conuraptive Symptoms, it has no superior, if equal.
Let no one neglect the early symptoms of disease,

the

Remember this and bear in mind it is Not a Quack
Medicine but a reliable family remedy. Ask for

RODERIC’S

COUCH

cure

when

to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1884,

40 PERCENT.

Losses

VALENTINES
at

f

STOCKBRIDGE’S.

burn

Signature la

on

For

SHOES

We have made a specialty of this
e x cellent SHOE for BOVS’
i V' EAR for years. We make
nothin!? else, and produce perfection of lit, comfort, eood
and the best wearing
style,
boot that is made. Cost no more
than is generally charged for ordinary shoes, and will save 50
per cent in wear. Nocorns.no
bunions. Any dealer content with a fair profit will
confirm what we say. Give them a trial, and you will
be a permanent frieird of THE SOLAR TIP.
Beware ol Imitations called by names so nearly
Uke Solur Tin as to deceive. Trade mark and “John
Mcndell & Go.,” ir .ull, is on sole of each
p&is

JOHN

DUNCAN’S

HORSE OWNERS
SHOULD USB

chap the bunds

Paid in Thirty Days
After Proof,

Hartford

RAIiTFOKD, OOFTN.
IT.

U, SHWEB, Manufacturer’s Agent
202Mi Commercial Street, Portland, Maine,
dAwl,

Rights

Wednesday and
Feb. 18 and 19,

—

Thursday,
—

THE-

HANLONS,

their excratiatingly funny Parisian Absurdity.
entitled

le
A

Voyage en Suisse
TBIP TO SWITZERLAND.

The cheeriest, brightest and most joyous comio
creation of the present stage. Replete with wonderful and intricate mechanism, startling action. &o.
The sensations are upsetting of a stage coach
passengers thrown all over tho stage: Pullman oar in
full motion on stage;
collision and railroad explosion; wreck of theRigi Kuhn Hotel; man falls

through the ceiling.
Seats 75 and 50 cts.;
gallery 35
commences Monday, Feb. 10.

AND

An entire set

can

be

changed

THE

WH.

n>

Sale of seats
feblSdlw

w.

—

feb3, 3885dlmteodllm&wGwG

uees&T,

Street, BOSTON, MASS.,

CORBEiiPONnENTlII,

PORTLAND: 19 1-8 Exchange St.

IS A

—

Specialist of National Reputation
Who beliere, that by
helping a human sufferer Ko health he is doing a kind and
humane net, for which ihey
will be forever grateful.
He has

mm

COFFEE.

The Most Delicious Coffee in the

diseases
and

made all forms of chronic and lingering

a specialty for
Thirty-Three Year.,
during that time has diagnosed and treated ov-

nL'htl.li,y"I,°u1' Thousand Cases, those

op by others as incurable being a
that number. His remedies are

ALL—

given
large portion of

strictly vegetable

harmless magnetic agents. He has made some
of
the most wonderful cures ever
recorded. Probably
livlnfr has had the experience and success in the cure of
Cancer alone that he has had,

0f
l™Smbei?
incurable. He wliicl*
furnish

BY

LEADING RETAIL DEALERS.

I

HOWARD W MU & 00.,
febO

BOSTON.
eod3m

bad beeu

pronounced

can
more testimonials and
proofs of cases cured than any other
physician. He
wUl diagnose your case
without aaking
ones
"eeing tb0 Patiant. by simply YavWfi,?,„Wh0Ut
age aad Placo ot residence,
slBnne
h™?’
charging
»V00.ofwhich amount will be deducted from tho
the first package of medicine.
piice
He demands no large sums cf
money in
.imply
charging for the remedies, sconce advauce,
placing
his
meat within the reach of ail. He is always
the poor. For
testimonials, list of diseases cured
remedies, letters oonflrming oxaminatimes
any address below fo? the l)o,km
which will be sentyree to
any one wish-

used for removing and inserting these Calks, will
be found especially useful for household and stable.
For Sale by Edwin Morrill, corner of Cumberland
and Preble Streets, Portland.

30 India Wharf, IIo,ton.

H|jriei7!a,
Dr.

Libbey’s Appointments for 1885.

..

CO.,
eod2m

to

.e

Bangor, Maine, the 11th,
JdANJfORHOUSE,
til And ] oth of
month
—

©very

At the PREBLE
HOUSE, Portland, Maine, the
ICth of every month.
it ti,ivf?Vrr?fb.aiul
At
the NARRAO ANSET
HOTEL,Providence, R. I.
17th, lsth and lyth of every month.
At his Boston,
Mass., Dispensary, from the 20th to
“e 30th of
every month.

leb7_

minutes,

THE NEVERSLIP HORSE SHOE

^
E^ehir'i,

COMMENCING FEBRUARY 1st:
Cleveland, Ohio, Dispensary from the 1st
1. bt“ of every month.
At the

CALKS.
in five

treat^

Atbi8

—

Costa less than the old style of shoeing. Send for
The N. S. Wbench.
circulars and testimonials.

decl5

eta.

83 Boylston

& CO..

CALKS ALWAYS SHARP.

lOCJlt tiltOCER KEEPS

mar 10

—

REMOVABLE

Company,

PORTLAND^ THEATRE.

J. W. HUNGER

HORSE SHOES.

BY

Ciiemieai

Two

important tojle afflicted !

NEVERSLIP

Washing Clothes, Dishes, Faint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor,
MANUFACTURED

A.

SONS,

AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YOKE.

dlawFly

ttroeers Sell Lavine

dtf

^y

every bottle of GENUINE
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUOE
Sold and used throughout the world.

or

M. B. GILBERT.

cases

USIS LAVINE

WFM&wlynrm

Hale’s Honey the great Cough ctire,2-5c.,50c.St $1
Cilenn’s Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies, 25c.
GcrinanComRemoTcr kills Corns & Bunions
Hill's Hair and Whisker Dye—Black and Erown, 60c.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in 1 Minute,26c
Bean 's Khcum&tlc Pills ore a sure cure, 60c.
janl6
eodUdp&wlynrm

not

Respectfully,
febl3

J. D..JONES, Pre»ident,
CHARLES JJENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. HAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

GAME, dec.

laalio easy -work.

I,urine does

tbe season
Monday Evening, Feb.
Teruis
for
six lessons: Gentle16,
men $3.00; Ladles $1.50.

in

World

Laviae does not injure the finest clothes.

BALSAM,

The last class fox

commences

20

Dividend

made.”

tariae make, she hardest water soft.

plaints of

and TAKE NO OTfIF.R. For rapidity in relieving and certainty in curing It In incomparably
Superior to any other remedy.
Sold by all Dealers. Price, 37 Cents.
Uouahl. Brown At Co*. Portland. Maine.

decl7

uarcar

BERT C. WHITTIER. Manager}

WALTZING.

°71 04

--:>

HOUSE CLEANING.

of

an agent is at hand which will cure all comthe Chest, Lungs, or Threat.
Manufactured only by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold
all
an26eod&wlm
druggists.
by

«?4 04G

-' ^ioo’.oio

$12,938,289.38.

—FOR SALE

SCRUBBING,

Wilbor’M Cod Liter Oil and LIme.-The
great popularity of this safe and efficacious preparation is alone attributable to its intrinsic worth. In

fehSdtf

1*

Six Per Cent Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid On and Af.
ter Feb. 3, 1885.

Excels Everything For

WASHING,

SPECIAL NOTICE.

*-

,,,

tho most wholesome sauce that la

FEB. 20.

Ob and <after Monday, Feb. 9,
Every Afternoon and ECveniug.
Adminion: Afternoon I Or;
Evening 20c, Polo and attraction
nights excepted, when admission will be 25c. No
Polo Except by State League Team*.
A
first-class rink and only first-class attractions. The
management reserve the right to ref nse admission or
skates to objectionable parties.

FISH,

well as]

RIFLES,

■

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR.

1,447,756 70

ASSETS,

RINS that their;
sauce Is hic-hlv es-1_EIOT
corn
teemed in In Ua,
nndis In my oplnME*rr«s
* * s*
Ion. the moat palatable,

JLAVINE

YARMOUTH

~~

WORCESTER,

COFFTnFuBBY,

—A>'D—

as

^

January, 1884.

dlw

"blijes

mechanic

and issue

Policies not' marked

on

p

---

the

Lea & Perrins’ bottles with a spurious
mixture and serve it as the GENUINE
Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce.

$1,478,680.24

Freights,

music

Admission: Gentlemen 5Cc; Ladles 25c,
feblo

Total Marine Premiums. $5,505,796 14

CAUTION!!

Many Hotels and Restaurants

and

Marine Bisks from 1st
to 31st December,

q ,... aak m

.i,,.,,,,

$1,072,562.81

on

His Ladies’ Periodical Regulating Magnet is
Working Wondem Without medicine.

a’srvinn

97’oooKA

Losses
..
Reserve for Reinsurance.,..
All othor Liabilities.

a Trial.

nn

lo’ntonrl

Banks.

Unpaid

W

success

or his Skill that needs only

uuneu otiiree coveiimieub

Co.,

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

Vessels, Cargoes

Premiums*

VI

I

-a

TICKETS 50 CENTS.
For sale by tbe members.
febOdlw

January, 1884,
Off 1st

AT

Chandler.

CITY HALL,

policies to merchants, making lisas binding
as water-borne.

Premiums

DR W
91 S ILvLIIl
ft/ISa

Annual Ball

2d Division L 0. H.

OF NEW YORK.

_

Insurance €o., of London.

JMSloVillM

BAND CONCERT from 8.30 to 9.

JJARH IMUM

on

St.

EVETSTISTOv.

—OF THE—

by

ATLANTIC

no

LIBBY, Agents,

EVERY

15 CENTS.
lO CENTS.
nUNlloolUn
SKATE CHECKS, lO CENTS.
P. S. The management reserve the right to refuse all objectionable parties.
dec3ldtf
C. H. KXOWLTON, Manager.

eodlm

open

Block, middle

MONDAY EYEING, FEB. 16

This Company will take risks at their office, New

OTHER AGENTS IN CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
G. WionT, Bridgton.
| Jons C. Kendall, Freeport.
Thos. II. Riley, Brunswick.
| H. R. Millett, Gorham.

Real

OPEN

RINK

SKATING

Ntorer Bras.’

CITY HAXjIj.

nlnut

First Time

York,

G,

UNITED STATES BRANCH

PORTLAND

__

WHOTEL.

Company

dtd

—

CO, Furniture Manufacturers.

received.' 57!392i65
.
35,704,07

STREET,

sYttYs guaranteed.

D.

83 to 91 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

EXITED

CUE

on sale Wednesday, Feb. 11.
Gallery 35.
Peyser...Manager.

feb’J

Freight in auy City or Town IN NEW ENGLAND.
lhe curtainof this desk is lined with spring sheet brass instead of
canvas, which is more ^arable than
any other limng used, it is more fiexibie and elastic, and cannot bo cut open, and is absolutely DUST
AND v ElStfftlN PfSOO ih. The writing table is constructed of three or more
pieces of wood glued together w!th the grams crossing at right angles, thus avoiding all daDgor of warping,
splittingor chocking,
and will withstand any change of temperature or climate.
The desk is fully equal to any sixty dollar one
in the market to-day, and we offer them at above
price, with the Free Delivery, for the purpose of extending our acquaintance outside of Boston, into every city and town in New England,and as an advertisement of our goods and.prices.

J*"81

HASSON,

Reserved Seats
Prices 75 and 50,

Congress St.

$7,395,09?. 55

«4

—

of recognized merit.
Wonderful Scenic nud Mechanical Effect*.
Magnificent Wardrobe and Properties.

Fourth

251736 41

©

AND

Dramatic

Superb

The balance of French Dress Goods from the
iarge
purchase recently made will be offered at 50 cents
per yard less than they will be from our next invoice.

7.7. .7.7.7.7.77 1.006400*00
2 846 635 00
,.**...7'. 1*699*400*00
value)...] \ 7
*222*000*00
§4ll,4’34.76)7' .*..’.‘*7
254 050 *00
]
105682 45
..7.. 77.777.7 777.’. 356*002.72
Real Estate..... 7 '77777. .7.7*. ]
655’l 83.97

Imperial

Sat-

Replete with Intensity.

GENTS,
LADIES,

$3,000,000.00

Cash in Banks..
Bonds and Mortgages, being first lien on Real Estate (worth
$2.423,600)..
United States Bonds, (market value).
Bank and Railroad Stocks and Bonds, (market value),..
State and Municipal Bonds, (market
Loans on Stocks, payable on demand, (market value of Collaterals,
Interest due on 1st January, 1885.
Premiums uncollected and in hands of Agents.

Fire

A Drama

A

TO-UAY

SUMMARY OF ASSETS

DOW,

O’CLOCK.

J. B. COYLE, JR.,
Chairman Committee.

Locke’s successful melodrama,

One lot Colored Radzimir at about half price; these
are Rich Silks, a job lot just
purchased, and cannot
be duplicated

$7,395,090.55

COFFIN &

“Tel-

Upper Room,

Hall,

IBODY’S

TTTRNERBROS.

KEELER &

»_-_

Gronld,

—

EVENING, FEB^ 13,7.45

In Edwin A.

Colored Silk Rhadames i Radzimir

Held iu the United States available for the Payment of Losses by Fire and for the
protection of Policy
Holders of Fire Insurance:

TOTAL

ON

Admittance free.
feblld3t

-OF-

1885.

CASH ASSETS,

—

M.

Miss SADIE

BUSINSSS DURING THE YEAR 1884.
Bath.6s

FRIDAY

REDUCED IN PRICE TO $45 00.

Company,

insurance

John

Mechanics’

®'b®®!

eodtf

Rockland.6s & 4s.
No. Pacific Gold.6s
Anson.
4s

Maj.

BY

LECTURE

—

KEELER’S

THE

As made to the Insurance Csmmissioner of the State of Maine

Investment securities bought and sold.
Jan31

10c

MANAGER.

ble rates.

Traveling and commercial letters of
credit issued, available in all the

yard
each

—

-

classes of Stocks

margin.
Bankers and

each

3c

PORTLANB^THEATRE.

,

No. 42 Exchange St., Portland.

nanus, iur caan or on

auu

45c

TWO NIGHTS,—Friday and
urday, Feb. 13 and 14.

255 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Members New York Stock Exchange.

Buy

“

V^nl-.

PRICE!

CLOTHING

York,

in first-class investment securities.

12 l-2c

Tickets 50 cents each. To be obtained of the
Executive Committee ami at the stores *»f C. J. &
F. K. Farrington, Geo. C. Sbaw & Co., W. S. Banks,
McLellan, Mosher & Co. and at the door.
dlw
feb7

iitf

Losses laid.

Dealers

“

febl2

& PORTLAND

F. C. HOLLINS

New

10c

goods and are selling them rapidly 1000 yards Colored Rhadames at $1.00 per yard; the
exceedingly low prices.
lowest price everywhere is $1.25.

■

Premiums

Broadway,

yard

MUSIC BY CHANDLER

JOS. J.DOWLiNG

Amount RiBks written.

74

each

EASTMAN BINK & BANCROFT.

BUSINESS IN MAINE DURING 1884.

No.

“

and $10.00 each.

Cash Capital,
Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Reserve for Unpaid Cosses and Claims,
Net Surplus.

jan26epdtf

55c

F. W. Woodman.

seen from the
ler’s” Window.

Our Store is Closed Until Further Mice Every Evening at 6 O’clk

Railway

YZNAOA,

AA

STRICTLY

Home

H. M. PAYSON A CO.
F. A.

Spring Style Satteens,
Bates’ Honey Comb Bed Spreads,
1 bale Fine yard wide Brown Cotton Remnants,
50 dozen Bleached Hnck Towels,

Virgin,

Refreuhinent* in Reception Hall in charge
of U'ongre** Square Union.

We have got the

oodtf

HOLLINS,

Goods,

COMMITTEE :
R. Farrington,
Wm. Seuter, Jr.
Geo. M. Moore,
W. M. Sargent,
P. T. Griffin,
A. II. Atwood,
R. Townsend,

Banking as

styles, all sizes, and first-class in every respect.
1 lot of 110 pure Worsted Whipcord Suits, In Sack and Frock pattern, only $12.00
and 15.00.
1 small lot of Black Worsted Coats and Vests, in sizes 34, 35, 36 and 37, only
$10.00 each; regular price 15.00.
60 Men’s heavy One Biding Ulsters at $15.00, 18.00 and 20.00; a superior
article.
5000 pairs Men’s all Wool Pants at $1.25,1.50, 2.00, 2.60, 3.00, 3.50 and 4.00.
1000 Men’s all Wool Vests at $1.00,1.50 and 2,00; Great Bargains in Men’s Vests
for 1.00, in sizes 34, 35, 86 and 37.
1 small lot Youths’ Suits, sizes 33 to 36, at only $3.50 per suit; also elegant bargains in Youths’ Suits at 8.00,10.00,12.00 and 15.00.
Bargains in Boys’ Knee Pant Suits at $2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 8.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00 and
6.00; also some of the best values we ever offered at 8-00, 9.00 and 10.00.
large sizes in Knee Pant Saits (ages 11,12,13 and 14) at only $5.00, 6 00, 6.50,
7.00, 8.00, 9.00 and 10.00; extra Pants in large sizes (ly, 12,13 and 14) at
only 2.00; ail Wool.

career

who

all Wool Knita nnlv

OF

BY

«

6c

1

For the

BONDS'

25c
$1.00

New

ANNUAL STATEMENT

820,000

B.

“

Gray,

E. A.

Fred

H. R.

are

W.wC. WARE,

janlt)

H.

“

genuine merit,
unsurpassed in quality, and
Sossess
iie prices are unapproachable.
We call attention to

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

SALK

7 l-4c

KM & NHUII CLOTBHG CO,

.Swan & Barrett

FOB

“

Imoroved 4 Vast U

—

Maine Central

G l-4c

“

“

«

J. A. Randall,
W. H. Woodbury,
Geo. D. Loring,
C. H. Rain,

FLOOR

AT THE

STOCKS AND BONDS.
First National Bank Stock.
Merchants National Bank Stock.
Traders National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock.
Cumberland National Bank Stock.
Maine Central R. R. Stock.
Portland City 6 per cent Bonds.
Ohio County and City Bonds.
No. Pacific R. R. 6s.

Cotton,

Turkey Red Table Damask,

Ludwig,

G.
..

—

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN

of

fflNANUMU*

Alfred Woodman,

«

yard
“

60 inch best Cardinal

“

1

4c

POH.

team

ponies she drives.
David Dudley Field, now 80 years old:
“My receipt for self-preservation is exercise,
I am a firm believer in exercise. I walk
every day from my house to my office, a
distance of about three miles aud a half,
and I feel as well today as I ever didjin my
life. I have takeo care of myself, and as I
have a good constitution I suppose that is
the reason I am so well.”

bargains in

Overcoats,

not

ago.

Dr. S. P. Getchell,
“A. N. Hawes,
C. W. Roberts,

Mrs. F. R. Farrington,
*•
H. L. Taylor,
W. L. Billings,
Geo. Gray.

8c

1 case 12-4 Marseilles Toilet Qnilts,
1 “ 20 inch Bleached Linen Crash,
1 “ Cotton and Wool Spring Dress

PANTS, REEFERS, &C.,

Henry George lately has given expression
to the following selfish creed: “Charity is
has

1 lot

Unanimous Verdict

a

that the

year of his life on Feb. 13.

but God

1 case Renfrew

COPYRIGHT 1SS5.

Prints,
Ginghams,

Treasurer.

Mr. and Mrs. John N. Lord,

WE SHALL OFFER TO-DAY
1 case Cocheco and other Best Spring Style
“
“
“
1 “ Westbrook “

Towksend,

R.

stock

*'

lawyer in practice in New York, nearly
sixty years of legal battles being recorded
agaiust him. He completes the eightieth

all very well in its way,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Fbeedom Nash, Chairman.

•'

Saxony by Ihe late duke of Brunswick.
The price asked is said to be £350,000.
David Dudley Field is probably the oldest

brought men into the world so that they
might be charitable.”
It is stated by a person who pretends to
know that "‘Gentleman George” Pendleton
can either be secretary of state under Cleveland or minister to France, and that he will
choose the latter position.
Angeli, the famous court painter at
Vienna, is going to Berlin, at the request of
Queen Victoria, to paint a portrait of the
Crown Prince of Germany, as a companion
picture to the portrait of the. crown princess,
which he painted for her majesty some time

of

account

Congress Square Sociables.

week, we will mark down many of ©air
and most desirable goods to RER FIGIRE PRICES.

advertising.

were

taking

to

under tbe auspices of the

new

Mark Twain is getting in a very clever advertising dodge in his suit against Estes &
Lauriat. But those who have read “Huck'eberry Finn” know that it needs no superflu-

negotiating

AN AID OF THE

next

eempelled

to announce their names and business at a
little window in the outer office before an
entrance can be effected. This barricade
generally serves its purpose.
A year or so ago a clergyman called on
Gould and was readily admitted. In explanation of liis visit he blandly remarked that
he had $2,000 that ho desired to invest. At
first Gould aud his partner, Mr. Connor,
supposed that the reverend gontleman desired to buy a good interest-bearing bond,
hnr

that, previous

towns of his size.

which

—

HOME FORAGED MEN,

at-

for the

HALL,

Friday Evening, Feb. 13th, 1885,

The unexpected success of our GREAT
REMIAAT SALE convinces ns that oisr efforts have been appreciated by the Ladies of
Portland and Vicinity, and we have decided

a

Bennett Graham Burleigh, the special
correspondent of The London Daily Telegraph, who was wounded in the fight of ;the
19th in the Soudan, served with great
gallantry in the Confederate navy.
The Emperor of Germany is said to be

—

-ON

RED FIGURE PRICES.

Christmas tree which was illuminated with electric lamps.
Julian Hawthorne says his forthcoming
novel is not to be “an athletic one,” as has
been announced. He don’t want his work
classed with that of the circus porter.
Sarah Bernhardt sneezed in the roidst of
an emotional scene in
“Theodora,” at London the other night, and the sneeze was
cabled across for the American newspapers.
The Buffalo Express says that Dr.
Cogswell the fountain mau, is letting the large
cities alone and is successfully attacking

are

When Gould built his yacht several years
ago he received hundreds of letters from persons in every part of the
ceuntry asking tor
invitations to cruise in that floating palace.
One man in the central part of the State
sent a photograph of himself, his wife and
eleven children, with a request to sail in the
yacht in the capitalist’s company.
Some of the letters request Gould to make
all sorts of investments for the correspondents.^ One wants him to corner a stock,
another would like to have him depress
prices. Others beg for a “point” by which
they may rake in a comfortable fortune. It
is easy to dispose of all these epistles. Not
so easy is it to get rid of personal
applications. But to prevent a deluge of his office

CITY

of civiliza-

literary work on a type-writer.
The Emperor and Empress of Russia

ging
mon

AT

It is said Speaker Carlisle gets the largest
mail in Congress and Gen.
Logan the next.
Mr. Howells, it is said, now does all hie

Subjects, Beggisg

Threatening.

Promenade Concert

:-1

i-1—n—:

Personal Paragraphs.

tended

BMTEBTAWMK1TO_

GJaANTD

the Snltanatc- restored to the orthodox line
of descent and the power of the “infidels”
crushed.
Gradually tho False Prophet collected tho
tribes about his banner, and for more than
two years his army slowly advanced northward, gathering strength as it went, and
easily overpowering its enemies. At last it

Jav Gould’s Bis? Mail.
betters

nilCBIXiNIOVS.

THE PUBLIC

PLEA TO

Au ancient

prophecy was brought forward—or invented
—which seemed to point to Mohammed Achmed by the most positive signs of race, tribe,
date of birth and personal appearance, as
the prophet by whom the power of iBlam
was again to be raised to its former
glory,

ous

gives Captain Cleveland so much trouble,
may after all be settled by Daniel Manning.

MINCeu.AN£OIIS.

gain influence among neighboring sheiks,
the heads of predatory tribes, and, it is
3aid,
especially acquired great power by means of

Photographer^
Ktae Portraits aepeoiaity,

OPPOSITE FA1J0UTB HOTEL
Portland Mo.

vvilhou. the use of (he
WILLIAM READ (M. D„
ROBERT M.

rlMIIIH
h",,e*
I

and
lUlUlU Sa7*rd, 1842)
(M. D. HafranJ,

A

Alt*.

1H7G).

I

vans

175 Ti-rniontNi ,Romi«ii.

"ATHouwc,
Heat

AA1?

dlw

FISTULA, PH.M
DISEASES

OV

V*»

THE

“CWCM without detention from
Dll M
given. Send for
1*11 L V lbu*lne*®t References
Office Hours, 11a.m. to 4
*I
>»*»w|p. m. (except Sundays).
feb12
eodly

LLQ!l,am^let

*

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 13.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at tuc Periodical Depot* of N. G.
FeaseDden, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodsoon, Robert
Ooetello, Gilpatriok, 47 Middle street and 221
Merrill, htrango.
Spring street, Jewett, McFarland.
Gould; Lauagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the

city.

17J Tab,??lb.. 7’/8@
Tiercel
7%@

18820'

Vermont ....10JA®14 lOadoi*.
IttMSVb
N Y Fact’y..l0Ms®14
(Valencia.6ys®10
Stream
I
4»i-ns3j,rea,
Granulated 3? tb
5 0085 60
6% 1 Valencia
Extra O.Oy8 • " Ez large cs6 00®7 Oo
S-Tsh.
i Florida,..-3 60®4 00
j* ■TOd. per qti..
j Messina.2 50$8 00
*
L’ge Shore.. .3 2o®3 60 Palermo.2 BOSS 00
L’geBanknow2 60®3 00l
S,e»j®a*.
ennui..2 25®2 75 I
ns.3 60ffl4 CO
4
5
60®
Palermo
3 00,5 3 60
001
English Cod,
Bollock.17583 001
Ar.plm
Haddock...
1 75®22 5 iGreen, & bbl 1 7582 00
Bs s
175a2 251 Evaporated i* tb bv ! 1
Herring,
jOried Apples.... 4 ,1(5
Seal
t>hoM
4ya®5
14®18,Sliced
No. 1.
Oil,
128151
i Kerosene
Hockercl.ilbbi.
@
....

...

...

Richmond,G.A.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,

...

gey*
9

C. H. Pierce.

So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalbaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss,
C. H.
A. H.

tl2%
91,4
13

Large

a.... 8

Medium

3
2

...

Small

Hayes.
Seabury.

ou® 9 60|Ligonia.

00® 4 00]Silver White Oli
60®3 50 Ceatenial.

8%
»V2

Apples.

A “Fragment
BY

8
8

Choice.20S-22C Clover.
9%ai0%
fifcal.kus.
Good.15&16o
Store.10®12o; Muscatel.2 75 3 26
C'iiecrt
j London Lay’r 2 75 -: 15

Sabattna, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, If. B. Kendrick & C©.,

Yarmouth,

16®

Pall.
8VhS9
Gutter.
GcciSs,
Creamery.28*30 Bed Top.2 COStf 25
GiltEugo V’er....25S,28c Timothy.1 06gtl 75

Bealo.

Waterville,

Geese,
Chickens,

Powl.14®16a

Auburn, Willard Small & O#.
Augusta, <T. F. Pieroe.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Sliaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jell err, on.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison,
Cumberland Mills, F. A. VerrBl.
Damartisootta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairtield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoft.
Gardiner, Palmer &, Co.
Gorham. Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Hallow ell, C. L. Spanlding.
Lewiston, Chandier Sc Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Goo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.

Springvale,

atents.5 76®6 25
do has lots 21@$24 00
*’reduce.
pf.vbi«><
I
Cranberries—
i PorkCape Codl5 00®17 00 i Backs. .16 605(17 00
Maine.. 12 00®18 001 Clear.... 15 60®16 00
Pea Beans.. 176®1 851 Mesa.13 60*1400
Moolnms....l «6(§1 75;Mess Beef.. 11 60® 11 00
German medl 40®1 60; Kx Mess.,11 60512 00
Yellow Eves2 00®2 16 j Plate.12 50® 13 00
Onions 4>bbl. 4 25®4 50
Ex Plato.14 00® 14 50
Irish Potatoes 60&60c iHams
10VSi®Ua
Eggs I^aos.,., 20®24o Haiue,covered 13 ®143
Turkeys
20®21; Lard-

cable from Liverpool yesterday to J. I. Libby,
produce dealer, Central Wharf, gives the following
quotations on Apples:
Baldwins—prime,
16s@ 16s ^ bbl.
do
do
slack packed,
13s^l4s
A

”

GEOKGE W. BUNKER.

On tropic seas ’ueath sunny sky
We idly sail this balmy day—
While near at hand Bahamas lie,
Great Abaco some leagues away.

do
do

ordinary.
do
slack,

14s
12 s

The above prices are lower than previous sales.

Many were frost-bitten.

gaze about in pensive thought,
For, o’er me steals sad memory!
Of days agone, when near this spot
Dear friend* had roamed thin Bouthern *ea.
I

Bailraad

Retelpf^

l. solved
by Maine Central Railroad, for Portlmc
33 oars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads. 91 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Young Captain nail, with wife and child,
Who left Turk’s Island coming back;
When, near this spot, by fate beguiled—
111 met the cyclone’s deadly track!

^i«ck MLarkci,

following quotations
j&ily bv telegraph:
•£■*

stocks

of

are

roaeivod

BOSTON STOCKS.

Wo cannot know their Bad despair!
We only know they sailed for home;

T.t d.F..... 74%
Boston & Maine.....171
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred..80

We know the hurricane swept here;
We long havo watched, they never come!

do common
R. & Ft Smith.
Now York & New Eng....
Mexican Central 7s......

14
28
16

n.

With saddened heart I meditate—
That, fathoms deep, beneath may lie,
In sleep, those forms we lately met;

43%

95%
40%
Omaha preferred...
88%
Omaha common...
17%
Mo. K. & Texas... 16%
Texas Pacific..
13%

Lored ones, who wandered here to die!

.,

As thus

I muse,

a

broken spar

Silently floating on the wave—
Suggests, that north from Salvador
My friends, last autumn found a grave!

Ory Coods Wtaoiesaile Market.
following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected daily by Doering, Milliken & Co.. 153 Middle street:
The

*******

Conlds’t thou but speak, oh, silent mast!
And calm the restless soul’s suspense—
Thy tale, for sorrowing kin distressed!
I’d grateful list, to bear it thence.
Bark "Alexander Campbell”, Latitude 26°
Longitude 74° 47' W., January 22, 1885.

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

H*avy36in. 7; @

17' N,

BXJEAOHED COTTONS.

Wit and Wisdom.
Birds that uever

!Fine7-4.... 13%@18
Med. S6 in. 6%@ 7% 'Fine 8-4..,
...18<§21
36
6
in.
Fine 9-4. .22§27%
5%$
Light
Fine 40 in. 7
8% I Fine 10-4.... 25 @30
8

Fine 6-4.16
Fine7-4..18
Fine 8-4.20

«cst 4-4.... 10%@12
hJed.4-4.... 7%@10
7
Light 4-4... C

(§

Fine

fly—Weathercocks.

@22%

@35

9-4.22%|>27%
§82%

Fine 10-4 ...26

nimtapolu

Mother.

Many a mother will read with interest what
Mrs. McCurdy of 907 Cedar Avenue, Minneapolis, says: “Since an attack of diphtheria, a
year ago, I have beou troubled with indigestion, which no doctor’s medicine would help.
I began nsirg Brown’s Irou Bitters two months
ago, and it acted like a charm, gave me such
an appetite I was hungry all the time. I con
rider myself well, and recommend my friends
to use

Shall also use it when my children

it.

ailing.”

are

What bird does the iude.resemble?
—a tiilor’s goose.

A goose

Diamond Dvrs more coloring
^yiN
is given than in any known Dyes, and they
give faster and more brilliant colors. 10 c. at
thk

Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt. Sample Card, 32 colors, and book
of directions for 2c. stamp.
all

Drills....
8@ 9
Rest.14
@16% Coreet Jeans. .6ya@ 8%
Medium... 10% ©13 Va Satteena..
@
Cambrics. 5@ 5%
7 @9
Light.
Demine,best 13%@15% Silesiaa.... ...10%@18
Duekn. 9 @13% Cotton Flam els. Brown
Fancy 11%(§14
7@'14%
Bleached, 8@16%

lickings,

....

Batting.8@9gl0gl0%@li%@i3%

Warps.....17 .25
Tallow.
The following we Portland quotations ob Hide?
and Tallow:
Gz and Steer Hides 90 Iba weight and over7
cj^ft
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs.6
c$* ft
Cow Hides, all weights... 6
c j? ft
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4
cl> ft
CaifSbins... 10 ©p-ft
Skins...
Shoep
75c££ each
Lamb Skins.
50c each
and
Deacon
Skins....
36c each
...26
to
Light
Rendered Tallow...
6oP ft
Hides and

Wew 7ork Stock and Money Market.

dmggists. Wells,

What is philosophy? It is something which
enables a rich man to say there is no disgrace
iD being poor.
\\Irfir

IT.lo’c

flpAntn

Uulm

/»cirs

ha

dread, and with perpain
Try the remedy. It cures Catarrh,

treated without

or

fect safety.
Hay Fever and Colds in the Head. It is
easily applied with the finger and gives relief
from the first application. Price 50 cents.
At druggists. 60 cants by mail.
Ely Bros
Owego, N. Y.
Ely’s Cream Balm has entirely cured me of
I have never
a long standing case of catarrh.
seen its equal as a cure for colds in the head
and headache resulting from such colds. It is
merit.—Ed. L. Crosiy,
a remedy of sterling
Nashville, Tenn.

I have been a severe sufferer from Catarrh
for the past fifteen years, with distressing pain
over my eyes. Gradually the disease worked
down upon my lungs. About a year aud a
half ago I commenced osiug Ely’s Cream
Balm, with most gratifying results, and am today apparently cured.—Z. C. Warren, Rut-

land, Vt.

_

People who read the papers and then say, “I
wonder what eeEse there is in that joke,”
should remember that the paregrapLur himself does not thick it especially humorous, bnt
so much apace has to be filled and ho stretches
N. B. The foregoing is an
a poiDt to fill it.
example.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Feb. 12.—Money easy at 1 per oent;
prime mercantile paper at 4@5. Foreign Exchange
at 4 84 aBd 4 87ya.
Governments dull and lower.
State bonds quiet and strong. Railroad bands are
active and in many cases higher early in the day
with advance subsequently lost as compared with
yesterday Stocks closed generally % to 1 lower
than yesterday and small fraction above lowest figures of to day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 294 696 shares.

A chicken with a clipped wing made seve ral
ineffectual attempts to fly over a fence. Au

Irishman who wituen3ed the efforts of the
chick laughingly exclaimed: “Begorra, 6he
has a defective flew.”
Bcott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver Oil
Hypophosphiteb. Is composed of two
of the most valuable remedies in the department of medicine for ihe cure of Consumption,
Scrofula, auu ail wa ling conditions cf the

do

do

“I’m a regular blamed fool!” said a husband
to his wife, when he had done some foolish

thing.

put up a eign, my
fervently that there
necessity for continuing

“It isn’t necessary to

dear,” she responded
didn’t seem to be any
the conversation.

so

Coughs, Colds and Sore-Throat yield readily
B. H. Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum Cough
Drops.

to

child, we shall all know
each other in heaven.'1 Edith—“But, mamma, we can make believe out when some of
them call, oan’t we?”

Mamma—‘‘Yea,

my

Than Diamond*,
aod of greater value than fine gold is a great
tonic and renovator like KidnEj-Worf. It expels ail poisonous humors from the blood, tones
up the system and by acting diractiy on the
Better

most important organa of the body stimulates
them to healthy action and restores health.
It has effected many marvelous cur s and for
all Kidney diseases and other kindred troubles
it is

an

do

.125

..

following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Cbc&goSi Alton ....133
150
Chicago & Alton prof..
...

..

Illinois Central
...126%
Lake Sboro63%
61
Michigan Central.
New jersey Central...
S7%
Northwestern...
93%
Northwestern pref..
129
New iOik Central.
91%
Rock Island.......
.111%
St.Paui...5. 73%
St. Paul pref...’..
—105%
49 %
Union Paeifie Stojk..
Western Union n't.
61%
_..

....

.......

.......

..

<

..

......

132
AttexcB iSr. Co.
American Ex. Co.
90%
Alton & Terre Haute. 21
do preferred.
82
Boston Air Lina. 90
Bur.&Cedar Rapids...01

Canada Southern. 31%
Central Pacific....
30%
DeL& H udson Canal Co. 75%
Del. & Lackawanna. 96%
Dor ver £ K.G.....
7%
E, Tenn., Vir. & Ga.
3%
K. Tenn,. Va., & Ga. pref..:.
6
Kansas & Texas. 16%
Houston & Texas.
18
Hannibal & St. J*>.....

invaluable remedy.

preferred.

88%
Tlartford & Erie 7s. 11%
Lake Erie & West.
13%
Louis & Nash....
25%
Missouri Pacific.
95%
ao

—

..

Success is certain if you use the Congrtss
Yeast Powder in making cakes, etc. It is a
perfectly pure Cream Tartar baking powder.

FINANCIAL Aria COgftffiERGiAL
keruand Daily Wholesale iftoi -w*.
PORTLAND. Feb. 12.
Provisions steady
Flour quiet and uncharged
the market for Cattle
and tlrm. At Chicago to-day
than on Monday with
was strong and 25c higher
and Sheep 26@50c than last week.
Hogs strong
for Cabbages is firmer and
In Produce the market
to *15®*17 k' ton under the
prices have advanced
Butter firm for line
influence of light receipts:
are dull and iu buyers’ fagrades, but other kinds
scarce and strongEggs firm. Grain continues
vor;

The following are to-day’s
Sc.:
lour, Grain, Provisions,
artfigaf*

fiSS

119

Morris & Essex.

8
Mobfle* & Ohio.
98
Metropolitan Elevated.
74
Manhattan Elevated.
New York Elevated
..120
Northern Pacific common.*. 16%
...

—

uregon Nav.
Pittsburg &Ft Wayne.

Pittsburg.

65%
120

Pacific Mail....,«•
Pullman Car.*.
Richmond & Danville.

Reading.

134%
55%
112%
48
17 %

St Paul & Omaha.
27%
do preferred.
88%
Union Pacific 6s.
111%
do L. G. 7s....108
do sink fund

8s.118%

New Yoke, Feb. 12.—The following are
ing quotations for mining stocks to day:

the clos-

Colorado Coal.*. 9.50
Ilomestake. 9.75
Onta io.... .17.00
Quicksilver. 4,0.'
do pret. .28.00
Horn Silver. 2.65
15.57
Plymouth
3 85
Hale & Norcross.
1.00
Caledonia, B. H..

California lining Stocks
(By Telegraph.)
San Fkanoisco, Feb. 12.—The following are the
Closing official quotations ofj mining stocks to-ddy:
2
Bodie..
Chollar ..,..
2%
Hale & Norcross
3%
ls/s
Navajo ..
Il1^
Yi'iow Jacket....
Tlie Belmont Mining Company lias levied an
share.
assessment of 16c
..

—.

ilcstaa market.

ftcsTOB, Feb. 12. —’.Die following wets to-day’j
Batter, Cheese, Eggs, Ac:
Fork—Long cuts, 16 00@16 60: short outs 16 60
@18 00. baoks $18 OO-nJlb 60; light backs 16 60®
$i 6 00; lean ends 15 00@$16 60; prime mesa 14 60
@$16 60; extra prime 12 50@$13; mess, 13 60@
14 00; pork tongues $16 00@16 60.
Lard at 7%@8c ¥* Bs for tierceB; 8Vi@SM»0 for
alls: 8VsV8%5 for 5-lb pails; 8%@»0
10-lb
for 3 ib pails.
notations

K/mf.

lfoiv

Bbaom.

r>»

Q

1 /»

n

c

oelng quotations

High Mxd

Corn

of

65@5#

lirrht.

9g9V^c;

choice heavy hinds
steers 7Mj@8c; choice
at 11%@12V^<-*; good do at 10*b@llVfec; light at
good heavy fores 6V4@6Vfcc; sec quality Outlet rattles at 4Va ^.6Vic; ribs at 6@8c;rumps
l*%@14c? roundB
rump loins at 3 2@16c;
loins at 16faJ17c; light 12@14c.
o'can-*—choice largo hand picked pea at 1 65@
1 GO
hush; choice New York small hand-picked
do atl G05>1 65; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
at 1751.180; common to good at $1 40@146;
choice screened do
@1 40; hand-picked mod
1 60,5)1 65, and choice screened do 3 35:5:1 40, common <To 1 25@1 30; choice improved yellow-eyes at
2 15@2 20; old-fashioned yeilow-eyea 2 10@2 16;
red kidneys 2 3 0@2 20.

Apples—We quote good GreeBingtCl 76@l 87; Pippins and Sweet Apples at 1 50@2 00; common do
$1 25; Baldwins 2 00@2 26 ^ bbl. Evaporated Ap-

ib.
ples at 66t£c
Hay—Choice prime hay quoted 18@$18 BOV ton;
fancy $19; medium to good hay $16 0O,3$17 00;
choice Eastern line $16 00@$17 00; poor at $13
Eastern swale 10@$11. Rye straw, choice,
17 50.a;$18 00, oat straw $9@$il ty tonnutter--We quote Northern creamery at 28&29c;
New York and
Vermont dairy at 24(o)25c;
Franklin County at— @26c; fair to good 22(&24c;
long dairies at 3 5(5/20c, fancy higher; extra YWestern fresh-made creamery at 3^fe34c; June creameries at 24@26o; Western dairy at -7@18c; ladle
packed at 18@19c; do fair to good 12@16c; imitation creamery, choice, at 22@24c.
Jobbing prices
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 12Vi(g?12y2C, fancy
13V4c;lower grades according to quality;West 11 %

f;$15;

@12c.
Eggs—All strictly fresh stock at 24c; held stock
15'a 18c; limed 36@17.
Potatoes—Northern Rose at 66@58c; Eastern do
bush arthe roads;North68@60c;Houlton at 63c
ern proliilcs 65c; Eastern ao 65@58c.

Chicaso LircHiock market.
(By Telegraph,
Ohio ago. Feb. 12.—Cattle—Receipts 2800 head;
shipments 2500 head; trading brisk; stronger and
25c higher than on Monday; exports at 5 9U@0 60;
shipping at 4 9056 60; common 4 40@4 80; cows
2 5 0,54 76; Stockers and feeders 3 25@4 60;Texans
at 3 96 @4 90.
Hogs—Receipts 3000 head; shipments 3600 head;
strong; rough packing at 4 60@4 90; packing ana
shipping 4 85!&!5 20; light 4 60^5 00; skips 3 60@
4

25.

H & A Allan.
Barque P 0 MerrimaD, Howes. Buenos AyrejScb Uranus, Mason. New York—Mark P Emery.

Sch Rienzi, Chatto, Brooklin—N Blake,
SAILED—Barque John E Chase; sch Annie L
Lockwood.
Lfrom merchants' exchange.*
Arat Liverpool 12fch, steamer Montreal, from
Portland.
Cld at Sagua 12th, sch W H Boardman, Richardson, North of Hatteras.
31d fm Matanzas 6tb, sch S P Thurlow, Tabbutt,
New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos 4th, barque Neptune, Philadel-

phia.

Ar at Havana 7fch, sch L A Edwards, Pensacola.
Cld at Cardonas 7th, sch Edw P Avery, for Sagua
and Philadelphia.
Sid tin Liverpool 11th, ship Bodj F Packard, Waterhouse, Port Moody.
Sid fin Calcutta Jan 18, thip Samuel Skolfield,
Skolfield, New York.
The President has issued a proclamation directing
that from Feb 3d the collection of tonnage tax shall
bo suspended on ail vessels arriving in United States
from any port In the province of Ontario, Domiuion
of Canada; from the ports of San Juen and Mayain the Island of Porte Rico; from the ports of
auaina and Aspinwall, or from any port in the Island of Monsoratt.
No duty is imposed as tonnage
tax on American vessels in the ports named.

fuez,

1

large
TO this
unfurnished, in
office.
EET

A.

CHARLESTON—Ar 11th, sch Eunity R Dyer,
Gabriel, Washington, NC.
NORFOLK—Sid 9th, sch C E Young, Campbell,
Charleston.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 11th, sch Geo S Tarbell,
Knowles, Boston.
Ar 11th, barque Rose
FORTRESS MONROE
Inness, Marwick, Caleta Buena.
BALTIMORE—Cld 10th, sch Chas W Church,
—

Lent, Ssonington.
Sid 10th, Bchs G G Deering, and F J Allen.
Ar 11th, sch Chas H Wolston, Hinckley, Jacksonville.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, sch Rebecca A Carter. Tunnell, Boston.
Ar ai Delaware Breakwater 11th, sch M B Judge,
Norwood. Savannah for Philadelphia.
Passed out PM 10th, sch S N Pickering, from

Philadelphia

J.U aau mauu

ivuaio

j-xiu, euiu

ji

from EastDort tor Elizabethport; Ellio J Simmons,
Thomastou for New York; Helen, Rockland for do;
F N Tower, Camden for do; Charlie & Willie, from
Boston for do,
At City Island 11th, barque Sigual, for P.io Janeiro; schs Abby Wasson, Helen Thompson, Lucy
M Colli us, and J M Morales, bound ca.?t.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 9th, schs Mary Hart, Stevens
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Below 11th, sch Wm T Bart,

FOR
buy excellent

Buil River for Wood’s Holl.

ViNEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, sch M S Haynes,
Gamage, Amboy for Boston.
Returned, schs Mary F Pike, Frank & Willie, 0 A
Ropes, and Aldine.
In port, brig Telos ; schs Graco Webster, Clio
Chllloott, H T Townsend, Dolly Varden, Helen
Montague, Etta E Stiinp3on, Cumberland. City
of Augusta, Elbridge Souther, Lyra, Aliie Oakes,
Lyndon, O C Lane, Nile, Sammy Ford, Sarah Louise,
Nathan Lawrence, Dolphin, Maggie J Chadwick,
M S Haynes, Minnie C Taylor, and others.
Ar 10th, schs Wm Jones,Collina, Darien for Portland; Ohailotte Angusta, Oliver, Eaatport far New
York: Speedwell, Webster, from Rockland for Fall
River.
11VANNIS—Outside 11th, sch George M Adams,
from Baltimore for Portland.
BOSTON—Cld 11th, barque Henry A Burnham,
Gorman, Port* Spain; ech Fannie A Gorham, Welch,
Jacksonville.
Ar 12tli, brig A J Pettengill, Powers, Rosario via

STOCK

ing; capital required $2000;

feb2

Bahia.

Below, sch Alice Montgomery, Lavender, from
New Orleans.
Cla lath, barque AiiSable, Andrews, Cardenas;
sch Jennie Lockwood, Poland, Sa. ua; Mail,Caswell,

Portland.
GLOUCESTER—In port, schs Metropolis, North
Haven for Boston;
Race Horse, Bishop, Rockland
for New York; Walter Franklin, Eastport.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 10th, sch B C French, Kell°y, Newport News.
Below, schs Loring C Ballard, from Boston for
Horse Island; Albert W Smith, do for Damariscotta; Ada A Kennedy, do for Kockport: James
Boyce, do for Horse Island, (and proceeded.)
BOOTHBAY—In port 11, schs C E Sears, Strout
Calais for Baltimore; Charles E Moody, Hodgkins,

BOSTON, MASS.

feb6

St, Cambridgeport,

Fastport, Me, Falais, Me., St. John, N.
B„ Halifax, S. 8. Ac.
FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Nov. 3, 1884.

TRIPS

WEEK.

PER

THIS
LEAVE

OV

LINE WILL

hSaIow-£sj:«-A

RAILROAD W11ABV,
Street, every Monday and Thuis*
for Kastport and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Bobbins ton, St. Andrews,
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windfoot ef

State

day at 6 p.

I

m..

Till if fix

Ror

Mnnr.tnn

Amharnf

Pinfcnn

Shediac, Bathurst, Iialhouslo, Charlottetown, Fort
Fairheld, Grand Falls and other stations on the
Now Brunswick and Canada, Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Weetem Counties, Kail Hoads,
and Stage Bontes.
Through Tickets Issued and Baggage cheeked te

destination.

Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any Information rewarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Itailroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, First National Bank Building,
comer Middle and Exchange Sts.
T. G. HERSEY, President and Manager.
no3
dti

THIS%

IT WILL SURF.17 CURB

CONSTIPATION, PILES,
and RHEUMATISM,

By causing FREE ACTION of all tlio organs
and functions, theretov

CLE&FiS3ft3C the BLOOD
restoring the normal power to throw off disease.
THOUSANDS OF CASES
of the worst forms of these terrible diseases
have been quickly relieved, and in a short time

PERFECTLY CURED.
LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
Dry can toe sent by mail.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Burlington, Vt.
3
Send stamp for Diary Almanac for 1S34.

ni,

8.45 A. HI.—Way Trains for Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford. Kennebnuk, Kenaebunkport, Dover, CSreat Falls, Rochester, Altou Bay, Exeter, Eawrence.
Manchester aud C oncord, (via. Lawrence,)
Eowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,

AT

1.15 p. in.
AT 1.00 P. HI.

-Express
Snco, Biddeford, Kenuebonk, Kennebunkport,
Ik over, threat Falls, Rochester, Altou
Train for

Bay, Exeter, Lawrence. Eowell and
Boston, arriving at Boitou 5.00 p. in.
3.30 P, M.—Way Train for Saco, Biddeford, Kenuebnnk, Kennebuukport,
Borer, CSreat Falls, Rochester, Alton
Ray, Manchester end C'oucord, (via. New
Market
Junction.) Exeter, Eawrence,
Biowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,

AT

mhlO

eod&wly

Morning
tu., 14.30 and 3.30 p. in.
trains leave llenuebunk for Portland
7.45 a. m. and Borer for Portland 8.00

Leave Portland for Bostou and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m. Eeave Boston for
Portland at 6.00 p. in. Eeave Portland
for Borer and Way Stations 1.00 and
3.00 p. in.

Wells, North and Sonih Berwick, ConJunction, (connecting for all stations
Conway Division). Kiltery, Portsmouth,
Newbury port, Salem, Gloucester, BockEvan, Chelsea and Boston, arriv-

on

£ort,

tg at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.60 P. HI.: For

Saco, Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Conway Junction, Kiltery,
Portsmouth,
Newburypor",
Salem,
Eynn aud Boston, arriving at 5.00 p. m.
AT 6.00 P. M.: (Express) for Boueu and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

CHANCES.

9.30 p.

well
HAEE, $10©©.—Terms Va cash,
fjHMt
furnished lodging house, 11 rooms, location
of the best in Boston
the
full of
a

South end.
steady lodgers, run by present owner 4 years, very
low rent, best of reasons for selling, furniture in
good oraer and condition, no mistake can be made
in purchasing the above as it is a good paying house.
W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont llow, Boston.
11-1
at

HA EE—One of the best stationery, periodical, cigar and tobacco and general variety
stores in the city, sells 200 dailies, 200 Sunday;
good run in weekly papers; stock will amount to
nftarlv thA nrin.o naknri fnr it* has a lat.nl a sa nitron.
age; best of reasons for selling; an investigation
will prove it safe and reliable; very low rent; a pattern agency that pays 100 per cent, profit connected. W. F. CARRUTHERS. 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
11-1

FOR

SAXE—At appraisal, the stock and
tures of 1st class family grocery store,
FOR
12
well

m.

ton and principal Way
Boston at 5.30 p. m.

active or special partner in a
good legitimate business that pays handsome
profit; goods staple and always in demand; thorough
investigation solicited from parties having $10,000
to invest; very boat references given and required.
G. L. POND & CO., 178 Washington street, Boston.

__11-1
HAEK—$600 will buy stock and fixtures
of bar, oyster and dining room in smart town
16 miles from Boston;
house of seven rooms connected; rent of house and store $18 per month;
great bargaiu; can also buy the house frr about
$1400. if wanted, on easy terms. G. L. POND &
11-1
CO., 178 Washington street, Boston.

FOR

H \ IjE—Several lodging houses in best locations in Boston, having from 9 to 22 rooms
each; prices from $500 to $2600: some on very easy
terms. $200 to $500 down and balance on easy
monthly payments; best time to buy now before tbe
spring season opens. G. L. POND & CO., 178 Washli-1
ington street Boston.

FOR

I have soen remark able results from the use of
Swift’s Specific in cancer.
It has cured several

SALE-$275; variety store, selling cigars,
Ij^OR
confectionery, toys, papers, etc; rent $10 per
month.

eye

Rev. J. 11. Campl^ll, Columbus, Ga.

Another for $160, large kitchen and good
room connected; rent $8 per month.
Also
restaurant for $300, and manv other business
chances. G. L. POND & CO., 178 Washington
U-l
street, Boston.

sleeping

Swift’s Specific is entirely vegetable, and seems to

a

from the

Blood and Skin Diseases mailed
Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
Ga., or 159 W. 23d St., New York.
anltt
d&wlynrm
on

free. The Swift

SALE- Commission and produce lusiFOR
ness; half interest, selling poultry and prodin the

kinds,
right location for business;
in Boston, near the great markets; splendid business; best of reputation, good reference
given and required; a live, working man wanted
uce of aU
no better

is hereby given, that the
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed Executor of

with

||

JR.,

money. Address or call on JOHN SMITH
CO., 242 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 7-1

&

....—.4

■

1

..—

in an excellent business
in Boston, established 9 years, and has large
connections all over the country and with Additional capital of $2000 to $3000 can be more than
doubled; one of the finest chances ever offered for
the right man. C. E. COOPER, No. 3 Tremout
10-1
Bow, Room 16, Boston.

WANTED—Partner

em

Agents.

C.

113 Slate

febS

L, BARTLETT A CO.,
Street, Cor. Broad Ml., Ho*too.
dtf

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and
mail steam erg between America and Europe.
Rates: First cabin $60 to $100 ; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $36 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $15, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $25. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.

BY

jelddtf

DOMINION
1884.

WINTER

LINE.

ARRANGEMENTS.

1886.

Liverpool and Portland.
DIRECT

SERVICE.

DATE OEi MAILINU
From Portland:
TORONTO.16th
DOMINION.22nd
MOSTREAL.29th
OREGON.6th

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

BROOKLYN*.12th Feb.
CABIN—*60.C0, $60.00.
IN RETURN—$90.00, $110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $16.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. It.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dec9

dtf

Oostora
AJTD

—

—

PI1ILAI»ELPUI4
Direct Steamship Line.
From BOSTON

Every Wednesday and Saturday
From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Jx>ng Wharf, Boston, 3
p. ra. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Kreiffht lor the West hv th« Penn. R. R. ami
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of coni'
mission.

Paaaage

Ten Hollars.

freight

Trip 918*

Uouud

included.

Meals and Room
For

passage apply
E. B. NA.V1PNON, Agent,
79 Long Wharf. Boston
to

or

Sldtf

8JAINF STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Sew f ork.
Steamers leave Franklin Whart, on Wednesday,
and Saturdays at 6 p. m„ Returning leave Pier 38
Fast River, New York, on Wednesdays and ftatur
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag’t.
days at 4p.ui
dtf
sep21

Express for BosStations, arriving in

The Favorite Steamer

Elegant New SMamet
JOHN BROOKS
aud
TREMONT
will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF

Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m„ and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m, (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex
pense and Inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night. Throngh Tickets to New
York, via the
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freigh*
taken as usual.
J. U. ( OYI.E, Jr.,
sep8dti
Rr.rr.l
gent.

TRAINS EE AYE BOSTON FOR PORT-

ALLAN LINE.

EANB

doc29

iiiWK weowly

S*.

C.

EVANS’

Advertising Agency and

Printers’

Warehouse,

103 WASHINGTON Si.,
BOSTON
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Material*. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in tlie United Stated or Canadas at publishers
owest nrices
Send for estimates.

H0TE1

DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotels at which
Fbkss may always be found.

the Daily

AUBl'BN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.-W. S. & A. Young, Pr

prietora.

BATH.
SHANNON’S HOT L-r.)erry Shannon, Proprietor
RATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.

fix-

by
present owner
years;
stocked, good teams,
doing a business of $1200 per week; good lease, low
rent; one of tbe finest stores in this state, located
within three miles of the State House; stock cleau;

au eating caucer on his face
which
destroyed his nose and was eating towards his eyes.
A6 a last resort I put him on Swift’s
Specific, and it
has cured him sound and well.
M. F. Crumley, M. D., Oglethorpe, Ga.

Steamers sail from New York for A spinwall on
1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly er
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General East,

Eastern Division.

feb6-l

this
had

and

TRAINS LEAVE PORTEANB
AT 4.00 A. HI.t Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Kiltery, Portsmouth,
Newbury port, Salem, Eynn and Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
AT S.45 A. Ml.: For Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford,
Kennebnnk,

FOR

CANCER FOR MANY YEARS.-A servant has
been afflicted for many years with a cancer on her
nose, which resisted all sorts of treatment. She was
oured entirely with Swift’s Specific.
John Hill, Druggist, Thomson, Ga.

Zealand

the

a.

SUNDAYS AT 4.00 P. M.:

cured my oancer, which was
I am now in tine health; never better.
Have gained 25 pounds since I began taking Swift’s
Specific.
R, s. Bradford, Tiptonville, Tenn.

Islands, New
Australia,

Mandwich

HI—Way Train for Kennebuuk,
Kennebuukport, and all intermediate sta-

0.00

eod3t

KALE.—Just look at it and investigate
thoroughly and you will purchase for $1300,
one of the best Manufacturing businesses in the city
of Boston, established years, will pay from $25 to
$50 per week profit, employs from 10 to 20 hands,
orders ahead, fine clags of patronage, best of reasons for selling. safe, sure and reliable.
W. F.
CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

Specific has

JAPAN, CHINA,

tions.

TRADE,

febli

one

CALIFOUNIA,

TO

8 p. ui.
AT 5.30 P.

TRAINS EE AYE BOSTON FOR PORT!

a

ff USINEHH

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO

way

WANTED—An

WILLIAM I. HUTCHINSON, Executor.
feb0dlawF3w*
Yarmouth, Feb. 3,1885.

humors that develop© in Kidney and Urinary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Conatipation, Piles, or in Bneumatism, Neuralgia, Ner>
vous Disorders and all Female Complaints. ^
LF"SOLID PROOF OF

ou.9

eod2w

best of reasons for selling; a money making business; the best opening on my books.
\V. F. CAR11-1
RUTHERS. 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

in the County of Cumberland,deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to

thae/^
Because ifc oleanfiea tlie system of the poison./
same

Mass.

ruu

the Will of
MARY T. BUCKNAM, late of Yarmouth,

KIDNEYS at the

manufacturing town, doing a good business of
over $20,000 a year.
For an investment of $3,200
in stock, this will prove to be a paying one.
To
Adsettle an estate is our only reason for selling.
dress “GROCER,” Care of Box 235, Boston, Mass,
in

M. D.,

impurities

LIVER COMPLAINTS,
Because it acts on the LITER, BOWELS and

d2w*

ADDEESS,

the

TRAINS LEAVE PORT LAND
AT 6.15 A. HI.—Way Trains for Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Kennebuukport, Cirent Falls, Borer,
Exeter, Manchester and C’oucord] (via
Newmarket Junction,) Eawreucc, Eowell
nad Best oil, arriving at Boston 10.45 a.

_SAEE.

GROCERY

HOPE.

by forcing out;

Western Division.

AND

FIRST-CLASS

BOSTON, MASS.
MWF&wlynrm

Treatise

KIDNEY DISEASES

FOR SALE.

CROSS ST., CHARLESTOWN DISTRICT.

blood.

R. B.

EANB

649 Main

RUPTURE

cure cancers

RATES

PASSENGER SERVICE
In Effect Monday, December 15, 1884.

WONDERFUL
CURES OF

FIRST-CLASS GROCERY BUSINESS
within 2Ya miles of State street,Boston, eight
established, good location, good store, good
trade, good reasons for selling, an excellent chance
for one or two enterprising men with $3000 capital
Address J. L.,

PERMANENTLY CURED IN FROM OO TO
ISO DAYS, WITHOUT DETENTION

town bad

I BOSTON XjAINE

capable man can
months. Call

1

near

I

A

BOSTON, MASS.

ruau

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP r,0.

.JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
™ PDGAR, G. P. A.
?. STEPHENSON, N,-*~ nori a tendon t.

septf

years

VITAL OIL CO.,

own

a

aFREDUCED

Depot

SUNDAY TRAINS

WILL NOT EXPLODE OR TAKE FIRE.
CIRCULAR, FULL OF HOME TESTIMON
IALS, SENT FREE. ADDRESS,

NOSE EATEN OFF.—-A young

sir

131 Dcvomliirc Street, Room 5,

AND LIMBS.

PORTER,

iEW YORK-

address

or

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street,

74

Detroit, Chicago, ITlilwaakee,
Cincinnati, Mt# I.oiiis* Onmlia. Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Malt Fake City,
Denver, Man Francisco
and al\ points in tke
Northwest, West and Southwest.

make all it costs him in the next two

NEITHER TURPENTINE NOR
ALCOHOL.

under my

SALfii

TIME!,

Canada.

PRICE, $1.

AND FIXTURES of a good paying and
well established business; good reasons for sell-

rheumatism, neuralgia, "sciatica,
DIPHTHERIA, LUNG AND CHEST
DISEASE, LIVER AND KIDNEY COMPLAINT, WEAKNESS OP THE

cases

show
DUNHAM, 12
24-4

terms;’

FOR

Hoboken.

Campbell,

two

send your name with
laud, price and
lay
stamp and get the best of description of farms to
A. A. WILLIAMSON & CO.,
feblOdlw*
Woodbine, Harrison Co., Iowa.
of

CUBE

Swift’s
very bad.

and

For Sale.
/^HEAP improved farms on best of terms; each

mm
mi

WARREN—Ar 10th, sch Alice Oakes, Tobin,

27-3

FPR

UJilffl'S

augSO

Washington

first class fish marKet; good
Address FISH MARKET

SALE.-A safe, a desk
cases.
ADply to TENNEY &
Exchange St.

Aches, in any part
of the body.

ai

on

FOR

An Invaluable remedy for all Pains and

FROM BUSINESS.

house

SALE-If you want to come to Boston to
keep a boarding or lodging house, store, bakery, dining saloon, hotel, or any business, write to
us and wo will give you any information you desire
in our line, by return mail.
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND, 277 Washington St., Real Estate and Aucian24-4
tioneers, Boston, Mass.

i GranSResnlt!

Davis, Baltimore.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 9th, sch Nellie
J Dinsmore. from St Jonn, NB, lor Matanzas.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 11th, sch Eagle, Wilson,
New York, (full of water, having been ashore.)
WOOD’S HOLL—Ofi'Falmouth 11th, Echs Alice
Montgomery, Lavender, from New Orleans for Boston; Etta M Barter, Barter, Cape Hayti tor do; I T

lodging

reason

FMW&&wlmnrm

H.

second-

for selling.
I^ORSAJLE—A
Press Office.

[gp-Nona genuito without a bunch of green Hops
the white label. Shun all the vile, poisonous
stuff with “Hop” or “Hops” in their name.

J.

a

OS’

On and after MONDAY, Sept. Sib, 1884,
Train, will run a. fallow. ■
DEPARTURES!:
Ear Auburn and Lewiiln, 7.15 A m., 1.15
and 6.20 p. m.
For Oorlram, 7.35 a. m. and AGO p. in. mixed.
For Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m
ASB1TALS:
From Aerriston asd Auburn, 3.36 a. m.,
3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, 0.45 a. m. and 8.30 p.m. mixed.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cara on night train am
Parlor Cara on da; train between Portland and Montreal.
TICKET OFFICES

—TO—

18 BEAVER STREET,

St., Boston; full and paying well; must be sold on
account of sickness. Call or write for particulars to
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND, 277 Washington St.,
19-4
Boston, Mas3.

on

uoutoji,

(One Way, 84.00.
1.00.

\ Excuraion,

noT2ridt(

TICKETS SOLD

20-4

SALE.-$500 down, balance easy, will

for

sch Chas C Dame, DanNEW
iels, Baltimore.
Ar 12th, sch Jas R Talbot, Crocker, Brunswick.
Cld 11th, brig Cora Green, Philbrook, Cienfuegos;
sch Nettie Langdon, Fowler, Jacksonville.
Sid 10th, brig Kaluna, for St Thomas.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective ol water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic feennapps is superior to every
A public
other alcoholic preparation.
trial of OTer 80 years duration la every
of
section of sur country
Ddolpho Wolfe's
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequalea
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for It the reputation of salubrity,
claimed far It, 1'or sale by all Druggists
and Grocers,

HALK.

NALE-On reasonable

FOR

Sagua.
YORK—Ar 10th,

Sept. Gtfc,

9TKAJI jR!t9«

Wasbhigton Street, Boston.

CHANGE

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

ST.; hath

terms,
FOB
hand, single case, Remington Type-writer. Ad11-1
dress WILLIAM H.

Beltsville, Prince George Co., Md.,)
May 20th, 1883. )

BOSTON

steam

_

advance*

C. L. JAMES.

York and Philadelphia,

York.

advertinemento are iunerted under
one week for 25 cento, paid in

Brief

there might be more pretty wives if my
brother farmers would do as I have done.
Hoping you may long be spared to do
good, I thankfully remain.

jan23

in Effect

18M.

■).

this head

“Her sallowness, and looked as fresh as a
new blown daisy. Well the story is soon told.
My wife, today, has gained her old-timed
beauty with compound interest, and is nota
as handsome a matron (if I do say it myself)
as can be found in this county, which is
noted for pretty women. And I have only
Hop Bitters to thank for it.
“The dear creature just iooked over my
shoulder, and says ‘I can flatter equal to the
days of our courtship,’ and that reminds me

SPINE

Address
9-1

TO EET—At 72 FEDERAL
room, hot and cold water.

f3®OMS
li

J

CONTAINS

small room, furnished

private famity.

EMERY, City.

—

New York.

and
a

POB

Holden, Scott, Somerset.
Cld 11th, sell Divid Faust,

FERNANDINA
Smith, Trinidad.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 9th, sch B B Hokes, Robertson, Haiti m ore.
Cld 9th, sell Sallie I’Pon, West, Buoksville.
SAVANNAH -Cld 11th, sch Daisy R Parkhurst,
Hoeper, Aspinwall; A F Crockett, Thorndike, for

One

B.,

and

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 11th, barque Edwin Iieed
Cates .^Queensto wn.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 7tb, sch Isaac Riob, Marshall, Grand Cayman.
PENSACOLA—Cld 10th, brig C S Packard, Robinson, Aspinwall; echs Maud H Dudley, Oliver, for
Cld 11th. ecb J B

inserted nmler
25 cento, paid in

are

week for

one

advance

*

ME2I»KANIiA,
Capt Blake, of brig Fidelia, which arrived at Baltimore 11th, reports the drowning at Grenada, Dec
26th, of John W Rich, seaman, of Orland, Me.
The batches of schr L M Eeils, at New Bedford,
were tahen off 9th, and her cargo of lime found to
have been badly burned. Although no signs of lire
could be seen it was concluded to seal her up again.

Philadelphia.

New York Miniug .Stocks.

Wa^Oe;

Ethelbert: Margaret, why am 1 so like the
tetter Q? Margaret: I don’t know; can you
tell me? Ethelbert: Because, dear, I am useless without U.

ly held.

38

Steamship Polynesian, (Br) Brown, Liverpool-

(latter

Newfoundland and Mastiff cross,

or

Brief advertisements

hat!
»1

Arrangement

WBW EN«EAW© AOEPiCY,

Sch. na, pps.

ROOMS TO LET.

particular complaint,
py kind, yet causing me
A short time ago I purchased your remedy for one of the children, who had a very
severe attack of biliousness, and it occurred
to me that the remedy might help my wife,
as 1 found that our little girl, upon recovery
*•

or

Grand Trank Railway of Canada.

between five and eight months old. Apply, JOSEPH J. DOWLING, Portland Theatre, Frifebl2d2t
day and Saturday, Feb. 13 and 14.

she made no
being of the grumgreat uneasiness.

r.

New

7-1

BERNARD and MASTIFF MAJLE PUPS,

ST.

“Withered and aged!”
Before her time, from
“Malarial vapors, though

iiT

two unfurnished
with or without

on

preferred)

“Pretty Wives,
Lovely daughters and noble men.”
“My farm lies in a rather low and mias-

Cleared.

aure

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

Free, High or
Address, giving partic-

wife,

Wanted7~

or

...

to bay tickets (at any railroad
boat odioe in New England) Tin

Bis

E. WOOITEN, Gen. Manager.
0. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & lick. Agt., Philadelphia.
H/P. P. Aid) WIN.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt., 110 Liberty Street, New

j

“Aiaryiand, i?Iy Marylau’d.’

Steamship Circassian, (Br) Hughes, Liverpool—
passengers and mdse to II & A Allan.
Sch Shepardess, McFarland, Damarisootta, (ar 10)

day

Room

and Sleeping Cars on night trains.

TO

Boston.
Kilby Street MWF&w3mnrm
decl

Arrived.

Drawing

Solicit subscriptions for a daily and weekly
newspaper. Address with references,
oct24dtf
A. B. Box 1557, Portland. Me.

57

THURSDAY, Feb. 12.

%

Ira k. Stone Ballast
Express Trains Ooubl§
trains
Cars oa aii

us

this head

“Hollow-eyed!”

AND BERKS 8T8.

AND THIRD

door ol tne liouae.
dec23d3m

mediately, Ladies to work for
at their homes, it is light and pleasant ad sent
by mail, distance from Boston no objection, any industrious person can earn from $7 to $10 per week,
no canvassing, for full information address KENSINGTON ART ROOMS, 35 Congress St., Boston,
Mass., P. O. Box 6078.
jan28eodl2t

SOLE PROPRIETORS,

“Who?”
“Was a very pretty blonde!”
Twenty years ago, became
“Sallow!”

Statfcm in Philadelphia
KiNTB AN® «HS£EN STKKHTB,

Sll

CO.,

&

and

_____—Connections via Grand Trunk BaL
k
sway leave Portland for Backfleld nod
frWv,
-g^Canton at 7.35 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.15 a in.
and 9.45 a. in. Stage connection* with p. m. train
for Turner,Chase Mills, West Sumner, Britton's
Mills, Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Kumford Falls.
L. L. UlNCOLN Supt.
jan21dtf

Philadelphia.

STATiON IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST

Accommodations lor two

the conductor will be landed at the
G. T. Bacon, Cashier.
H. I.. Scranton, Iir< p'l'.

at

sta-

6.50

Kumford Fulls aud ISuckfleld Railroad.

-BETA' EN-

Entirely new. Handsomely fitted
Overlooking the great Tampa

Bay.

a. m. from Rartlett and Intermediate
ons.
p. m. from Hurlington and Swnulon,

2

York, Trenioa

a*

10.00

Summer

y2«tfJ. W. PETERS,

New

on

■; all stations on
through lino.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
OHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
Oct. 11,1884.
0«l3tf

Bound Brook Route.

TAMPA, FLORIDA,
UP-

for all station*

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

P. ElThe 12.55 p. m. from Portland connects at
A yea* Junct. with Hoosoc Funnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norw ich Liue and all rail, via
Npringlield, also with N. Y. & N. JE. R. R-,
Philadelphia.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for
Rtil.<more, Washington, and the WoHth and
with Roston &’ Albany R. B. for the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook June
tion with through train of Maine Central R. K., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of irand Trunk R. R,
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket. Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.

ANDERSON, Frop’r.

PALMETTOHOTEL,
A-'i'irVV- '’’

iu.,

STEAMERS

Canvasser Wanted

WOOD, POLLARD

PORT Off* 5*©KTJLAJV2>.

.....
...

1883.

Bo sure you get THE OXFORD when you
ask your Grocer or Druggist for it—TAKE NO
O f UEU-Put up in bottles only.

NEWS

J. T.

a.

3.00 p. m., frr *11 itation*

Leaves Portland
far as Bartlett.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Unwell, Windham, aud flipping at 7.30 a. os, and 12.55 p. us.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, a
12.55.
For Rociaesler, Wprsnjcvale, Alfred, Wat
erboro and Waco River, 7.30 a.
m.,
Re12.55 p. in. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
turning leave Rochester at (mixed) t>.4o a. m..
11.10 a. m. and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 ». m.f 1.15 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Waccarappn, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook anil Woodford’s at
7.30 a. in., 12.55, 0.20 and (mixed) *0.30

W
A 1VTTT1I* fey KENSINGTON ART CO. im»■ -AU

dealers.

f

LTAMPA,

Portland S.JH

through line as far as Burlington and Swsnton,
connecting at Wing Koad for Littleton.'Well* Hirer, .Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all point* on Passnmpsic H. R.

or

rooms

not

The

Ohie&flo. Burr & Qulncv......i 21%
Erie
12%
Erie pref
23

in private family,
ROOMS WANTED-One
and

Congress streets preferred.
ulars, “S.,” this office.

We have caused our brand “THE OXFORD”
to be registered in the Patent Office at Washington,
and propose to protect it if used by unscrupulous

situation,
“My wife!”

FLORIDA.
First-class in
Just completed.
Baggage and
every appointment.
free.
Location
unequalcarriage
ed. Rates $4.00 per day.

uogiouom

Loaves

P°rl!nnd at 7.30 a. mM und
12.35 ». m., arriving at Worcoster
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.15 p. m. and 6.40

or

own

board, for gentleman

THE OXFORD is put up in cases only, containing twelve good size bottles, each bottle bearing
a fac-simile of our signature, together with the certificate of our State Assayer, which warrants its
contents.

matic

men

HOTEL,

JAMES F. BABCOCK.

Respectfully,

*

H. B. PLANT

young man and wife, employment in a reputable hotel; have had some experience; or in any capacity of honesty and respectability that will warrant a good living; man is good
penman ana Doonxeeper. .auareas joua. oo i9 kock7-1
lantf, Me.

Chemist,

Consulting

Boston. June 16.

MINIATUBB ALMANAC.... FEBRUARY 13.
Sunrises.,.6.43
,10 00 AM
wWor
Bun fete..
6.08 ! ®*h
I 10,38 PM

£4*,|reg.122%
4s9eoup.122%

do

do
6b, *95

Pacific

with

body.

Toronto.Portland... .Liverpool_Feb

..

...

High Priced Butter.
Dairymen cften wonder how their more
favored competitors get such high prices for
tfceir butter the year round. It is by always
having a uniform gilt edged article. To put
the “gilt edge” on, when the pastures do not
do it, they ase Wells, Richardson & Co.’s Improved Batter Color. Evory butter maker can
do the same. Sold everywhere and warranted
as harmless as salt, and perfect in operation.

Caspian.Portland ...Liverpool... .Feb
Cienfuegos.New York. .Cienfuegos ..Frb

or

we

homes; you can make $2 to $5 a day; no
canvassing, no misrepresentation; we have a good
demand for our work, and furnish steady employment. Address, with stamp, J. FOWLER & CO.,
8-6
Boston, Mass., Box 5117.

Gentlemen:—I have made a chemical analysis of
a sample of “THE OXFORD RYE WHISKE Y” and
find the same to be of excellent quality and free
from any adulteration. It is of full proof strength,
contains no artificial flavor or coloring, and is in
all respects pure.

*

WINTER RESORTS.

21-4

in city
young
WANTED—Ladies
country;
furnish, light, simple work

your

BABCOCK.

WOOD, POLLARD & CO.,

12
12
12
12
12
12
14
14
14
14
14
18
18
18
19
19
19
26
26
26

STORE

ajjiii.Mb fcS

4r STATE STREET,

FOR

Feb
Schiedam.New York..Amsterdam..Feb

1573.

No.

F. N. DOW,
12 Market Square.

To Let.
No. 237 Commercial street, on the corner
of Union street, now oconpied by A. E. Stevens
Also second story of
& Co., after Dec. 1, 1884.
store No. 246 Middle street, corner of Cross street,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
over Horatio Staples’.
nol2dtf
61% Exchange Btreet.

ViTANTED.—Reliable men throughout the
State, to solicit membership in an associay▼
tion paying weekly benefits for sickness, accident
&c. PEOPLE’S BENEFIT ASSOCIATION of
MAINE, 385 Congress St., Portland, P. O. Box

Pharmacy.)

8,ff£A3t&SKIf»S.

To Lei.
No, 126 Free St., formerly occupied by

9-1

rent in vicinity of Lincoln Park, best of references given.
AdW. G. W., Box 1977, City.
feb9-l

good

9-1

(State Assayer and Inspector of Liq uors; late
Professor of Chemistry in Boston University and Massachusetts College of

(By Telegraph.)
London, Feb. 12.—U. S. 4s, 126%; 4%e, 114%.
Liv erpool, Feb. 12—12.30 P M.—Cotton market
is dull; unlandB at 6d; Orleans 6 l-16d; "sales 7,0t 0
ba c speculation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool, Feb. J 2—Winter wheat at 7s@7s 2d;
spring wheat 6s 10d@7s Id; California average 6s
84@6s 30d; club at 7s@7s 3d; Cornat 4s 9%d; peas
6s Id. Provisions, etc.,—Pork at 63s; baccn 34s 6d
short clear and 33s 6d for long clear; lara. prime
western S7s; cheese at 61s; tallow 33e 3d.

the Thompson block, No*. 117, 11S
121 and 123 Middle street, a few do ors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, withligbt,finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
1anl4dtf
Brackett street Portland, Me.

by a New Brunswick
Apply at

situation

nurse or second work.
street, cor. Hancock street.

Monday, Drc. «*th
Passenger Trains will leave

For

m

Dr. Weeks.
HOUSE
nov4dtf

Co nun cueing' Monday, Oct. 13,1884.

of Trains.

On and after

m.

TOLEL

SHORES

Arrangement
__

filO LET.-Two sunny convenient rents in a
A new house, each rent $17.00 per month and
Inhave eight rooms, bath room, gas and sebago.
21-4
quire at 40 Oxford St., M, Y. KNIGHT.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

12-1

WANTED—By

and

Analytical

harness,
10-1

YV ANTED A young lady would like copying
▼ r
to do at home, Address
this office.

follows:

JAMES P.

Ifias’&eaa.

Noordland..New York. .Antwerp

Newbury

Apply

7 9 Franklin street.

Custom Coat Makers at
Steady work and good prices
10-1

WANTED.—A

Established 1863.

7-10C._

Carascas.New York..Laguayra....Keb
Gallia.New York. .Liverpool... .Feb
St Laurent.New York..Havre
Feb
Circassian
.Portland.. .Liverpool.... Feb
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool. ...Frb
Rhaetia.New York..Hamburg
Feb

No,

as

and the signal success attending our venture in
these particular goods leads us to call the attention
more forcibly to consumers who have not tried
THE OXFOKD, that in order to appreciate a
really good, pure article, either for medicinal purposes or otherwise, should lose no time, or spend
any
more
money, until satisfied by their own personal
experience by giving THE OXFOBI) one trial,
to prove whac we say Is absolutely true in every
particular. Prof. Jas. F. Babcock, our State As-

87c; No 2 Red 86% c.
Wheat—Receipts 7,000 bu; shipments 00000 bu.
Mobile, Feb. 12.—Cotton is dull; Middling tttUnds 10% c.
Savannah, Feb. 12.—Cotton quiet; Middling up'
lands 10 9-loc.
Charleston, Feb. 12.—Cotton is lirm; Middling
uplands 10 ll-16o.
Memphis, Feb. 12.-Cotton eaiy; Middling uplands 10

.iiie following are to-day's closing quotations of
Government Securities:
UnitedStatos bonds, Ss
101
do
do
do
4% a, reg..
111%
do
do
do
4%s, coup.112ya

do

we introduced to the trade
gencelebrated brand of 5 year old Whis-

as

etc.

WANTED—A
girl, eirher
100

July 1,1883,

sayer, writes

family horse weighing

also purchase
Address L. Press Office.

guaranteed,

RYE

bnsh, rye 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,0G0 bbls, wheat 3,000 bu,
corn 74,000 bush, oats 7,000 bush, rye 1000 bush,
barley 0,000.
Detroit, Feb. 12.—Wheat dull, No 1 White at

Niagara.New York. .Havana.Feb
Feb
Ethiopa...New York..Glasgow

robes,

eleven

street;

Portland anlWorcester Line. Portland & OgtioMrg K. R.

conven-

WANTED—First-class
Allen & Co.’s.

P.nrn ataailv

Brooklyn.Portland... Liverpool....Feb

good
WANTED-A
about 1050; will

OXFORD

29%. Lard at 6 95@7 00.
Receipts—Flour 3,000 bble. wnea* 13,000 bsvh
corn 63,000 busb, o&ta 6,000 bush, barley 1,000

City of Chester.... New fork. .Liverpool... .Feb
Polynesian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Feb
Gellert —.New York..Hamburg_Feb
City Washington. ..New York. .Hav&VCruz.Feb
Santiago...„ .New York..Cienfuegos...Feb
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool... .Feb

active worker for an outside
progressive position; ref rences required.
10-1
27, First National Bank Building.

WAITED—An

dress

Oats tirmat

©IF

VITANTfeD— Custom coat-maker and girls to
f T
learn coat making; can commence at once.
L. C. YOUNG, 47 Exchange St.
10-1

WHISKEY.
onr now

—House 311

Spring
TOEET
rooms, gas, Sebago. cemented cellar;
to E. A. WARD,
ient for
two families.

E D-A servant girl at 20G FRANKLIN
WANT
STREET.
12 1

RYE
On

to drive a team.
1C2 Commercial St.
’12 1

ATT ANTED—A young lady would like a situav?
tionasa cashier, assistant book-keeper or
12-1
copyist. Address S., Press office.

OXFORD

erally,

advance.

man

JORDAN & CO..

ROOM

Shipments—Flour 6.000 bbls, wheat 14 000 1m,
91,000 bush, cats 32,000 bush, rye 0,000 b j,
barley 2,000 hush.
©St. Louis, Feb. 1.2—Flour dull. Wheat is lower;

PROM

ANTED—A young
j \\J
Tf
W. S.

29, sch Emma Crosby, Campbell,

key, widely known

man a

Bri«f adrcilinenifutM are inserted utider
one week for £3 cents, paid in

one or

KAIItKOADH.

BAILBOAD8.

ttiis bead

Bind12-1

Exchange St.

ery,

MOrSCEfsEANlJOim.

corn

«$AAI,SW«

no

book binder; to the right
WANTED—A
good job. Enquire at GEO. DAViS’
45

MPOKEft.
8, lat 30 20, Ion 71 21, sch Gen S E Merwiu,
from
New
York for Havana.
Sawyer,
No date, lat 30 12, Ion 73 10, sch John H Cross,
from
MiUford, Ct, for Savannah.
Rawley,

Receipt*—Flour 2,000 bbls, t.wheat 9,000 brsh,
com 11,000 bush, cats 5-000 bush, rye 1,000
bu, barley 4,000 bush,

JKi*r©pe?m

pleasant
go
profane language is used, such can he
at the Hallelujah Barber Shop, No. 5
Chestnut Street. 13 shaves for $1.00. HAPPY
J AS. H. MORRIS, the Hallelujah Barber. Strictly
closed on Sunday.
12-1
where

Feb

ruary at 77s/8@777/sc; No 2 Spring at 77V4@78%;
No 3 at 68@68y*c; No 2 Red at 8Cc; No 3 at 70@
70yac. Corn dull at 36V6@37c. Oats dull; Febru
ary nominally at 27c. Rye steady ;No 2 at 63c. Barley nominal; No 2 at 63@65c. Mess Fork at 12 95
@13 05. Lard easier at 6 95@7 00. Boxed Meats
steady; shoulders at 4 80®4 90; short rib at 6 50
@6 GO; abort clear at 6 96@7 00. Whiskey dull at

@18

TIGRIS &3.4STC.
A

New York.
Ar at Zaza Jan
St Thomas.

Shop

enjoyed

Taylor. San Francisco.
Sid fm London 10th, barque Vesuvius, Davis, for
New York.
At St Domingo City Jan 28, schs Wm Beazley,
KaTanaugh, and Appbia & Amelia, Williams, for

leum—united at 70%. Tallow firm. Pork firm;
mess at 14 26,family mess 14 00@14 50. Beef firm.
S.ard opened a shade lower, closing 2@3 points
higher and strong with more doing; Western steam
spot at 7 37^&@7 40; refined at 7 60 for continent;
Butter is firm; Western at 10@36c;
S. A. at 7 80.
State 16@28c. Cheese heavy; Eastern at 9@l2%o,
Western flat at 8@liy*.
steam 33/4d.
Freights to Liverpool dull; Wheat
Chicago,Feb. 12 —The market for Flour is quiet;
choice to fancy White Winter Wheat at 4 26@4 76;
Michigan Winter Wheat at 3 60@4 25; low Igrades
Winter at 2 26@3 00; fancy Western Spring extra
at 3 25@3 76; good to choice Spring extras at 3 00
@3 60; Minn, bakers 3 25@3 75; common to good
Minn. 3 00@3 40; low to ohoice Spring Superfine at
2 00@2 76; good to fancy Minn, patent at 4 50®
6 25. Rye flour at 3 00.? 3 26. Wheat strong: Fel>

l7f:Rri 1/. n

ANTED—All lovers of Christianity to know
V!\7
v r
into a Barber
how
it is to

Philadelphia.
Sid fm Victoria, KC, 1st inst, ship Harvester,

6c; Extra C 6ys®514c:White do 53/8@5ysc: Yellow
at 4%@4%c; off A 6%c; Mould A 6%o; standard
A 5%c: Confectioners A 5 16-16@6c; powdered at
6 E-16@6y2e;4granulated at 6 S-16c; Cubes at 6 716c; cut loaf and crushed at 6%@6%c. Petro-

9. Wad at.

NEW YORK STOCKS,
Missouri Pef. .....
Northern P&cfic preferied...

Brief advertitcineiito are inaerted under
ll»i« betid one week for 25 cento, paid in
advance.

eobeign pub rs.
Ar at Yokohama —, ship Wm H Connor, Nickels,
New York.
Ar at Singapore prey to 7th inst, ship Sunrise,
Tibbetts, New York.
Sid fm Calcutta Jab 18, ship Samuel Skolileld,
Skolfiold, New York.
Ar at Anjier Jan 1, ship Granite State, Fits, from
New York for Hong Kong; barque Escort, Waterhouse, Hong Kong for New York.
Passed St Helena prov to 7tli inst, ship Gardner
Colby, Am8s, from Hiogo tor New York.
Ar at Malaga Feb U, sch Mary A Hall, McDonald,

Domeeiic Markets.
t'By Telegraph.)
view York.
Feb. 12.- IFIoar market—receipts
13,683 bbls; exports 4918 bbls; dull and weak but
prioes not quotablv changed, sales 11,960 bbls.
Flour, No 2 at 2*25®2 76; Sup.Western and State
at 2 50@2 95: commou to good extra Westorn and
State 3 00@3 60; good to choice do at 8 60@5 60;
common to”choiee White Wheat Western extra at
4 76®5 25; fancy do 6 30@6 50; common to good
extrabhio at 3 00@5 50; commo to choice extra
St. Louis at 3 00:®5 40; Paten. Minnesota extra
good to prime 4 76@5 40: choice to double oxtra
do at 5 30@6 90, including 900 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 60; fine 2 25@2 76; 600 bbls Superfine
at 2 60S 2 95; 1400 bbls extra No 2 at 3 00@3 30;
3500 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 3 00@5 60; §3900
Southern flour
bbls Minnesota extra 3 00« 6 HO,
heavy. Rye flour steady at 3 40@3 85. Wheal—
receipts 20,726 bush, exports 47.914 bush; a shado
lower with trifle more interest from exporters speculation very tame; sales 168,000 bush o.i the spot;
No 2 Spring at 92c; No 3 Red at 86c; No 2 Red at
91 %c iu elev; No 1 Red Statu at 98Vso No 1 White
90c. Rye dull. Barley is firm. Corn fairly active,
closing shade better; speculation moderate; recede
126,612 bush; exports 200,489 bush; pales 270,000 bush on the spot; No 3 at 501y4(S603/gc: No 2
at 60%@50Vic elev; No 2 White 66c in elev: low
Mixed at 64c. Oafs shade lower and quiet, closing
steadier; receipts 51,300 bush; exports 36,285 bn,
sales 58,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 35Vic; do White
at 371/sc; No 2 at 36%(g30yflc; No 2 White 37 Va
@37%e; Mixed Western 36 u-37c: do White at 38
@40c; White State 38yj@40o. Coffee steady. Sugar steady and quiet; refined quiet and steady: C at

TO LET.

WANTS;

j

Eaetport

116.

u..

I

OUrk’s Island for New York; Ahby Weld, Gardner,
for Portland.

Sheep—receipt* ‘2200 head; shipments 600 head;
prices 2§@60c higher than last week on good
grade*; common 2 25@3 00; medium at 3 00@3 76;
good to choice at 4 26@5 00.

BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy & Sou, Proprie-

tors.

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
QUINCY HOUSE.—J. W. Johnson, Si Co., Proprietor.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rico & Son.

Proprietors

BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field, Proprietoi
HIRAM.
MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pugsley, Propri-

etor.

CORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbnry Proprietoi
CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardner, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
EASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Buekuam.

Proprietor.

LEWISTON.

Da WITT HOUSE—Quinby & Mnreb, Proprietoi
JTIACHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
NORRlltUEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE-O. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
OITY HOTEL. Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. IV. Robinson Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson

Proprietor.

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
MACCARAPPA
PKESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Propricto
SKOWHEUAN.
COBURN HOuSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor.

AT 7.30,0.00 a. m., 14.30 and 7.00 p. m.,
week days, aud 7.00 p. in. Sundays.

PARLOR ANB PCEEMAN SEEEPINO
CAR SEKY1CE
WENTERN BIV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p. m.
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. m., Boston to

Portland.
EASTERN BIV.; Portland to Boston, Pullman
sleeping car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
m. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
m.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week days, 7.00 p. m. daily.
Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. tu. daily.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Portland depot ticket offices, and at Union Ticket Olllce, 40 Exchange St., Portlaud.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
docli)
ritf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
aud Conaecting Steamboat Lines.
On and after MOM DA V, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenuer Trains leave
Portland as follows:
For
Bangor. fllaworth, Bar Harbor,
Vauceboro, Mt. John, Halifax, aud the
Province*, Mt. Andrew*, N|. Nteplien,

Aroontook County, 1.25 p. m., via JLewi*tou, aud 1.30 and {11.15 p. m., via Augusta;
for Bangor & Piscataquis K. K., {11.15 p.
m
for Mkowhegan, Bella*! and Dexter.
l. 25, 1.30, {11.16 p. m.; Waterville, 7.00 a.
m. 1.25, 1.30, 5.16, {11.15 p. m.; for
Augusta,
Hallowed. Gardiner nud
Brunwwick,
7.00 a. m., 1.30, 5.15, {11.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.00
a. m., 1.30, 5.15 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m.; Kockland, and Knox A JLinccIn It. R., 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m.; Auburn
and Lewiston at 8.15 a. m., 1.26, 5.05, p.
m.;
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a.
m., {11.1 o
p. m.; Farmlngtou, Phillip*, IVlonmontli,
Oakland
and North Anson,
Wiusluop,
1.2o p. m.; Farmiugtou via Brunswick.
7.00 a. m.
{The 11.15 p. in. train is the night express Avith
sleeping car attached and runs every night bundays included but not through to Skowheg&n on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.
Trains are due in Portland :>s follows: The
morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a.
m.; Lewiston, 8.4U a. in.; the day trains from Bangor, and
all intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 aud 12.45 p. m.; tho afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Dockland and Lewisten at 5.40 p. in.; tho
night FuLman Express
tram at 1.50 a. in.

Portland, Bangor,

1884.

Winter Arrangements. 1885.

l.ivf rpe.1
From Liverpool
via.

THURSDAY,
Jan. 2D
Feb.

March

f>
12
ID
26
5
12

cbias Steamboat Company.

landings.

Liinitcd Ticket*, iir*t and ticcond cla»*. for
all point* in the
Province* on *ale at
reduced rate*.

PAY302i TUCKER, Uen’l Manager
F. E. BOOTHS 7. Gon l. Pass, & Ticket AgtT
Portland Got. 16,1884.
jan21dtf

Berviee.

Portlnud

F’rom Portland
Tl4> H^ifax.

I

sTEAMFTt
Si.
LAMER.

|

I

THURSDAY,
Feb. 10

Circassian.
Caspian,
| Sardinian

Maroh

Peruvian,

Sarmativn

Polynesian,
Parisian,

April

26
5
12
ID
26
2

For passage

apply to LEVE ft ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St,, Boston, and C. P.
WALDRON. 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN
422 Congress St., or for passage or
freight to H. &
a.
ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov20
a.

Catarrh Wtiat is Catarrh ?
i?*'

1

ft in

diiiAiun nf

a

th«

rally originating in the
In the head. From
ADI hold
this
it sends forth

Bm

point

virus along
fM thepoisonous
membranous linings
a

and through the dlgee*
live organs,
the blood aud
fcjgva other troublesome ana

corrupting
producing

jggS

dangerous symptoms.

Cream Knlu is
JV remedy
based upon
■

correct diagnosis of
ya disease and can be

1T pended upon.
€?lve

Ely’s Cream Halm Causes
Kelief at

once.

will Cure.

no

it

a

a
a

this
de-

trial.

pain. Gives

A Thorough Treatment

Not A

Liquid. Not

a

Sunff.

Applf into nostrils.

ota.

Price 50ct*.at <lroggOt*:60
by mail, registered. Sample bottle by mall 10c.
ELY BROTHERS, Druggist*, Owego, N. Y.

Wemaw

Mt. Desert and Ma-

STEAMER
CITY of RICHMOND
leaves Portland every THURSDAY at 11.00 p. m.
after arrival of night
train from Boston, for
Rockland, Catiline, Deer I*le, *cdgwick,
Mouth We*t Harbor, Bar Harbor and Hit.
De*ert Ferry, anti leaves Mt. Desert terry every
SATURDAY at 10.00 a. m., after arrival of trains
leaving Portland Fridays at 11.15 p. m., for ITIillbrtdge, Jonewpoit, Hlacbia.*porl and JbuMtport; or parties lor these points desiring to do so
can take the steamer at Portland.
RKTLT tlNIN «: Leaves Eastport every Monday Morning for Mt. Desert Ferry, and loaves the
Ferry every Tuesday Morning for Portland via all

and

Halifax.

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQTJOKS

•f all Uadi, In the

ORIGINAL. PACKAGES,
-worn BALM BY

R. STANLEY &S0N, importers
WO. 410 FOSE HI'KKKT,
Portland, Me.

Alao, General Manager* for How England,
TOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

FROM IIA It KI HO.Y, MAINE

THE

JPIfrESS.

WESLE1T AND
The

FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 13.
A

vicinity!

city km
PiKW

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Waltzing—M. B.^Gilberfc
Fortlaud Theatre—The Hanlons.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,
Hosiery Sale—Rines Brothers.
Wanted—By a Steady Voung Man.
Wanted—Kensington Art Co.

Wanted-If You Want Information.

Wanted—Roy.

Store.

AUCTION SALES.
Overcoats and Ulsters.

Oweu, Moore & Co. will sell
today
fine mosquetaire kid gloves for SI.19, which
have bean selling at S2.50. They are made by
of the best French manufacturers and
would cost to buy in PariB six francs, or one
cent, more than Owen, Moore & Co. will sell
them. The colors and size are desirable.
ono

Janie* I*yle’» I'earline
is highly indorsed by housekeepers and others
who have tried it. Ho soap is required, and
cleaning' is dona with a saving of much time

gnd

labor.

All

housekeepers

should use it.

Mr. E. N.Perry, the batter, has advertised an
auction sale of furs, &c., at his store, Ho. 245
Middle street, Drovious to moving.
His store
is about to be changed and improved.
Brief

Jotting*.
Clear and cold yesterday. The mercury indicated 1° below zero at. sunrise. 10° at noon,
8° at sunset; wind west.
The First Regiment Drum, Fife and Bugle
Corps had a parade yesterday afternooD, at-

tracting

considerable attention.
Major Gould’s lecture in the Mechanics’ free

aarua

...

.ho

—

v.

_

.if

it._i-)

k_:i

tonight should be well attended.
The ice now being hauled iule town is of
splendid quality. The blocks are of fall size
and as clear as crystal.
A. F. Moulton, Esq., will lectuio to (he law
students this evening at eight o’clock on the
subject of “Negligence.”
Tbe damaged steering gear of the Polynesian has been repaired by the Portland Com*
pauy.
Mrs. Perry ol this city will read a paper be.
fore tbe Women’s Auxiliary of Kennebunk
this afternoon on destructive features of Unitarianism.
At the request of the County Commissioners, Mr. Fassett has visited Ellsworth and pre-

pared preliminary plans for

new

buildings for

Haticcok county.
The exact amount of damaga down to Portland Bridge can not be known until the ice so
breaks up as to allow a man to get in under
the bridge.
A young woman, whose name was not as-

certained, fell on (he ice at the corner of Federal and Temple streets Wednesday afternoon,
severely spraining her ankle.
MisB Chapman’s lecture on “Not Wilfully
Degraded but Unfortunate” was listened to
with much pleasure by a good audience at
Mechanics’ Hall last evening.
The officers and executive committee of the
Woman’s Auxiliary of the Y. M. C. A., will
meet in the hall of the association thiB afternoon at 3 o’clock. A full attendance is very
desirable.
The fenrth annual ball of the secoud division of the A. O. H., will take place at City
Hall, Monday evening next. There will be a
band concert from 8.30 to 9 by Chandler’s band
to be followed by dancing.

Yesterday afternoon the amnsing farce “Box
and Cox” was performed for the benefit of the
Aged Men’s Home by three young misses at
the residence of Mrs. Carpenter on State
street.

The Washburn Literary Union of the
Church of the Messiah will meet this cveuing
in the vestry. The entertainment will be “An
evening with the Poets.” The meetings of
the Union are free and all are cordially invited.
A drertisements appropriately coming undo
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Fob Sale, To Let,
Boabd and Booms and Lost and Found, not

exceeding forty words, will be inserted iu the
Daily Pbess one week, for twenty-five cents, it
paid in advance. When payment is not made
advance regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of the Press makes it the best
A

*:

_

Personal.

Judge

Wm. G. Barrows of Brunswick was
at the United States Hotel yesterday.
Mr. O. E. Kennon, proprietor of the Kineo

House,

was

in town

yesterday.

Governor Robie yesterday nominated Ch&s,
Staples, Jr., of Portland, for inspector of
steamboats.
The alumni of Colby, resident in Boston and

vicinity, will hold their fourth annual reunion
at the Quincy House, Boston, on the evening
of

Tuesday,

Feb. 24.
Choato of

Daniel

this

city

left yesterday
morning for Jamaica, where he will stay
about six weeks. He was accompanied by his
niece, Miss Augusta BurgesB.
S. H. Stevens, late general agent of the
Boston & Maine railroad, has accepted a position in the post-office, in place of Mr. Watts,

resigned.
‘Rev. C.
8th inst.

G. Robbins of Dover died on tte
at the age of 77. He moved from

Norrldgewock many years ago and represented
Dover in the Legislature of 1850. One of his
sons is editor of the Eastern State of Dexter.
Mr. and Mrs. N. H.

Studley, Miss

Hall and

Geo. D. Rolfe of this city, also Orestes Pierce
of Baldwin, attended the ball in Biddeford,
Wednesday night, given by Bradford Commandery, K. T.
Dr. Coates, Baltimore, Md.; Frank Scribner,
York; 0. F. Hawley, Brooklyn, N. Y.;

New

J. Garrett, Philadelphia; and Jas. Macdougal,
Montreal, were registered at the Falmouth
Hotel last night.
A large party gathered at tho Cathedral of
Immaculate Conception yesterday morning,
when the Rt. Rev. Bishop Healy performed
tho marriage of Mr. Miles P. Carroll of South
Boston and Miss Ellen M. Gillen of this city.
The nuptial mass was celebrated by the Rev.
Father Linehan.
A

note

from the editor of tho Bowdoin
Orient says that he had a letter from Hon. P,
W. Chandler, a. member of the committee to
choose a President for Bowdoin College, saying
that Prof. Hardy’s name had never been before the committee as a candidate for the

position.
Streamer Movements.
The Vorsetzen sailed yesterday.
Snow blockades on the Grand Trunk have
lo delayed the arrival of freight that consid-

erable difficulty is experienced in making np
the cargoes of the ocean steamers.
The Polynesian cleared for Liverpool ye terday, bet as repairs were uot completed on her
She will leave
steering gear she did not sail.
this morniDg. She has a light cargo.
The Circassian of the Allan Line arrived
She
here at about 11 o’clock last night.
bronght one cabin and 35 staarsge passengers;
also 1100 tons of cargo. A very rough passage
is reported.
iS.

was

evening,

A. It.

The fare from Chicago to Portland during
the National Encampment has been placed at

825.
Charles D. Schmidt of St. Paul, Minn.,
writes that he will furnish tents for the Encampment at 82.50 apiece, the freight to be
paid by the committee.
Mrs. Kate B. Sherwood of the Woman’s National Relief Corps has notified the committee
here that 250 delegates besides the national of-

nleasure iu the entertainment. The concert
by ihe choir was excellent.
Mrs. Morrison
was recalled aud
eaog “Swanee River.” The
last number by the choir also received an en-

......

000,000 people.

In view of his life and work,
Wesley must
rank high both as a thinker and reformer.
He applied Bacon’s methods of
experience
aud observation to spiritual science.
Intellectually, he was not as great as Goethe; morally and in force of will power, he was greater.

A Slave to Chloral.
A young widow, giving her name as Emma
Jordan of
Lewiston, applied for board
at
the
recently
Women’s
Young
Christian Association building
on Berkley
street in Boston.
She stated that seven years
ego she went to Manchester, N. H., from

Somerville, N. J.,

and worked in the factories.
There she married, and soon after the
couple
removed to Lewiston to find better pay.
October, 1883, 6he was left a widow.
In trying
to square herself with the world she was taken
sick aud was ill for a long time.
On recovering she went to work again, and remained in
Lewiston until tho factories shut down and she
was

compelled
..

ou.au

to

n-cta

seek

elsewhere.
iu

vcij

As

appearance

she was at once given a good room, which she
occupied fifteen days and then mysteriously
disappeared, taking ail her effects excepting a
w6lt filled envelope which she had handed
oy tr on entering the house with the remark
that it was her money, and when she wanted
auy would call for some.
On discovering her
absence the envelope was opened and found
to contain only tissue paper.
The day Mrs. Jordan left the
Berkley street
house, a lady caljed at the Young Women’s
Christian Association ou Warrenton street
and gave her name as Mrs. E. W.
Hayden of
Somerville, N. J. She told a similar story,
also deposited a similar well filled
envelope,
said to contain money. She, too, was comfort*
Four days later she was
ably provided for.
found in her room in a semi-conscious
state,
apparently suffering from some narcotic drag.
She recovered in a tew hours, but not before
her envelope bad been examined.
Lika the
other one, it was full of tissue paper. Wednesday nigbt Policeman Masury of the fourth division, who had been looking for Emma Jordan, went to arrest Emma W. Hayden on a
similar charge, and found that the two
persons
were identicai.
She owned up to everything,
and said she was a victim to ihe
chloral-hydrate habit, which made her
nearly crazy. She
first contracted its use while
from
recovering
sickness over a year ago, and she had been its
blave ever since.
Time and again has she
striven to break loose from the horrible charm
of the drug, but the result was
always a now
debauch. It was to wean herself that she
came to Boston.
Yesterday she was up before Judge Churchill of the Municipal Court, and the case was
continued at her request to February 19 under
8200 bonds. In the meanwhile she will remain
in jail until her friends come
and bail her
oat.

SONS OF YJKTEKANS.

Shepley Camp Celebrate Their Second
niversary.

An-

The above namod Camp held their second
anniversary last night at G. A. B. Hall, having for guests Wado Camp of Saccarappa, and
Guilford Camp of Sico, and together with
their

members

own

the

hall

was

well filled.

ACsr the business meeting ther9 was a very
fine entertainment given, consisting of the
Shepley Camp Min6trtds, iu their songs, solos,
banjo duets, etc., which were all well executed, and judging from the frequent applause,
were very much enjoyed
by those present.
Then came the third part as laid down in the
programme, viz.:

Eating match.By all present
Smoking match.By all smokers
After the bountiful repast, the
visiting
brothers were called upon, and all bad a
good
word to say in regard to the steady increase of
thrt nrrlfir.

Shepley Camp may well be congratulated on
standing at the present time, they having one hundred members in good standing on
their

their rol's.

Tlie

Longfellow Bunt.
Friday, the 27th iust., will be the seventyeighth anniversary of the birth of the poet
Longfellow, and will be observed by the Maine
Historical Sooiety, at the City Hall, by a pub.
lie meeting, on which occasion the bust of the
poot recently presented by the English memo-

rial committee to the society will be nnveiled.
The programme for the e76ning will consist of
brief addresses by Mr. James P.
as

Baxter,
chairman of the committee, Judge Symouds,

Hen. Charles F. Libby, Prof.
Henry L. Chapman, Hon. George F. Talbot and others. Letters from prominent men will be received and
read. Mrs. Frances L. Mace, of
will

Bangor,

contribute a poem, and the Haydn Association
wiil sing several of their finest choruses, in*

eluding Kotzschmar’s arrangement of “ExcelTickets of admission, for the benefit of
sior
the Longfellow Statue Association of Portland
will be found at Stockbridge’s on and after the
23d inst.
___

Runaway.
afternoon a horse belonging to
George Congden of Cape Elizabeth, while
standing at the corner of Middle and Iudia

The officers and executive committee of the
Womau’s Auxiliary will meet at 3 o'clock p.
m. The teachers’ Bible claes for ibe study of

Wednesday

streets, took fright at a box on a passing sled
He made a circuit
and ran up Middle street.
through the lanos and passages back of a
building, crossed the street, entered a yard

and taDgled himself in
sleigh was badly hurt.

the clothes line.

The

Aged men.
Remember the Promenade concert at City
Hall to-night in aid of the Aged Men’s Home.
The matter is in the hands of an efficient committee, and with music by Chandler’s fine
orchestra, refreshments in Reception Hall
With youDg lady attendants, it cannot fail to
be a pleasant affair and reap a substantial
benefit for a very worthy cause.
Home for

j

The Bile of eeats for the above play, which
will be presented at Portland Theatre this and
Citys* cage. Roberts got the S3eond rush, and Dun
Saturday evenings, has been good. The Bos- ning again got the goal, after two and one-half
minutes
play. Farrell got the third rush, and tho
ton Star says of the piece: “The third play
inning proved to be the hardest fought and longest
new to Boston waB “Nobody’s Claim,'’ at the
of tho game. There were several hard tussles, aud
Howard. It is written by Mr. Edwin A. once Patterson and Roberts came together pretty
warmly. Refert-e Barnes took them in charge
Locke, with Mr. Joseph J. Dowling and Miss ; though, and peace was quickly restored. One
foul
was allowed on the Granite Oitys.
There was conSadie Hasson as its principal exponents. It is
a play of the old-time mein-dramatic class and $ siderablc time lost in mending skates, the inning
lasting 27 minutes, while tbe actual playing time
it is a good one of its kind. Full of startling
was but 15 miuutcs. Roberts secured the goal. The
situations, of course; bat they are well Intro- game lasted 32 minutes, with an actual plaving
duced by the author, and well illustrated by
time of 13.
the actors.”
THE RECORD.

FIRST REGIMENT FIFE AND DRUM CORPS.
Xhe eighteenth is considered a barren cen- i
The Massachusetts First Regiment Drum,
tury for ihe historians. The Puritans were
Fife and Bugle Corps airived from Boston yet,"
dead aud the Methodists unborn.
But the
noon and in the evening
gave a select
century which produced Wesley and Goethe terday
concert at City Hall under the direction of
canno; properly speaking be called barren.
Drum Major Clark. We regret to rtcoid the
The aim of Wesley and Goethe was the
fact that while a fair sized and very enthusisirno but there were many specific differences*
astic audience was present, the hall was not
Geothe aimed at the conquest of the world
crowded as the entertainment deserved. There
and the soul by culture
and education.
must have been thirty members of the drum
the
Wesley sought
same end by means of concorps attired in the scarlet txniforms and white
secration and perfection.
Both men were representatives of the Teutonic Race but they
belts of the organization, besides the Clarion
came of different branches.
Quartette of Boston, and other talont. The
The father of Goethe was an imperial counsellor, his mother waa related to persons in programme was very long, and there were
official positions,
It was under her influence
many encores. The feature of the evening
that Goctfie was mostly thrown. As a
boy, he was the Drum and Fife Corps. They appeared
displayed all the precocity and activity that in five
selections, which had the flavor of the
belong to genius, After he had reached sixteen years of age, ho spout ten
camp about them and were remarkably inyears in Btudy
a*id travel, the remaining poition of his life
spiriting. The drill of the members wes adho spent ia quiet, occupied in meditation and
mirable and the effects produced most
enjoyable. There was a drum solo by little Neddie
literary work.
Goethe's life with its varying beliefs and Thayer, only four years old—who showed himquestions are portrayed in bis four great works, self a veteran with the "sticks”—banjo, xyloin tha first are the thoughts of the
phone, aud concertina solos, aud the singing
sanguine
tvaa
also very good. A very
youth upon the groat question of the aim of
amusing farce
closed-the
life
Later the question is given up in
eveniug, called “What You Cau
despair See tu a Dime
to
be
once
in
more
only
which the fife,
resumed at the age of
Museum,”
drum and bugle produced the freaks aud curiforty-five.
osities. The Corps make their
Christ taught the love of God, neighbor and
headquarters
at the City Hotel while here.
self. Goethe made a grave mistake and
placed
the last as first. This error was due to weakNOTES.
ness of will power, under which he was led
Barry Suliivau, the Irish tragedian, was
into making false statements.
(flavins' in “Rip.bacd ITI”
►
Goethe was 89 years old when the first
part
of Faust was published. This, his
great work, Shrewsbury in England. When the actor
is too woU known to call for
came to the lines:
any extended
reference to the plot. Faust, a studious man,
“Ahorse! ahorse!
makes a contract with the devil in
guise of
My kingdom for a horse!”
Msphistopheles, under which for one moment some one in
the
pit called out: “Wouldn’t an
of perfect happiness Faust will
relinquish his ass do you, Mr, Sullivan?’’
life and enter the service of Satan.
“Yes,’’ responded
Although the tragedian,
turning quickly cn the interwuviumuu
ran j.,
mepnistopneies is
seemingly successful, in Part II Faust comes rupter; “please come roind to the ctige door.”
to realize that perfect happiness can come
Miss Kellogg testified in court recently that
only
through the grace of God.
"an artist cannot sing immediately after eatFaust ia Paradise Lost and Paradise Reicg.” Either Miss Kellogg didn’t know what
gained applied to the individual soul.
she was talking about, or else the warhlets in
Goethe was a firm boiiever in the power of
the neighborhood of our
mind over matter.
His faith in the Bible was
boarding house are
strong and sincere, M. Taine’s assertions to not artists or even singers.—Chicago Ledger.
the contrary being refuted by Geothe’s own
The first performance in New Yotk
by Lawwritings. Fatnre centuries will study Faust rence Barrett’s
of Browning’s
company
not fis a model of virtue hut as an
epitome of
tragedy, "A Biot in the 'Scutcheon,” affords
the age which he represents.
an
John Wesley was born in 1703 and died iu
opportunity for the critics to say many
1791, his life covearing nearly all of the eighpleasant things about Mr. Barrett. “Of all
teenth century. He came of a goo.
family. the loading actors of the
His father was an intellectual man and an auday,” says the Eventhor, his mother was noted for tho remarkable ing Post, “Mr. Lawrence Barrett displays the
influence for good she exercised over her chil- truest pride in his profession and the
greatest
dren. Both parents were religious and conscizeal for his art. It
may, indeed, be almost
entious.
said that ho alone, of all the actors and manJohn early displayed a firm will.
He was
agers in this country, has sufficient intellieducated at the Charter House School and Exgence and sufficient courage to Gnrround himand
unlike Goethe he sowed no wild oats.
ford,
self with a capable company and to
produce
At the age of 22 he entered tho
new
plays of genuine literary and dramatic
ministry.
Study of the Bible led him to reject the doc- worth, and rely for support uoou the public
trino of predestination. That he at this
appreciation of good service.”
period
behaved in salvation by works is shown
by his
JUAYOR KING'S DECLINATION.
going as a missionary to Georgia in order to secure his sours redemption
He returned to London to enter
The
lull Teat of the JLetter to the Comupon the
critical period of his life. Harrassed
mittee.
doubt
by
and questioning, he ouo day entered the little
The following is the full text of
Alderagate chapel i*nd while there it flashed
Mayor
upon him that salvation was to come by the
King’s letter to the Republican City Commitgrace of God. From that time his course was
tee:
clear. He took the world for his
His
parish.
labors were indefatigable aud he left behind
Portland, Me., Feb. 10,1886.
_,
trunks. Waterhouse, Esa., Chairman
him an organizaticn which now reaches
Repub25,-

Vonug men’s Ckrislian Association.
Several meetings will be held in the hall of
the Young Men’s Christian Association

ficers will attend the encampment.

good as those by club9 that have had more luck in
the league.
Farrell got tho first rush, but Duni ing got the
ball a few seconds alter, and put it into tbo Granite

“nobody’s claim.”

present at Pine street
and
showed
much

At the conclusion of th8 concert Rav. Mr.
Williams, the pastor, introduced as the lecturer of the evening Rev. Dr. Bashford.
D**. Baehford spoke hb follows:

Valentines—Millett & Litle.
Sale—Owen, Moore & Co.

For Sale—Fancy'Goods
To Rent—House.

MUSIC! INO DRAMA.

core.

Glove

Wanted -Canvassers.
Lost—Promissory Note.

large audience

church last

ADYBBTI8E9IENTI TODAY.

GOETHE.

Concert and Hr. UaHhford’N Lecture
at E*iue Sired Church Lait Night.

today.

the international Sunday school lessons will
commerce at 4.30 p. m.
Subject, “Paul’s Defence”, Acts 22:1-21; Kev. J. W. Basbford,
lender. At 7.30 p. m., there will be a gospel
meeting conducted by Kev. J. M. Lowden.

Young men
ing.

are

especially invited

to

this meet-

Tiuie-f.ecked.
One ol the row boys at the Preble House,
while running up stairs with 78 cents in his
m uth, stopped suddenly for something and
swallowed the entire sum, consisting of two
25 cent pieces, two dimes and the rest in coppers. The boy is undet the care of a
and is not ill.

physician

lican City Committee:
My Dear Sir:—While I appreciate the honor
conferred on me by the Republicans of Port-

land in making me their nominee for tho office
I now hold.and am
exceedingly grateful thereior, I have been desirous of being relieved
from further service.
I have however
recognized the reciprocal
obligation of candidate to party and of party to
candidate and therefore
have felt that I
shounl not consult exclusively,
my personal
wishes in the matter, but I feel that I should
now decline to be considered a candidate
for
rt-alection, and therefore take this opportunity to apprise you of my determination.
Very respectfully yours,
Marquis F. King.

The

following score shows how tlio clubs stand up
date, with the Peelings and J. D. U.’s games

to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Played.

Won.

Alain edas 13
Gr. Oitys.12
W.H.T.’s.ll

8
6
5
5

Bijous.12
KELSEY

AND ORNE

5
6
6
7
AT

Goals Per cent
Lost.
Won.

31

26

~G2~

24*
21

26
22
26

.50
.45
.42

22

THE

PORTLAND

RINK

TO-

NIGHT.

To-night Kelsey and Orne will give an exhibition
of trick, fancy and acrobatic
skating at the Portlank rink in Storer block.
They will appear in new
suits and will give one of their beat exhibitions.
have not seen them should
and those who have will not need to be
again. Their movements, especially in
saul and tumbling line are
interesting
Those who

go to-night
told to go

the

somer-

to witness
and graceful
pleasing exhibition.
W. H.
3; BIJOUS, 2—EXHIBITION GAME.
Dunn missed the traih last night, so the Bijous
went to Lewiston with only five men and
played an
exhibition game with tho W. H. T.’s. An audience
of about 660 witnessed the game. Mr. J. Neal
refereed. The ball was spotted at 9.10, and the
giune w’as concluded as follows: 1st goal—W illiama
got the rush, but the Bijous won in 16 minutes
Foster putting the ball into the cage. 2d goal—Fos“‘“t

D

'“

nut:

gUrtl

IQ

10 minutes. 3d goal—Orr got the rush, and Foster
the goal for the Bijous in lo minutes. 4th and 5th
goals—both won by the W. H. T.’a, Foster securing
one 1-usli, Williams the other, in 8 and 5
minutes
Actual playing time,
respectively.
about 25
minutes.
MAINE STATE LEAGUE MEETING.
At a meeting of the Maine State Polo
League
held in this city at the Bijou,
the Deer-

iDgi

yesterday,

I). It’s were withdrawn land it was voted
to finish out the series with the four
leading teams,
-the Alamedas, Granite Citys, W. H. T’s and Bijous. The ecbedule was rearranged and the games
will he played as follows:
and J.

_Clubs.

Feb- 17

—

Bijous

vs.

Where played

..

—

20.. Bijous vs. Alamedas.Portland
20.. ..Granite Citys vs. W. H. Ts....Lewiston
•■^auisdes vs. Bijous
.Bath
Mch. 3. ...Granite Citys vs. Alamedas...
Bath
4.. Bijous vs. W. H.
Portland
Ts...
5.. ..W. H. 'Is vs. Bijous...Lewiston
7.. Alamedas vs.
..

‘1

..

This

—
..

—

games are all thrown out.
As wiil he seen next week’s games at the
Bijou
will be played on Tuesday an F
Friday nights and
are both with the Granite
Citys. Now that we have
but one home team the people will no doubt
support aud encourage it; and with a good representastve team, such as
ours, there is no reason whv
they should not bo the winners at the end of the

Deeds:
Raymond-Amos Spiller to Elizabeht M. Johnson,
mud. 500,
Capi.
Catdain Oidp.nn

duly

G.

T,

JL. Suiawotd.

Stannmn^

—

~

A_i.1_

to

hA

r»Alfi

t.ta

-—

--*

—

~

Jr

»»vi

a

Catarrh Cured

needed,
were pecuniary assistance, good
words, advice

influence.

it
and

He was an earnest and most active temperance
man; but while this included decided hostility to all
use of intoxicating liquor it did not
stop there; but
he was temperate in all his ways-in speech and in
conduct, and the influence of his whole life was
soothing, cheering and helpful.
Though his early education had been quite limited, he made a great deal of his later opportunities,
and was for many years both a careful reader and a
good observer. He was very found of the Bible,
aud especially interested in ihe historical
portions
of it. He had literally worn out one copv
by con- I
slant use. How many times be had read it all—or
particular parts—is not known; but it appears by
memoranda in the one he made daily use of
during
the later years of his life that he had read that
copy through fifteen times. He was very fond of
secular as well as sacred history, and had witliio a
short time finished reading Gibbons’
Rome, with
which, even to dates and other minutiae so hard to
fix in the memory, he had a surprising
familiarity.
His attachment to his relatives and friends was
very strong; almost the last time he left hie house
was to attend the funeral of Capt Coyle, in fulfilment of a mutual pledge made by these two kindred
spirits that the survivor should attend the funeral
of the other.
The death of so good and exemplary a man is a
serious loss not only to surviving relatives and
friends, but to the commuuitv of which lie was a
valuable and worthy member. His example and influence, however, will long survive him, aud it can
truthfully be said of him that “though dead he yet

I suffered with catarrh c or 8 years; tried
many wonderful cures, inhalers, etc., spendiugnearly one hundred dollars without benefit
I tried {food's Sarsaparilla, and was greatly
imiirovedt” M. A. Abbey. Worcester, Mass.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
Ihree peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, Hie proportion,- 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my Hood, sharpens rnv appetite, and
seems to make me over.” J. P. Thompson,
Register of Heeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is wortli its weight in gold.” I. Babiungton.
130 Bank Street, New York City.

Hood’s
SO©

ON THE ROLLERS.

unsatisfactory

games

ever

played

there.

It

One

Dollcr.

COLLARS'
▼

RISES

0/5

was

|V/;
Ub.
f

I

®

H
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EVER

To Commence

^ I'men, both
Linings and Exteriors.
Ask for

them.

■■

Idy

M

atmar
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Blankets, Cloves, Ac.,
BY AUCTION.
store boing about to be closed for repairs I
shall make a grand closing out sale at auction
ou TUESDAY. Feb. 17, at 10 a. m. aud 2Vh p.
m.,
at store 245 Middle street, consisting of Buffalo
aud Wolf Robes, Seal Skin Sacquos, Fur Caps and
Gloves, Fur Lined Circulars, Hats and Caps, Blankets, Fur Coats, Lap Robes, &o., &c.
Every article
to be sold without reserve.

My

febl3

dlw

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

The

reasons why you—a residont of Maineinsure in this company, in preference to any
other, are obvious.
IT IS A MAINE INSTITUTION. Its business is
conducted and its policies are framed according to
the laws of Maine, to which you have accost, and in
respect to which you are generally informed.

should

nWTWB' CTA'Tli’ PB>n A DPTWH

TXT

SURANCE ARE, IN A GREAT MANY CASES,
INTRICATE AND UNINTELLIGIBLE, to the average man. If yon insure in some other State company. YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN YOUR EXACT RIGHTS UNDER YOUR
POLICY. Few lawyers, even, understand the general laws, and fewer still the insurance laws of
other States; and you may discover, when you come
to the test, that the actual position and results of
your insurance are quite different from what you

desired

anticipated.
INSURANCE LAWS OF MAINE ARE
FEW AND SIMPLE. You can easily obtain precise information respecting their meaning and ef-

Auctioned s and Commission Merchant!
Solearaam IN Exchange St.
F. o. Bailey,
C. W. Allkk

Regular Sale of Furniture and General Merchan
dies every Saturday,commencing at 10 o’clock a.
m.
octSd
Consignments solicited.
BettlBfBiMl it A HID*.

French
IT

Spoliation

VTPUIV

T>

Claims.

dF Da.4IoM.I

Wa

WV

or

THE

You may be certain, there*ore, if you insure
the Union Mutual that you get exactly what
you want; that if any question arises, regarding the
under! it, it
Jyour
disposition of your
can be
and speedily determined aecordng to
laws and principles which you understand instead
of being governed and controlled by laws and decisions of which you have no knowledge.
THE INSURANCE LAWS
OF YOUR OWN
STATE ARE MORE LIBERAL AND EQUITABLE
THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER STATE.
The
Maine Nonforfeiture Law protects all policies from
forfeiture, after three premiums have been paid, by
reason of failure to pay
any subsequent premium.
Such policies are continued in force for their full
amount until the policy-holders has received in
such continued insurance the value c the payment
he has made.
EVERY POLICY ISSUED BY THE UNION
MUTUAL IS SUBJECT TO THIS LAW. Its practical working is shown by this illustration: If a
person, aged 35, pays three premiums on a 25 year
endowment policy, and tails to pay the fourth premium, the policy by virtue of this law and entirely
independent of any action or violation of the comcontinur in force five years and 342 days
pany, willThe
extensions vary with the class of polilonger.
cy and number of premiums paid, but are fixed by
law for each and every case.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE UNION MUTUAL IS BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS ALMOST
WHOLLY COMPOSED OF WELL-KNOWN AND
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF YOUR OWN STATE.
Their names are a guaranty of an honest, laithful
and eflicient conduct of its affairs.
The value of
your insurance depends entirely upon the certainthat
a
its
will
contracts
ty
company
carryout
fairly,
reasonably and promptly; and, in this respect, your
personal knowledge of the character and standing
of the persons who control it is of great importance
and significance.
THE CONDITION OF THE UNION MUTUAL
AS TO ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND FINANCIAL
STANDING IS ANNUALLY INVESTIGATED BY
YOUR OWN COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE.
The results of his examination are stated in detail
in his annual report, which you can easily consult.
You have, therefore, in this regard, the guaranty of
the endorsement of an official of whose character,
capacity and fidelity you have personal knowledge.
If. therefore, the Union Mutual posseosed no advantages peculiar to itself, as distinguished from
Other companies, it would be to your advantage to
insure in it. It is certainly very much so when you
consider the many inducements it presents in addition to these considerations.
fect.
in

rights

policy,or

easily

E. EARLE, Washington D. C„
NucceMHorM to Pickett & Earle, having succeeded to nil the paper*, record* and evidence
on
French
bearing
Spoliation
('laiuiM, collected by JA.HEH II. i'AON
TEN, during a period of over fifty year*,
while attorney for *uch claimant*, are

UMMOcintcd

as

SOLIOXTORSi
before the Conrt of rininn in the prosecution of French Spoliation C laims.
Address all correnpondence to fl. IS. Y;rgin, Union Mutual Building, Portland,
ill aiue.
jaul6d2m

8TEFHEH BERRY.
Book, Cart! and Job Printer
No. 37 Pluiu Street

Herbert- Cir.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY Al LAW A'i't SOLICITOR
—

or

Aiuti'kiR & l

—

orel^n

No. 03 Exebarige Hi, Portland, So.
jffl'-All business relating to Patent* prompt)) iuio

faithfully

inia'ltr

executed,

SPOLIATION CLAIMS.
bill to refer the claims for French Spolia-

to the court of
THEtion?,
become
I

adjustment,

claims for
a law,
am now prepared to prose
cute the same. I have full lists of all claims which
have been tiled for loss of vessels, cargoes, &c. Fee?
to be contingent.
Z. K. HARMON,
Centennial Block.

having

Portland, Me., Jan’y 16th.

Janl7dtf

31NKINSON
for Maine

PORTLAND, ME.

.prfi

Haydn Association.
Annual Meeting for the choice of Officers,
and such other business as may come before
it, will be held at Union Hall, Friday oveaing,
Feb. 13th, at 8 o’clock. A full attendance of the
members is requested.
F. H. CLOYES, Sec’y.

THE

Agencies,
eodtf

feb4

*■

dfcd

For One Week Only.

ait

VALENTINES.
Millett & Little
half the usual

febll

Mark Down Sale

Owen, Moore Sc Co.

line of Prang's
offered in Portland at about

ever

S'. O. BAILlV dr CO., Auctioneers.

PINE

dollar. These are of the
have usually sold at $2.50 a pair.
Commencing to*day
we shall sell them at $1.25 a pair.
We have all desirable
sizes, and the colors are excellent. Any lady wishing for a
genuine bargain in Kid Gloves, should secure some of
them.

Valentines

E. Jf. PERRY.

Manager

dozen line quality 8 button
at less than fifty cents on the
celebrated “Trefousse” make and

tlie

MAINE.

JOHN E. BeAVSTT, President.

JAMES

Wo have purchased eighty
length Mosquetaire Kid Gloves,

Offer TO-DAY7

PORTLAND,

3IKETIHCHI.

Feb. 13th.

Friday,

finest

prices.

One lot French Kid Button Boots, square toe, W.
& O. make, $5.00; former price $7.00.
One lot Patent Leather Button Boots, W. & G.
make, $4.50; former price $8.00.
One lot French Calf Cork Sole Button Boots, W.
& G. make, $4.60; former price $6.60.
One lot Wax Calf Goat Top Button Boots, for
school wear, $3.60; former price $4.50.
One lot Fine Curacoa Kid Button Boot3, $2.50;

former price $4.50.

One lot American Button Boots, $2.00; formor
price $2.60.
One lot American Glove Top, for $1.50;
former
price $2.C0.
One lot Pebble Goat Button Boots, for $2.60;
former price $3.00.
One lot Pebble Goat Button Boots, for $2.00; former price $2.60.
One lot Cloth Top Button Boots, for $3.00; former
prioe $5.00.
One lot Serge Button Boots, odd sizes, $3,25; former price $4.00.
One lot Curacoa Kid Low Out Slippers with velvet
bow, $1.00; former price$1.50.
One lot Best Curacoa Kid jlow Cut Slippers, for
$1.25; former price $1.75.
One lot French Kid Oxfords, Cloth Top,for $2.60;
former price $5.00.
One lot Patent Leather Oxfords, Kid Top, for
$3.00; former price $5.00.
One lot French Kid Langtry Slippers, for $3.00;
former price $5.00.
One lot French Kid Sailor Ties, for $2.50; former
price $3.75.
One lot French Kid Low Cut Slippers, Patent
Leather trimmed, for $2.00; former price $3.60.
Several lots Misses’ and Children’s Boots for
school wear.
These bargains we offer exclusively for cash.

M. G.

St.,

«

_v
Give yotu orders early, as we are always engage
time ahead.

some

CHARLES CDsTlS k CO.
493
Congress

ian35___

4tt

Mrs. A B. POOLE,
GARDINER, WE.,
OF

Metaphysician,
Has taken

rooms

NO. 58 BROWN

PALMER,

No. 541 Congress
feb»

Brown Block.

at

STREET,

PORTLAND,

dtf

Where she will see patients every other week,

MILLETT

&

LITTLE.

Commencing October I3th.

feb!3

OFFICE HOURS from 9 to 13 Jl., 3 to
3 and 1 to 9 P. 111. Consultation FREE.

ao*

QC11eodtf

Kensington

Art Co., immediately, Ladies to work for us at their homes, it
is light and pleasant and sent by
mail, distance from
Boston no objection,any industrious person can earn
from $7 to $10 per week, no canvassing, for full information address KENSINGTON ART ROOMS, 36
Congress St., Boston, Mass. P, O. Box 5078.

WANTED—By

PROF.

eod&wlm

FOR

n.

BEST THINS mmi

you want information about
help, situations, property for gale, wanted or
to lot, routes of travel, business
opeuings, etc., send
10 cents to New England information
Bureau, Box
4G0, Belfast, Me.
13.1

™

WASEQOT^BLEACHmG

and Customers to
WANTED-Canvassers
the best Mantel Bedstead, and Harris Pillow

see

i8 al8°

IN HARD G3 SOFT, HOT CR GOLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
*io family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by nil Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
.vail designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tho
INLY SAPG labor-saving compound, and
ilways bears the above symbol, and name of

at 161

I>LNCAN,

AS been in

general

use

for

over

t,*nuoo

SCOTC H

Diphtheria and Sore Throat

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Wholesale and

CO.,
Retail Agents.

BEAD THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL.
AIb. Batchelder-Dear Sir: I have used
your
Scotch Liniment for ten
years, and for sore throat
its eqnal cannot be found, and I
firmly believe it
has kept Diphtheria out of my
family, and will cure
the worst cases if taken in season.
Mrs. John Soule, 71 Wilmot St.

added to our extensive stock of car- I
riages, we are now prepared to handle parties of any size on the most favorable terms.
All
I
kinds of teams furnished at short notice.
Hacking
in all its branches promptly attended to.

Every family should secure

HAVING

EASTMAN & GOODWIN, PROP.

Also GOLDEN

M. W.
4G

Robinson’s Stable 35 & 37 Green St.
TELEPOONE NO. 447.

PILES.

BATCHELDER,

VALENTINE

COLLEGE,
Hill.

Uev. E, HI. Smith, HI. A., President.
Spring Term begins March 10. Send for circular

properties

01

cour

i finnn

onywing

mus.

«*

FOR SALE

We have

BY

trW m
i IIHPL

One

and al! Wholesale Grocers,

AND

Traverse

DORNS 4N & BESSON

dim

Valentines!
j[

at

STOCKBRIDGE’S.

Runner

Pung

examine.

8 Chatham Bow, Boston,

Aug. P% Fuller & Co„

Sole Agents for Maine and New Hampshire
jan2BMWFAwly

4»3

ore Street,
Jap^__

WOULD YOU

Portlnml, Me.
dim

VALENTINES!

BUY THE BEST

Our stock Is now cowDlete, nod unsurpassed in variety, quality and price.

PIANO 1 6.. GAY, 241 Siddle Street.
Cull at tlie Old Stand and
largest stock of

sec

____

the

Covers.

rn'»r digestion;
Dirigo Water Improves
,.1^,water
is always
It,
palatable, refreshing and healthful.
C001
from tha spnug.
refreshing
«J}<1kaaP ,Ua watar
8
cool from
Sr.Hr!0 use
Wlll
of cans iroa; water per
gallon
Mtodglmm,

RUNOLETT BROS.,

%

41

Some rare bargains still remain.
Tutting and repairing to order.

3 Free St, Block, PORTLAND.

anl2

dlw

DIRIGO MINERAL WATER.

Piaeos, Organs, Stools and

•'•vc Street.

_.Itt

THE EXHIBITION AND SALE
OF

—

Engravings, Etchings, &c ,
Williams 4c Everett,

at the

from

Union mutual Insurance
Buililing,
K°*u,) wU1 C,°*v '’a naturday,

thelSth**

dtl

card;
DR.

dlw

—

To close them out, wo will make price* far below
cost. Parties In want of good serviceable
Mid El
will do well to call and

tub

CVRIIS F. DAVIS.

12_____d3t

J ^i)r,

GAUBERT,

!
feb7

VI.L.IUISU|

few new, well made and handsomely
finished

a

—

d3t

LOSING, SHORT k HARMON,

?i fifiUQ

111

^JLsESXC3rHCS,

Samuel Thurston

W GREAT VARIETY.

STOCKHRIDGE’S.

MWUU

dtf

—

CARDS,

d3w&w4w7

Forest Home, Peering, To Let,
*ood House and Barns. Apply to
J. P. BAXTER,
Office Portland Packing Co.
IeM

SALVE for

Tamer 8t., Portland, Proprietor and Mannfact’r
For Sale in Portland by

—AND—

febl2

hottle at once.

anl

MAI N E WESLEY AN SEMINARY

Kent'.

a

T, J. STEVENS, Cor, North and Congress Sts.
H.n. HAY, Junction Free and Middle Sts.
dSm

eodlm

FEMALE

nuuicBumc

large economy over Baking Powders. SatisfacguaraMccd. Sold by all Grocers.
A VEST LACTATE CO., 23 Court St., Boston. U%ssu7.S.A.
a

Portland, Jan. 6,1885.

eod2m

jan

LINIMEIMT

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

us.

dec20

imu

BOX

Ul

isr,

feb7_

tion

WANTED—To do writing in office. Address WHOLESALE BOOTS & SHOES. Box
1/14. Portland, Me.
13_1

pur-1

for sale furnished by

BEIX-3K.

Absolutely Pure and Healthful.
The first and only powder possessing the digestive

OFFICE.__feb!3

1

ine

SOUR

LOJIT.-Promissory

oil combined. Its reputation is world wide, and |
will not be questioned that for family use it is the
safest oil, as well as being fn all other respects,
superior to any oil ever made for illuminating
poses. The essential features of the Astral, which
have made its reputation. Absolute Safety, Perfect Burning Qualities and Freedom from Disagreeable Odors. Names of parties having the genu-

ivi o

cnu

note for $50, given by W.M.
Monroe to Charles H. Rmwn. £h« tin.iAr win
y rewarded by leaving the same at this
1

ten years and

»“““»>

old

low.
Good
WILLIAM
13-1

WANTED—By

PRATT’S ASTRAL OIL.
H

f?r, Tseilin«Lafayette St.

No. 61

goods store,

rent
to

APP*y

;o

Prof. Cadwell and Dr. Damon
be consulted professionally
at City Hotel from 9 a. m. to 8 p.m.

_131

a steady
young man with good
education, a situation as clerk in store or
book-keeper; experience at both; good reference as
to character,etc. Address
13-1
H., this office.

eod&eowly

—■ —-

FEDERAL STREET.

Mosquito Net Holder,

SALE-A small fancy
and established business,
FOR

JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

f*b 13

a

B

the Greatest of all Mesmerist. and Mogurtic
Physicians, will show the only true method of the
Mi odor Fuilh Core, at CONti It ESN lit 1.1,
every night, at 8.
Admisslc.u only 10 cents. Speolal Matinee for ladles and children, Saturday.
IMPORTANT TO THE POOR -A free
clinic will be held at tho hall every day from 10 to
11.30, where the poor will bo treated Free.

WANTED—If

«

CADWELL,

PURPOSES.

EEASE— The modern and substantial
two story square brick house No. 262
Spring
St., corner of May St. on line of horse cars; has
pleasant rooms, sunny exposure; open lot on the
soutL-westerly side. The entire arrangement of
rooms is admirably adapted for comfort and convenience. BENJAMIN SHAW,48Va Exchange Street.
131
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GLOVE SALE.

at

ARE THE
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febl3

VALENTINES!

BEARING THIS MARK

I_.1

VlVIVIliU

taiglH

department.

CUFFS

ALAMEDAS, 3; GRANITE CITYS, 0.
The game at the Bijou last night, between the I
Alamedas and Granite Citys was one of the most ;
rough, and what many called a first-class slugging
match. The Granite Citys especially played in
poor form, and seemed to lack energy. They hit
wild, and were very careless in their movements.
The Alamedas seemed to
play their usual gameno better sure.
Those interested in the game here
will be better satisfied than ever that the exhibitions of playiDg by Portland clubs have been as

Doses

Jp (

*

speaketb.”

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Mad<"
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

B

_

IM vv

Ladies’ 87c All Silk Black or Colored Gloves at 59c.
Anybody who reads this advertisement or who
calls at our sale THIS FRIDAY MO.iNINC will
say these Gloves are most wonderfully cheap, and
that our stock in this department is very large and
finely assorted in all qualities from the 3 button
lengths at 25c to the 8 button mosquetaire. Special prices to be made for this sale
throughout the

this

luivu

TLhaa

at 98 cents.

i...

city, for tho purpose of putting into the field
atthe coming spring election, a temperance ticket
for Mayor and ward officers.
Now, I am, and ai.
ways hare been, as good a temperance man as there
is in the city, and don't propose to be
brought into
any scheme ot this sort. I propose to hang to the
party, (providing they pat np good men for office)
that has given the temperance people all the
legislation that they have had in this State for tho past
5
twenty years; yes, I may say, the party that has 5
given them everythirg in that line that they ever
ashed for.
X would like to ask the common-sense
temperance
men if they think it a good
plan to swap horses
crossing the stream? I think they .will,answer No!

Ql

—-■

Word to Temperance -Sun.
To the Editor of the Press:
I have seen a notice in some of our
city papers of

in the Press, was born in
Cape
Elizabeth Sept. 20,1811, and died in Gorham on
17th
lilt.
.the
He was the son of Captain
Winthrop Stanwood,
who came from Gloucester,
Mass., to Cape Elizabeth and settled there in the
year 1800.
Captain
Winthrop was a well-known shipmaster and highly
appreciated in bis day. He died at bis borne In
Cape Elizabeth in 1828. His children were six not if we know it.
sons and one
daughter. All his sons were also
Now, after the Republican party has done for the
shipmasters except one who, when quite young, was temperance people what it has for them to step
before they know who tho republicans are to
out,
lost cverooard from the
ship of which he was mate. nominate, and
put a ticket, (which they must know
Not ono of these children is now
cannot
bo elected) into the field, i must
living, Captain
confess,
looks to me like a scheme laid out by some of our
Gideon being the last survivor of them.
democratic brethren to draw off from the RepubliBom and reared on the shore of Caseo
as
was
can ranks; for iu the Republican ranks is where
Bay
the subjoct of this
notice, he too was, even in his you find the largest number of temperance men. X
earliest years, captivated by the
simply write these few lines, to warn the tempersight of
ance people of
approaching danger. If we are
“The Spanish sailors with bearded
lips
arawu into such a scheme
by the Democracy, (as wo
By the beauty and mystery of the shins
no doubt, a lew springs
were,
ago,) how can we ever
And the magic of the sea.”
expect hereafter any support from the Republican
When only ten years old he
commenced going to
party, for to that party we must look for our supsea with his
S.
father, with whom and his brother port, judging the future by the past.
Samuel he made numerous
coasting voyages in the
packets of those days.
He was but 10 years of age
MARRIAGES.
when, having made several voyages as first mate,
and shown himself
In this city, Feb. 11. by Rev. Henry Blanchard,
remarkably competent and
trustworthy, he was, in spite of his earnest protesta- J. Everett Cole of Fryebujg, Me., and Miss Ida M.
Lovell, Me.
tions, placed in command of a large schooner and Hutchinjiof
In Penobscot, Feb. 8, Gilbert Littlefield and Mrs.
thus made his first
Clara A. Leach.
voyage as captain. This proved
a most successful
In Stockton, Feb. 4, Horace 0. Bowden and Mrs.
voyage, and a very profitable one
for owner and master.
Ella 1. Small.
Prom that time he followed the eea almost conIn Stockton, Feb. 8, Albert N. Kelley and Miss
Harrington.
when, at the urgent solicita- Annie
un,t,il
180?.
Iu Belmont, Feb. 8, Andrew J. Burrows and
he
wife*
decided
to
abandon his sea-goron,5?1118
Miss Florence M. Paterson.
lng life and moved to Gorham. In 1860, however
In Morrill, Jan. 29, Prank Nash and Lilian M.
he was induced to make one more
voyage of fourteen months, to tbe Chincha
Islands, aside from Stevens, both of Belfast.
which the iast twenty-two years of his life
have
boen spent in Gorbam.
DEATHS.
maDV years his
Fqr
voyages were to tbe Weet
India Islands,—be made
sixty-four trips to Cuba,
but during the latter part of bis
tea-going life, he
In this city, Feb. II, Elias K. Goodnow, aged 18
made longer and more important
voyages to Euroyears 6 months.
pean ports and the guano islands of the Pacific.
[Prayers this afternoon at 4 o’clock, at his late
He was married in 1835, to Elizabeth H.
Higgins,
No. 21 Warron street.
Burial at Acton,
daughter of Micah Higgins, and sister of Reuben ; residence,
Mass.
and Emerson Higgins, prominent citizens of
Capo ;
In Cumberland, Feb. II, Capt. Charles Wyman,
John
Elizabeth; Capt.
Higgins, a well known ship- aged 72 years 7 months.
master who died in Portland a few
years ago: Jef[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2.46 o’clock,
ferson Higgms of
Englewood,
111., and Micah Hig- at bis late residence.
gins of this city. His married life, continuing
Iu
Bath, Feb. 10, Tbirza, wife of John McQuarrie,
nearly fifty years was an excoediniy happy one, and
67 years.
the
worthy couple between whom the tenderest af- aged
In Gardiner, Feb. 5, Arch Morrell, aged S5 years
fection existed, were
in August of tho preshoping
In
Biddeford, Feb 2, Elizabetn W., wife of Wm.
ent year to celebrate their
golden wedding. His H. Hutchins,
aged 71 years 11 months.
wife, a most excellent woman, and a worthy comIn Gardiner, Feb. 4, Mrs. Elizabeth P.
Sanborn,
panion of a most excellent man, survives him.
76
aged
yrs.
Their ouiv child, a beautiful daughter, having died
In Lebanon, Jan. 28, Mrs. Joanna Cate, aged s 8
at tbe age of thirteen, many years
he
leaves
jago,
years 6 months.
no issue.
His nearest relatives are four pieces,Mrs.
In Lebanon, Jan. 29, Isaac Wallingford, aged
E. A. Sawyer, Mrs. Dr. Wood, Mrs. E. M.
Itogeis,
65
years.
Mrs. M, C. Young, and two nephews, Capt. Silas H.
In Boston, Feb. 12, James W. Milliken.
Mariner of Oakland, iCal., and Mr.
StanHenry
Funeral
on Saturday afternoon at 2 o'elo k, at
Mr. Franklin Stanwood
wood, of Gorham.
West Sear boro.
whose marine paintings are quite
widely
known, is
At
Mass Feb- 9, Mrs. Joanna Hill
Auburndale,
an adopted son of Capt. and Mrs. Stanwood.
Fifield, nee Hubdard, aged 79 years,—formerly of
He waB very fond of his chosen
and
avocation,
Readfisld
and
Fayette, Me.
most faithful and successful in
it.During the 40 odd
years of his seafaring life, for more than thirty of
funeral
service of ihe late Thomas
tt3?“The
whichdie was in command of many different vesClark will take place on Sunday afternoon at 1
sels, no serious accident befell him or either of his
o’cloek. at his late residence, No. 18 Brattle Btreet.
vessels, ami it is said that during ail these voyages
Relatives and friends are invited to attend without
further notice.
of strict integrity, honest, frank and just in all his
dealings, scrupulously temperate in his habits,
kind hearted and even-tempered, ho had no
garb of
goodness to wear on shore and put off at sea, but
was the same in whatever situation he was
placed.
He was one of the first to abolish the use of
grog ou
shipboard, *-substituting strong coffee for intoxicatCatarrh is a very prevalent disease, with
ing liquor, when it seemed necessary to splice the
main brace.” He was also a careful observer of the
distressing and offensive symptoms. Hood’s
Lord’s Day when at sea, and instead of that comSarsaparilla gives ready relief and speedy
mon custom ol allowing
only Sunday for washing
cure, from the fact it acts through the blood
and mending clothing, he gave his men
Saturday
uuu tuus u'uuucb cvcijr jjui i, ui me
afternoon for this purpose, aud insisted upon their
“
doing such work then. One who knew him very inI suffered with catarrh fifteen years. Took
timately for many years, writes: ‘‘I never knew
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and 1 am not troubled any
him speak a harsh word or even give a short answer
to anyone in all my life.” He was very
with catarrh, and my general health is mucb
hospitable,
and noted for his kindness and
humanity. Being
better.” I. W. Lillis, Postal Clerk Chicago
no respecter of persons, his
aid
was exfriendly
Ss St. Louis Kailroad.
tended whereever it seemed
whether
announced

81.69.
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at 8 o’clock, we shall begin a grand
Cash mere and Lisle Glove Sale for Ladies

at 25 cts.

As the Deerings are withdrawn, there will
be no
game tonight at the Bijou but one of those popular
general skating parties will be held.
The medals
are ready and will be
purchased and put on exhibition at once.
NOTES.
The Bijous have come to a
pretty steep hill a
But
last.
they are good climbers.
The Hallow-ells, or better
known, the Granite
the Watervllles by three straight

a

Morning,

Ladies’ odd sizes of Foster Kids, old style hook, at
98 cents.
Ladies’ new Fester hook, Best Black Kids, all sizes,

A

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have beeu recorded at the
Registry of

Street.

and

BUFFALO AMI WOLF ROBES,

'ITTli' T.A WC

and Children. Quantities limited to one pair to
each purchaser.
Children’s SI Tan Colored Kids at 25 cents.
50c All Silk Gloves at 25 cts.
Ladies’ SI Gauntlet Cashmere Gloves 25 cts.
Good Length Mosquetaire Cashmere Gloves
25 cents.
Ladies’ Black Taffeta Gloves in all sizes at 25 cts.
75c Black 5 Hook Lace Kids 25 cts.
“
11
“
50c
3 Button
25 cts.
50c Dark Colored 3 Button Kids, odd sizes,

senes.

goal Wednesday night.
The Alphas beat the Omegas three
goals to two at
Portland rink last night.
There is one member of the W. II. T.’s who is
happy, “stubby” don’t need to he told who it is.
’Ahead of the Bijous” is the case.
The Mascots of Gardiner have
accepted a challengo of the Granite Citys to play a match game for
Pr.ovrhiing that the game be played in
irt?.ai?ld0*
the
COxiseuin rink at Gardiner, with goal
cages and
under the Kennebec and
Androscoggin league rules.
Ihey name Frank Barnes of this city as a referee
that would be acceptable to them.
The Mascots
say they will accommodate the Granite Citv3 with
a match for $100 or
$500 a side on these terms.

ALE TO-DAY.

Kid, Silk,

GraniteCitys.Bath

10.. ..GraniteCitys vs. Bijous.Portland
13
w. H. Ts vs. Alamedas.Lewiston
13.. Bijous vs. Granite
Citys.Portland
14
Alamedas vs. W. H. Ts ..Bath
This order is to be followed out till
;April 18th.
As will be seen it has been decided
to play the
Granite Citys’ home games iu the rink of the team
they are scheduled with Instead of playing them all
in Portland as first agreed
upon, thus giving each
rink the same numb' of games.
The withdrawal
of the Deerings aud 3. D. It’s will
materially affect
the standing of all the
remaining teams, as their

COLCOKD,

Sfoyd

jan24

10 a.m., at Salesone hundred OverUlsters, desirable in style, color and
Sale positive.
V. O. BAILEY A- CO., Auctioneer*.
feb!3
02t

coats
sizes.

5

GranitiTcitys.Portland

19..
W. H. Ts vs. Alamedas.Lewiston
-0—Granite Citys vs. Bijous.Portland
21
Alamedas vs. W. II. Ts. Bath
24.. ..Granite Citys vs. W. H. Ts.... Lewiston

S3

AUCTION,

Saturday, Feb. 14th, at
ON room,
Exchange St., about

oo

aa

20 dozen Heavy 35 cent all Wool Hose, odd sizes,
at 19 cents.
70 dozen Ladies’ 50 cent Dark Hose at 29 cents.
iO
good quality Faded Hose at 19 cts.
u
,
50
Striped fine quality Hose 25 cents.
2 cases Gents’ extra good 25 Hose 15 cents.
I
Ribbed 30 cent Hose 15 cents.
Allow us to say this is the best lot of
Hosiery at
the prices we ever sold, and is a good opportunity
for any one to make purchases.

and their motions are so well trained
that all together forms a most

—

k!aU

ac

J. W.

SPECIAL SALE.

100 OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS
BY

#V9n to private pnpilB by tbs subscrib

Children’s all Wool Hose 121*2 cents. Ladies never
had so good an opportunity as this week to purchase for their children or for themselves. To-day
we shall have a sale of Gloves and to-morrow Hosiery at less than half former prices.
40 dozen Children’s Scarlet Hose at 12 1-2 cents.
These are strictly all wool, are in sizes 5. 5 1-2,
6,
1 -9. and havA hpon cam

%ri,’TU»N MM'K

Instruction in English and Class.
leal Studies

HOSIERY SALE.

stricken out:
Goals
Lost. Won.

BOCCATIONAL.

mmn

°FFf€E,
PHYSICIAN !

Vo. 4 TOEMAN PEACE.

who has been in constant practice in this city the
past twelve years has had remarkable success in
treating all Nervous Diseases, Nervous Exhaustion,
Nervous Insanity, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, N'eu
ralgia, Paralysis and loss of use of Limbs.

jan

OFFICE 203 MIDDLE ST.,
d&wtf
POBlIiANO, HUS.

<>8t

Open from Feb.

9th

la

23d.

_dtfeb20

Valentines!
,

at

STOCKBBIDGE’S.

^
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